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An accurate process model is an essential tool for engineers to improve the
process, such as enhancing control system perfonnance, enabling automatic process
monitoring and fault detection. But it is always not easy to get an accurate process
model.
There are generally two basic types of process models: first-principles and
empirical. First-principles models are developed by applying material balance, energy
balance and momentum balance, together with thermodynamic and transport relations,
etc. The main advantage of using first-principles models is that the resulting model is
intended to be generally applicable and rigorous, thus having good interpolation and
extrapolation properties. However, the necessary knowledge for a specific system i
usually not fully available, so that most of the effort in the modeling strategy is devoted
to determining all relevant mechanisms and quantifying these mechanisms correctly.
This usually requires an extensive research program (including experiments) which is in
conflict with the desire for a short development time of the model.
On the other hand, empirical models, such as a neural network model, are
developed by data measured from the actual system that has to be modeled. The main
advantage of empirical model development strategy is in the fact that, within a reasonable
amount of time, one can obtain a highly accurate mathematical model without detailed
knowledge of the process. However, empirical models are not reliabl for xtrapolation.
Therefore, in the model development phase, the identification experiments should cover
the whole application domain of the model to avoid the need for extrapolation during the
application of the model. Such a wide application range data that must be available
means a time consuming and a money consuming experimental program is needed to
obtain the necessary identification data.
This research is to find a suitable combination of first-principles model, empirical
(neural networks) model, and historical data, which lead to accurate process model with
low cost. Meanwhile, this research is also intended to evaluate the proposed modeling
techniques based on the residual errors ofthe developed model.
1.2 Significance of the study
Practical benefits of the project include:
• Reduced model development cost. First, since lots of a priori information can b
used for model development, the model development process is much easier than
that without any a priori information. Ifthe final model is first-principles based,
since the difficult-to-model parts can be substituted by neural network trained by
historical plant data, or, the residual errors in first-principles model can be
corrected hy neural network, first-principles model need not be rigorously
developed. On the other hand, if the final model is neural network based, some a
priori information, such as process gain, either obtained from personal experience
or from not-so-rigorous first-principles model, can be used to train neural
networks. The number of data points that required to train neural network can be
,..
greatly reduced. Secondly, since only not-so-rigorous first-principles model need
to be developed or fewer experiment data for neural network training, less
research program need to be carried out to explore the intrinsic mechanism of the
process or less experiment need to be done. Both lead to low cost with less time
and money investment.
• Improved distillation column model. This research provides attractive distillation
process modeling methods that are readily adapted to any distillation column.
Improved distillation control based on the proposed model will have a significant
impact on reducing energy consumption, improving product quality, and
protecting environmental resources.
• Enhanced student experiment apparatus. The automated data acquisition and
control system built for the distillation column is also available for undergraduate
students Unit Operations Lab and Process Control Lab. Students can benefit from
the system for the next few years.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
This thesis comprises the following parts: In Chapter 2, the problem background
is discussed. In Chapter 3, the hybrid modeling method concept is developed. Hybrid
serial approach and hybrid parallel approach is applied to the modeling of experimental
distillation column. Chapter 4 addresses the experimental distillation column setup, data
collection, detailed modeling methods and the resulting hybrid model qualities. Chapter
5 are the conclusions and recommendations.
CHAPTER 2
PROBLEM BACKGROUND
A first-principles model is derived from first-principles. In Chemical
Engineering, first principles refer to material balances, energy balances, momentum
balances, together with other properties of the process such as thermodynamic and
transport relations. The main advantage of developing a first-principles model lies in the
fact that it is mor~ reliable and more accurate than empirical model, provided that all
process information is available. However, first-principles model also has its
disadvantages. In many cases the equations describing the plant may be inaccurate due to
incomplete plant knowledge. Incomplete plant knowledge can lead to both structural and
parametric model errors. Structural model errors are characterized by simplified model
equations, due to the omission of physical effects. Parametric errors are simply error in
the value of parameters that characterize the behavior of the plant. Parametric errors are
caused mainly by insufficient and inaccurate experiment data. For example, in a
Continuous Stirred Tank. Reactor (CSTR) process, the reaction rate is usually determined
by lab scale experiment. If the reaction rate measured from experiment is inaccurate, the
first-principles model that uses this reaction rate parameter wiJI have parametric error. In
other cases the plant itself or the environment wiJI change over time, thus making the
equations and noise characteristics time-dependent.
On the other hand, empirical models describe input-output relations solely on the
basis of the measured data. The advantage of developing the empirical model is that it is
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easy to construct, as long as enough experiment or historical data are availabl . But the
internal structures and parameters of empirical model can not be interpreted in tenns of
physical effects or plant parameters. Moreover, empirical models can only be applied
within the operating regime for which they have been identified, thus having unreliable
extrapolation capability. Examples of empirical models are NARMAX models (Chen
and Billings, 1989) and neural networks (Chen, Billings and Grant, 1990).
Another model type - hybrid model is just attracting lots of researchers. Since
both first-principles model and empirical model have their advantages and disadvantages,
as mentioned before, researchers are investigating how to incorporate the two model's
advantages and overcome the disadvantages. This lead to the creation of the third type of
model - hybrid model. Depending on the starting point of the modeling phase, the hybrid
modeling method is divided into two directions. If the model development starts with
first-principles model, and some difficult-to-model parts of the first-principles model are
substituted by empirical model, or outputs of first-principles model are corrected by
residual errors predicted by empirical model, semi-mechanistic model is built. If the
model development starts with empirical model, and some a priori knowledge is
incorporated into the empirical model, gray-box model is built.
Neural network model is one class of the generally adopted empirical models.
Neural network model is proved to be a powerful tool for representing complex nonlinear
processes (Narendra and Parthasarathy, 1990; Pollard, Broussard, Garrison and San,
1992; Su and McAvoy, 1992; Simutis, Havlik, Dors and Lubbert, 1993; van Can, te
Braake, Hellinga, Krijgsman, Verbruggen, Huyben and Heijnen, 1995). Therefore, the
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empirical model part of our proposed modeling techniques is r stricted to neural
networks.
2.1 Semi-mechanistic model
Semi-mechanistic model is also denoted as "hybrid model" in some literature,
which had a narrower meaning than that we discussed before. According to Thompson
and Kramer (1994), there are two types of semi-mechanistic models. One type is called
"serial approach," which uses neural networks to model unknown parameters in first
principles model. The other is called "parallel approach", in which neural network is
used to compensate errors between the real process outputs and first principles models
outputs. These two methods will be discussed individually.
2.1.1 Serial Approach
The serial approach is to use a neural network to model unknown parameters
(usually those parameters which are difficult to obtain or contain uncertainties) in the fir t
principles model. The structure is shown in Fig. 2.1. Process inputs are supplied to both
first-principles model and neural network model. The outputs of neural network model
are the unknown parameters of first-principles model. First-principles model calculates
the model output by applying first-principles rules, along with the parameters predicted
from neural network model.
Psichogios and Ungar (1992) first proposed this idea in 1992. They applied this
hybrid model scheme to a simulated fed-batch bioreactor. Neural network model was
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used for estimating bacterial growth rate with a standard 3 layer feed forward neural
network trained with Back Propagation (BP) algorithm. Simulation results indicated an
excellent prediction and satisfactory adaptation for noisy data. For all cases studied,
hybrid serial model was better than the equivalent empirical model, based on the
interpolation and extrapolation capabilities, easiness for analysis and interpretation, and
number of training examples.
Serial approach has applications in many different areas, such as biochemical
engineering (Psichogios and Ungar, 1992; Dors, Simutis and Lubbert, 1995; Geeraderd,
Herremans, Cenens and Vanimpe, 1998; van Can, te Braake, Hellinga, Luyben and
Heijnen, 1997; van Can, Tebraake, Dubbelman, Hellinga, Luyben and Heijnen, 1998; Fu
and Barford, 1996; Schubert, Simutis, Dors, Havlik and Lubbert, 1994; Thompson and
Kramer, 1994; de Azevedo, Dahm and Oliveira, 1997; Prion, Latrille and Rene, 1997:
hioengineering (Tan, Li, Gawthrop and Glidle, 1997), chemical engineering (te Braake,
van Can and Verbruggen, 1998; Cubillos and Lima, 1998; van Can, Hellinga, Luyben,
Heijnen and te Braake, 1996; Wilson and Zorzetto, 1997; TulJeken, L99 L), environmental
engineering (Conlin, Peel and Montague, 1997), metallurgical engineering (Reuter and
van Deventer, 1991; Reuter, Van Deventer and Van Der Walt, 1993; Cubillos and Lima,
1997; Cubillos and Lima, 1998; Cubillos, Alvarez, Pinto and Lima, 1996), thermal
engineering (Guo, Shen, Li and Zhao, 1997), power engineering (Alessandri and Parisini,
1997; Lo, Peng, Macqueen, Ekwue and Cheng, 1997), semi-conductor industry (Nami,
Misman, Erbil and May, 1997) and paper industry (Funkquist, 1997; Funkquist, 1997;








Fig. 2.1 Serial. Approach Model Structure
(Neural network is used to model unknown parameters in first-principles model)
Perhaps because serial approach was first generated in the biochemical
community (Psichogios and Ungar, 1992), lots of applications were reported in this area.
Oors et al. (Dors, Simutis and Lubbert, 1995) applied serial approach to model the
repeated fed-batch production of a recomhinant therapeutic protein from mammal.ian
cells. Data used to build the model were from the real process. Results showed the model
can well predict the process. But no comparison was made between this serial hybrid
modeling method and other modeling methods.
Other applications were: modeling of bacterial growth in chilled food products
(Geeraderd, Herremans, Cenens and Vanimpe, 1998); pH effects on the enzymatic
conversion of penicillin G (van Can, te Braake, Hellinga, Luyben and Heijnen, 1997; van
Can, Tebraake, Dubbelman, Hellinga, Luyben and Heijnen, 1998); cell metabolism (Fu
and Barford, 1996); fed-batch yeast cultivation (Schubert, Simutis, Dors, Havlik and
Lubbert, 1994); fed-batch penicillin fermentation (Thompson and Kramer, 1994); baker's
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yeast production in a fed-batch fermenter (de Azevedo, Dahm and Oliveira, 1997);
crossflow microfiltration (Prion, Latrille and Rene, 1997); a neutrDn intensity control
system used in bioengineering (Tan, Li, Gawthrop and Glidle, 1997).
[n the field of chemical engineering, serial approach also has some applications.
te Braake et al. (te Braake, van Can and Verbruggen, 1998) applied serial approach to the
modeling of a first order exothermic reaction. All the known parts of the process were
based on first principles, and the remaining unknown parts were modeled by neural
network model. The comparison showed that for this particular example, both prediction
and extrapolation capability of semi-mechanistic modeling technique (specifically, serial
approach) outperformed the straightforward nonlinear black-box model. Results were
based on simulation.
Other applications were Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) (Cubillos and
Lima, 1998), pressure vessel (van Can, Hellinga, Luyben, Heijnen and te Braake, 1996),
pilot scale process involving three tanks in series (Wilson and Zorzetto, 1997), and
linearized chemical reactor model (Tulleken, 1991).
In environmental engineering, serial approach was used to model the filter
pressure drop. Conlin et al. (Conlin, Peel and Montague, 1997) reported that serial
approach was better than empirical model on modeling the first stage filter pressure drop
in water treatment process. Rate of reaction was predicted by neural network, and then
supplied to first-principles model. Concerning model prediction accuracy, results showed
that serial approach was much better than empirical model (neural network and
polynomial), and was better than parallel approach.
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In metallurgical engineering, serial application also has lots of applications,
al though the applications were still on simulation stage. Reuter et al. (Reuter and van
Deventer, 1991; Reuter, VanDeventer and Van Der Walt, 1993) implicitly proposed this
strategy to model a series of metallurgy and mineral processes described by kinetic terms.
The serial approach in this paper was called Generalized Neural-Net Rate Equation
(GNNRE). Neural network was used to estimate the kinetic parameters, which together
with conservation equations to construct the generalized model. The GNNRE is process-
independent and was applied to simulate adsorption and reduction processes (Reuter and
van Deventer, 1991), flotation, leaching and precipitation processes (Reuter, Van
Deventer and Van Der Walt, 1993). The leaching and precipitation processes were also
validated by industrial kinetic data. The deficiency of this paper is the model validation.
Without specific training algorithm dealing with over-parameterization, the number of
training data sets from industrial kinetic data was smaller than that of adjustable
parameters in neural network, thus making the generalization unreliable.
Other applications were a rougher flotation process (Cubillos and Lima, 1997;
Cubillos and Lima, 1998), a direct flow rotary dryer and a batch fluidized bed dryer
(Cubillos, Alvarez, Pinto and Lima, 1996).
In thermal engineering, Guo et al. (Guo, Shen, Li and Zhao, 1997) applied serial
approach to model coal gasification process. Neural network was used to identify a
parameter for the overall reactivity of char named "Active Char Ratio (ACR)". The
hybrid serial model was trained with experiment data for two cuals and gave good
performance.
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In power engineering, there are also some applications. Alessandri and Parisini
(Alessandri and Parisini, 1997) modeled a section of an actual 320 MW power plant.
First, all the known parts were modeled by first principles model. Secondly, neural
networks modeled all unknown parts. Thirdly, a stochastic method, Smoothed
Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA), was used to identify the
first-principles model parameters. Simulation results showed this was an effective
method.
Another application is to use a hybrid counter-propagation neural network and
Ward-type equivalent (the equivalent concept as "first-principles model") approach for
power system network reduction (Lo, Peng, Macqueen, Ekwue and Cheng, 1997). Test
results demonstrated that the serial approach was very efficient and highly accurate
compared to the external system equivalent.
In semiconductor industry application, Nami et al. (Nami, Misman, Erbil and
May, 1997) showed an example in Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition
(MOCVD). Serial approach was applied to the model that characterizes the MOCVD of
titanium dioxide (Tj02) films through the measurement of deposition rate over a range of
deposition conditions. Neural network predicted outputs - diffusion coefficient,
activation energy, and a pre-exponential factor related to the molecular "attempt rate" of
the growth process, were fed into the physical deposition rate expression, then the
predicted deposition rate was computed. Data for training the neural network were from
real experiment.
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In paper industry, reports showed that serial modeling approach was applied to a
continuous digester (Funkquist, 1997; Funkquist, 1997) and a Thermal Mechanical
Pulping (TMP) refiner (Allison, Isaksson and Karlstrom, 1997).
Lindskog and Ljung (Lindskog and Ljung, 1994) reported the SEMI software tool
for semi-mechanistic modeling. In SEMI, Maple and Mat/ab, which were running as
separate processes, provide the symbolic and numerical services. These processes were
invoked via a Graphical User Interface (GUI).
2.1.2 Parallel Approach
Parallel approach is the use of neural network to predict residual errors in .fir t-
principles model. The structure is shown in Fig. 2.2. Process inputs are supplied to both
first principles model and neural network model. The outputs of the neural network are
the residual errors of first-principles model. First-principles model outputs and neural








Fig. 2.2 Parallel Approach Model Structure
(Neural network is used to compensate first-principles model prediction error)
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Parallel approach was first proposed by Kramer et al. (Kramer Thompson and
Bhagat, 1992) in 1992. A radial basis function neural network was trained to learn the
residuals of the default model (a tenniDology used by Kramer et al. (Kramer, Thompson
and Bhagat, 1992), which is equivalent to "first-principles model"), the output of the
hybrid parallel model was the sum ofthe output of default model and the output of neural
network model. The network contribution to the output would be small if either the data
conform to the default model (in which case there was no residual for the neural network
to model), or upon extrapolation. The approach was applied to a CSTR simulation
problem. Later in 1994, the same research group published a well-known paper
(Thompson and Kramer, 1994) in 1994. The modeling method was applied to a fed-
batch penicillin fermentation process. The process state variables were supplied to both
default (first-principles) model and a Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN). RBFN
output was added to the default model output to predict specific rates. The specific rates
were then supplied to an output (first-principles) model to get new state variables. [n this
paper, parallel approach was combined with the serial approach to reach a better model
prediction.
Cote et al. (Cote, Grandjean, Lessard and Thibault, 1995) applied the parallel
approach to improve the accuracy of an existing first-principles model of the activated
sludge process. Neural network models successfully predicted the remaining errors of
the optimized fust-principles model. Pettersson et al. (Pettersson, Gutman, Bohlin and
Nilsson, 1997) treated residual error of first-principles model as disturbance. Instead of
using neural network, a stochastic model, extended Kalman filter, was used to model the
disturbance. The approach was tested on a bending stiffness model for paper-board
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manufacturing. One other application was the simulation study of a pH-neutralization
tank (Johansen and Foss, 1992)
Applying parallel approach alone to a process modeling seems not so attractive as
the serial approach according to some researcher. van Can et. al (van Can, Hellinga,
Luyben, Heijnen and te Braake, 1996) compared different modeling methods. A pressure
vessel modeling using real-time experimental data was carried out. Four approaches were
used: neural network model, serial approach with polynomial function as parameter
prediction tool, serial approach with neural network as parameter prediction tool, and
parallel approach. Based on extrapolation property, parallel approach showed no
advantage over neural network model. Both parallel approach and neural network model
were much worse than the serial approach. Conlin et aI. (Conlin, Peel and Montague,
1997) also reported the same conclusion on the modeling of pressure drop in water
treatment.
There were not so many applications reported using parallel approach a those
using serial approach.
2.2 Gray-box model
Gray-box modeling strategy starts with the building of a empirical model (neural
network is one of the most popular empirical model), a priori knowledge is then
incorporated into the building of the model. The model development can be divided into
two phases, design phase and training phase. In each of the phase, a priori knowledge
can be incorporated to make the model more accurate.
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Design Phase
In design phase, it is necessary to know the type and structure of the neural
network. For example, the following questions must be answered.
1) Is the process continuous or discrete? The answer to this question lead to the
selection of a continuous-type network or discrete-type network.
2) Is the process dynamic or static? The answer to this question lead to the selection of
a dynamic-type network or static-type network. Some intrinsically static network can
also be used to model dynamic process by treating delayed process inputs as different
neural network inputs.
3) How many input variables and output variables are required for the process? The
answer to this question lead to the determination of the number of input nodes and
output nodes of the neural network.
These questions seem trivial, but they are important a priori knowledge to
determine the type and structure of the neural network.
Dimopoulos and Kambhampati (Dimopoulos and Kambhampati, 1998) propo ed
a method to determine the number of minimum neurons required for Dynamic Recurrent
Neural Networks. The authors used relative order of systems as a priori knowledge to
specify network topology before training, thus greatly reducing the training effort.




In the training phase, there is much information that can be treated as a priori
knowledge for network training. Examples are process stability (Tulleken, 1993;
Craddock, Kambhampati, Tham and Warwick, 1998), constraints on the model
parameters or variables (Joerding and Meador, 1991), the smoothness of the system
behavior (MacKay, 1992; Foresee and Hagan, 1997), and derivatives of process variables
at certain points (Tulleken, 1993; Lampinen and Selonen, 1995; Kosanovich,
Gurumoorthy, Sinzinger and Piovoso, 1996; Hartman, 1998).
Train neural networks to model the process with only sparse plant data is a very
practical issue in the real world. In such situations, a priori infonnation must be
incorporated to generate "pseudo data". The derivative information of process variables
at certain points can be used as a priori information. The derivatives not only can serve
to generate "pseudo data," but also the derivatives can make the trained neural networks
comply with a priori rules (Martinez and Wilson, 1998).
Lampinen and Selonen(Lampinen and Selonen, 1995) used inaccurate derivative
information to train 3 layer feed forward neural networks. A revised Back Propagation
(BP) algorithm was derived and used to train the neural network. Simulation results
showed that this network had a better representation of the system than a standard 3
Layer feed forward neural network trained with traditional BP algorithm.
Kosanovich et al. (Kosanovich, Gurumoorthy, Sinzinger and Piovoso, 1996)
proposed to use information from first-principles model, which designated as "time rate
of change of the error", along with the training data, to train feed forward neural network.
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The simulation results for a chaotic process showed that such trained neural network had
better performance than conventional network.
Lee and Dh (Lee and Oh, 1997) took "Jacobian of mapping", which is similar to
derivative information, as a priori knowledge of the system. Neural network learning
was the hybridization of the error back propagation and the Jacobian learning. The
method showed good performance in accelerating the learning speed and improving
generalization. From simulation, results showed that using the Jacobian synthesized from
noise-corrupted data could accelerate learning speed.
Although the idea is still under development, Pavilion Technologies Inc.
(Hartman, 1998) applied gain-constrained training into its product Process Insights and
has already filed a patent on this idea. Whether or not this idea is already mature enough
on the stage of commercialization, only Pavilion can show the results now, if any.
Instead of using neural network as the black-box part in gray-box modeling,
tochastic method is also frequently reported. Tulleken (Tulleken, ]991; Tulleken, 1993)
proposed a bayesian approach. Given a prior distribution, associated with the physical
knowledge (process stability, sign of stationary gains, etc.) and data likelihood, a
posterior distribution was constructed. Explicit solutions were given for special cases of
Gaussian likelihood and a priori, which is uniformly or piece-wise linearly distributed on
a linearly constrained gray-box model class. Simulation was applied to the kinetic
parameter estimation of a continuous and a batch reactor model in (Tulleken, 199]).
Simulation results to a distillation process showed (Tulleken, ]993) the advantage of the
constrained estimates under realistic experiment conditions. Considerable variance can
be reduced at the cost of a somewhat larger bias.
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Sadegh et aI. (Sadegh, Melgaard, Madsen and Holst, 1994) used probability
distribution function in system parameters as prior partial infonnation for optimal
experiment design. A continuous time physical model of the heat dynamics of a building
was considered and the results showed that performing an optimal experiment
corresponding to a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation results in a considerable
reduction of the experimental length.
Bohlin and Graebe (Bohlin and Braebe, 1994) reviewed the strategy for stochastic
gray-box identification and surveyed experiences and lessons of applying it to a number
of industrial processes. The industrial processes applied were yeast production (Fan
1990), rinsing of strip steel (Sohlberg, 1991; Bohlin, 1994), mould level control (Graebe
and Bohlin, 1992; Graebe and Goodwin, 1992), recovery boiler(Bohlin, 1993), pulp
digester (Funkquist, 1993; Funkquist, 1997a; Funkquist, 1997b). A tool kit, IdKit, and a
user's shell, IKUS, was developed and reported.
2.3 Summary
Recently, combination of a priori knowledge with black-box modeling techniques
is gaining considerable interest. However, there are still lots of issues need to be
considered. First, most applications are still in simulation stage. The very limited cases
of industrial application were very simple process. No complicated process such as
distillation column has been the subject. Secondly, all the reported applications were
case studies. No systematic modeling method is developed that can be applied to almost
all processes. Thirdly, no criteria are developed to guide the modeling, to tell under
18
which conditions which model can and is best to be developed. This research is intended




In order to develop accurate process model with least amount of time and money,
one need to maximize the usage of available prior information of the process. If most of
the mechanisms of the process are known, a model starting from physical mechanism
very likely to be developed. Then the unknown mechanism can be empirically correlated
by additional experimental data. On the other hand, if little of the mechanism of the
process is known, but rich process history data are available, a gray box model is likely to
be developed. The ideal situation is that one does not need to do any experiment and use
all the available prior information to create a process model.
This chapter comprises three parts: first, the hybrid model development strategy is
proposed. Secondly, hybrid serial modeling method is applied to experimental
distillation column. Thirdly, hybrid parallel modeling method is applied to model the
same experimental distillation column. Lastly, model evaluation criteria are developed to
evaluate the model.
3.1 Hybrid Modeling Method Development Strategy
At the very first step, a model developer must make it clear that which kind of
model needs to be built to meet the requirement of the model. For example, if the model
is to be used in an on-line control application, a dynamic model is necessary. In control
applications, accurate one step ahead prediction may be the defining performance criteria.
20
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On the other hand, if the model is to be used in a plant-wise optimization purpose, then a
simpler, lumped model for individual process units is enough. In optimization, accurate
steady-state prediction may be the most important to address.
The second step is the prior knowledge analysis. Prior knowledge is knowledge
about the process that exists prior to the synthesis of the model. The prior knowledge
includes hard constraints and soft constraints imposed on the process by first principles or
design considerations, historical plant data and much more.
The "hard" or "soft" constraints depend on their precedence with respect to the
data. Hard constraints must be strictly obeyed. Examples of hard constraints are valve
openings, which is limited from 0% to 100%; tank levels, which is limited from zero to
the height of the tank; safety limits, such as the limit of pressure of a tank:; product quality
needs, such as the sterility, purity limits.
On the other hand, "soft" constraints are those that "preferably" to be obeyed. For
example, process response under step change preferably is first order plus dead tim , with
small time constant and dead time. Model preferably can be extrapolated beyond the
training data set. Model is also desired to have some qualitative behavior such as
smoothness.
Historical plant data are important prior knowledge. Plant data reflect the
intrinsic material and energy balance, physical restrictions due to equipment limitations,
and real process behavior, etc. But plant data in most chemical processes are corrupted
by measurement noise and calibration error. In addition, because the processes usually




When applying prior knowledge to the modeling process, in most cases it is
difficult to meet all the requirement of the process. Some compromise must be made.
The relationship between "hard" constraints, "soft" constraints and historical data is that
"hard" constraints should take precedence over historical plant data, and historical plant
data should take precedence over "soft" constraints.
The third step is to select a starting point to develop the model. The ultimate
purpose of research is to reveal the intrinsic mechanism of the process. One should
incorporate as much physical mechanism in the model as possible. This logically lead to
the conclusion: If first principles model is possible, then develop the first principles
model. But if only partial mechanism is available, depend on how much the priori
knowledge is available, a hybrid serial model or hybrid parallel model can be developed.
At a worse situation, if only some intuitive knowledge, such as process gains at certain
points, process smoothness, is available, one can only develop a gray box model. The
worst situation is that one know nothing about the process, but only some input-output
data are available, the only choice is to develop a empirical model.
1f only small amount of experiment work is enough for empirical model fitting,
semi-mechanistic model is likely to be developed. Furthermore, hybrid serial model is
likely to be developed if most mechanism of the process are known, and model
coefficients are unknown but can be estimated from process variables. [f in some region,
parts of the mechanism are unknown, but historical data are available to do the
correlation, hybrid parallel model is likely to be developed.
On the contrary, if little mechanism of the model is known, and rich plant history




available, some technique like gain constraint training method may be employed to fill
the data gap.
The last step is to develop the model. Since most of the work is done in the first
three steps, this step is only a routine work that needs to be done.
3.2 Hybrid Serial Modeling Method
Hybrid serial model has better prediction over first-principles model. The reason
lies in the fact that neural network can use all influencing variables, thus leading to better
parameter prediction capacity. In distillation column modeling, column efficiency is
difficult to model by first-principles model, while it can be inferred from process
operating conditions. Neural network can be used as the mapping between process
variables and column efficiency.
As the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 3.1, serial approach is a hybrid modeL
which consists of two sub-models, i.e., neural network model and first-principles model.
eural network model is used to predict overall column efficiency. All trays are a umed
to have the same Murphree vapor phase efficiency, which equals to the overall column
efficiency. Neural network model inputs are process variables that can determine the tray
efficiency, such as feed flow rate, feed composition, feed preheat temperature, reflux
flow rate, reboiler temperature and top tray temperature. The final inputs to the neural
network should be determined by trial and error, only the variables that have close





1997), which requires fewer experimental data points while still overcoming the
of one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The proposed training
Distillation Colwnn Model Structure in Serial Approach
(Neural network is used to model tray efficiency)
Hybrid Model
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A standard feed forward neural network is applied. The neural network con ists
neural network. Optimum number of hidden neurons can be determined as follows: Train
from a neural network with n hidden neurons, all the neural networks with n+1, n+2, .,.
in each neural network, which is automatically reported in the training results. Starting
hidden neurons will have the same number of effective number of parameters. Choose
neural network with 1, 2, ... hidden neurons, record the effective number of parameters
algorithm is Levenberg-Marquardt with bayesian regularization (Foresee and Hagan,
overfitting problem. Bayesian regularization ensures smoothness in the output of the
-
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the neural network with n hidden neurons as the one that to be used in hybrid s rial
modeling. The experiment data need to cover the whole operating range in order to avoid
neural network extrapolation. Otherwise neural network need to do extrapolation which
is totally unreliable.
First-principles model takes reflux temperature, feed flow rate feed composition,
reflux flow rate and reboiler temperature as principal inputs, and predicted overall
column tray efficiency from neural network model as secondary input. First principles
model applies material balance, energy balance, thermodynamics, etc., to calculate
distillate composition, which is the outputs for both first principles model and hybrid
serial model.
Bottom composition is also a candidate output for the hybrid serial modeling, but
distillate composition is preferred. The value of bottom composition are mostly in the
range of 0 - 10 mol% MeOH, and the value of distillate composition are mostly in the
range of 60 - 90 mol% MeOH. If the absolute measurement error for composition
remains the same, the relative error for distillate composition would be much less than
that for bottom composition.
3.3 Hybrid Parallel Modeling Method
Hybrid parallel model has the possibility of reducing the mathematical model size
by allowing a somehow larger modeling error because of the unaccounted process
mechanism. The model error is later corrected by neural network. When this approach
applies to distillation column modeling, first principles model part can be assumed
working at fixed column efficiency, although the actual process works at varied column
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efficiency. The induced error can be corrected by neural network part of the model. The
neural network corrects not only the error induced by column efficiency, but also various
other first-principles modeling errors.
As the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 3.2, parallel approach is also a hybrid
model, which consists of two sub-models, i.e., neural network model and first-principles
model. The proposed parallel approach is a variation of the parallel approach discussed
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Fig. 3.2 Distillation Column Model Structure in Parallel Approach
(Neural network is used to compensate first-principles model prediction error)
First-principles model takes reflux temperature, feed flow rate, feed composition,




(material balance, energy balance thermodynamics relationships etc) are applied to
calculate distillate composition, which is the first principles model output. eural
network model takes process variables, such as feed flow rate feed composition, feed
temperature, reflux rate, reboiler temperature and top tray temperature, as inputs. The
final inputs to the neural network is determined by trial and error, only the variables that
have close correlation to the output is selected. Neural network model serves for error
correction to first-principles model, since first-principles model outputs have errors
comparing to the actual process outputs. Neural network model output (residuals) is then
added to first principles model output (distillate composition). The sums serve as the
hybrid model output. A standard feed forward neural network is used. The neural
network structure and training algorithm is the same as that used in hybrid serial model,
that is, one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer, training algorithm is
Levenberg-Marquardt with bayesian regularization.
3.4 Model Evaluation
The distillation column can be viewed as a stochastic process. A stochastic
process consists of two parts: one is the deterministic part, which is predictable. The
other is the random part, which is unpredictable. A well-modeled stochastic proce
model should include all the predictable factors, and leave the unpredictable factors as
residual error, i.e. noise. If the residual errors are biased noise, then the noise part
contains something that is predictable, and the model has to be improved. The residual
error mean value should be zero. Also, the residual errors in a well-modeled stochastic
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process should only contain white noise, i.e., "a sequence of independent (identically
distributed) random variables with a certain probability density function (Ljung, 1999).
There are several ways to test the whiteness of the noise. One common way is the
auto-correlation method (Box, Jenkins and Reinsel, 1994). One can visually tell whether
the residuals are white or not from plots of auto-correlation function. A more rigorous
way is to use X2 test (Ljung, 1999). In this research, only the auto-correlation test was
used.
For auto correlation method, if infinite number of data points are available, the
normalized auto correlation function for white noise equals to 1.0 at lag k=O, i.e., no lag.
At all other points, auto correlation function equals to O. In reality, since only limited
amount of data is available, the auto correlation function is only close to 0 at lag k:;t:O.
The data can be arranged in experiment sequence, provided that the experiment is
planned in such a way that adjacent experiment data points are close to each other in the
multi-dimensional process variable space.
The residual error auto correlation function at lag k can be expressed as:
(3-1)
Where Pk - auto correlation function at lag k.
e" et+k - residual error at time instant t and t+k, respectively.
I..l- mean value of et·
E[ ] - mathematical expectation of the random variable(s) in
the bracket. E[et]= 1-1.
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Pk can be estimated from the data set (Box, Jenkins and Reinsel, 1994) by
In this research residual errors are the difference between experiment distillate




is the total number of points.





The application of semi-mechanistic model (hybrid serial model and hybrid
parallel model) and gray box model reported in the literature was restricted to either
simulation studies or simple processes. The applicability of the modeling strategies to
complex process is still under investigation. In this chapter, the proposed methods are
applied to model distillation column.
Distillation column modeling is a challenging problem for both testing the
proposed modeling methods and for practical reasons. The difficulty of distillation
column modeling provides a good example for testing the modeling methods. As we
know, distillation column is a complex chemical process, which has complex
characteristics including severe non-linearity, large dead-time, interactions, and
subjection to many constraints and disturbances.
For practical reasons, accurate distillation column model is always needed.
Distillation is the most important separation technique in chemical process industrie
around the world and constitutes a significant fraction of chemical plant capita]
investment. The operating costs of distillation columns are often a major part of the total
operating costs of many chemical plants. Within the U. S., there was an estimated 40,000
columns which consumed approximately 3% of the total all-purpose energy usage
(Humphrey, Seibert, and Koort, 1991). Improved distiLLation control based on more
accurate model can have a significant impact on reducing energy consumption,
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improving product quality, and protecting environmental resources. Hence, accurate
distillation column model is necessary.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section I introduces the experimental
distiHation column setup, including column instrumentation, Data acquisition and control
system, and interfacing program development. Section 2 is the step by step hybrid serial
modeling method and the resulting model performance. Section 3 is the step by step
method for hybrid parallel modeling and the resulting model performance. Section 4
shows the model evaluation results.
4.1 Experimental System
4.1.1 Experimental Setup
Figure 4.1 depicts the experimental distillation column in Unit Operations Lab of
the School of Chemical Engineering, Oklahoma State University. The column consisted
of 6 sieve trays, one direct heated reboiler and one total condenser. Feed was pumped (P-
I) from Feed Tank (TK-I), electrically preheated (E-l) and then fed into the column.
Reboiler (E-3) was also electrically heated. Bottom product was cooled through bottom
cooler (E-2) before flowed to bottom product tank (TK-2). Vapor from the top tray was
first condensed (E-l) before flowed to reflux drum (0-1). Part of the condensate
overflowed to distillate tank. Part of the liquid was pumped (P-2) back to the column as
reflux. An electric heater preheated the reflux before it was fed back to the column.
Water from municipal water supply pipeline was used as coolant. Cooling water was




















Fig 4.1 Instrumentation Diagram of Experimental Distillation Column
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cooler (E-2) to lower the bottom product before the bottom product went to bottom
product storage tank (TK-2).
4.1.2 Instrumentation
There were totally 13 temperature measurement points. Each tray temperature
was measured (TI-OI, TI-02, TI-03, TI-04, TI-05 and TI-06). Cooling water
temperatures were measured before it entered the condenser (TI-08) and after it left the
condenser (TI-07). Condensate temperature (TI-09) out of the condenser was measured.
Feed temperature (TIC-I 0) after the preheater was measured, and controlled through
SCR. Reflux temperature (TIC-II) after the preheatcr was measured, and controlled
through SCR. Reboiler temperature (TIC-12) was measured, and controlled through
SCR. All the above temperatures were measured by type K thermocouples. All the
temperatures were also indicated in the computer and recorded in an ASCII-format
logging file.
There was also a local temperature indicator directly mounted on the reboiler to
measure the reboiler temperature (TI-B).
Feed flow rate (FIC-01), reflux flow rate (FIC-02) and cooling water flow rate
(FIC-03) were measured and controlled. The measurement devices were Differential
Pressure (DP) cells (the integration of orifice meter and pressure transducer). All the
above flow rates were controlled by control valves. All the above flow rates were also
indicated in the computer and recorded in an ASCII-format logging file.
Feed flow rate (FI-04) and reflux flow rate (FI-05) were also indicated by two
rotameters, respectively.
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Four liquid levels were measured: feed tank (LI-Ol), bottom product tank (LI-02),
distillate tank (LI-03), reboiler level (LI-04). All measured levels were indicated in the
computer and recorded in an ASCII-fonnat logging file.
Only one pressure point, the reboiler pressure (PI-01), was measured and
indicated in the computer. At the same time, the value was recorded in an ASClI-format
logging file.
Methanol compositions (feed composition, bottom product composition and
distillate composition) were sampled at steady state and measured off-line by
refractormeter.
All other necessary process variables were inferred from the above measured
variables. Distillate flow rate was calculated from the distillate tank level change in 5
minutes intervals, the cross sectional area of the tank and the density of the liquid.
Bottom product flow rate was calculated by the same method.
Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 shows the front view and back view of the distillation
column, respectively. From Fig. 4.2, one can see the 6-sieve-tray distillation column,
reboiler at the bottom and condenser at the top.
From Fig. 4.3, one can see SCR (Silicon Rectifier) at the up-front position, feed
flow rate transducer and feed valve at the middle-back position, feed pump at the bottom-




Front View of Distillation Column
Back View of Distillation Column
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4.1.3 Data acquisition and control system (Camile Products, LLC, 1997, 1998)
Camile 2200 hardware, along with Camile TO 3.7 software, was selected to meet
the specific data acquisition and control needs of this research.
Camile 2200 is a nine-slot Camile chassis with an optional integrated PC (not
installed for this application). In this application, 6 boards were instaHed. One controller
board (PN 564) was to perform control action calculation and scheduling data collection
and transmission. One terminator board (PN 554) was installed to minimize system noise
by damping resonant frequencies in the bus. One network communication board (pN
565) was used to communicate with the host PC. One thermocouple board (pN 525) was
for thermocouple inputs signals. One analog input board (PN 525AI) was for analog
input signals (flow rates, levels, and pressure). One analog output board (PN 522) was
for analog output signals (to control valves, SCRs).
Fig. 4.4 shows the front view of the Camile 2200 unit with board installed. ro-.
Fig. 4.4 Camile 2200 (with boards installed)
A network communication board (PN 566) was installed in host computer to
communicate with camile box.
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Camile TG 3.7 software was installed in a host PC, which was used to configw-e
the process, perfonn control, programming user interface, data logging, and data
retrieval.
Fig 4.5 shows the computer screen while the experiment was running. The
computer can be configured to display trends of any process sampled variables. The
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Fig. 4.5 Trends of Process Variables Displayed on Host Computer Screen
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Figure 4.6 is the graphical configuration of the process. The graphical interface







Fig. 4.6 Process Diagram Displayed on Host Computer Screen
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4.2 Hybrid Serial Modeling Method
4.2.1 Modeling procedure
The modeling of distillation column can be described in the following 5 steps.
Step 1: Collect Experiment Data.
148 steady state data points were collected. When process reached steady state,
the experiment continued to run for additional 30 minutes in steady state. Process
variables were measured every 30 seconds during this 30-minutes steady state period.
Process variables (except for liquid level and level related variables, such as distillate
rate, bottom rate) were averaged over this 30 minutes time period to reduce measurement
nOise.
For hybrid serial modeling, 88 data points from the whole data set were used. All
data points where column efficiency equals or close to 1.0 was eliminated. The 88 points
Llsed for hybrid serial modeling can be found in Appendix E.
The operating limits and operating points of process variables is shown in Table
4.1. Operating limits is the physical limitation of each process variable for this specific
distillation column. The lower limits of feed rate and reflux rate were determined by
measurement device, which would give large measurement error if the flow rates were
below the lower limits.
Manipulated variables were feed rate, feed composition, reflux rate, reboiler duty.
Originally, 3 to 5 operating points were selected for each manipulated variable. For
example, feed rate was operated at 15, 24 or 30 lbm/hr for each experiment.
Theoretically, 3*3*5*3=135 experiment points need to be carried out. In reality, some
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points were out of feasible operating region. As the result, those points were eliminated
from the experiment. For example, at point where feed rate equals to 30 Ibmlhr, feed
composition equals to 40%, reboiler duty equals to 60%, reflux rate equals to 80 Ibm/hr,
because of the high feed flow rate and the low reboiler duty, the distillation column could
not operate at this point. In addition, in some operating region, distillate rate was
sensitive to one or more of the manipulated variable. When this situation occurred, more
experiments were carried out to fill the gaps.
Table 4.1 Operating Limits and Points of Process Variables
(Feed Temperature set to 35°C, Reflux Temperature set to 50 °C)
Process Variables Operating Limits Operating Points
Feed Rate (lbmlhr) 10 - 36 15,24,30
Feed Composition (mol% MeOH) 16 -40 20,30 40
Reboiler Duty (% of Full Power) 60-100 60,70,80,90,100
Reflux Rate (lbmlhr) 10 - 82 15,40,80
Distillate Composition (mol% MeOH) 54-95
Bottoms Composition (mol% MeOH) 0-28
Feed and reflux temperatures were originally set to be at 35°C and 50 °C. In
reality, due to the inadequate feed preheater heating capacity, reboiler preheater heating
capacity, and cooling water cooling capacity, both feed temperature and reflux
40
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temperature were "out-of-control" in some points. All these points were kept in the
experiment data set.
Step 2: Reconcile Data
The characteristics of the experiment distillation column determines that bottom
product flow rate and distillate flow rate were measured with least confidence. The
training data must agree with overall material balance and component material balance.
Overall material balance:
F=D+B
Component (methanol) material balance:
Fx p = DX D + BX JJ
where
F - feed flow rate (lb/hr)
D - distillate flow rate (lb/hI)
B - bottom product flow rate(lb/hr)
XF - feed composition (mass% methanol)
XD - distillate composition (mass% methanol)
XB - bottom product composition (mass% methanol)
Adjust bottom product flow rate and distillate flow rate to comply with the
balance equations. That is, solve a and ~ in the following equation:











D' - measured distillate flow rate (lb/hr)
B' - measured bottom product flow rate (lb/hr)
(4-4)
The values of a and 13 tell how much the experiment errors are. The reconciled
distillate and bottom product flow rates are
chemical processes. ChemCAD Simultaneous Correction Distillation Simulation (SCDS)
This step was done in Microsoft Excel. The "equation solver" function in Excel
D==D' +a
B == B' + 13
helped in solving balance equations.
Step 3: Run ChemCAD to Determine Column Efficiencv.
ChemCAD is one of the most popular commercial simulation software for
model was served as first-principles model in this research.
ChemCAD inputs were from reconciled data set. The inputs were: feed



















(calculated from feed flow rate and feed composition), subcooled delta T (calculated
from reflux temperature), reflux flow rate, bottom product flow rate. Other less
important inputs were: distillate flow rate, reflux flow rate, top tray temperature, second
top tray temperature. All of the less important inputs were just estimated values for
convergence purpose. Then over all column efficiency was adjusted to make the
ChemCAD predicted distillate composition match experiment distillate composition.
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Column efficiencies were adjusted by trial and error to the second significant digit, which
were enough to keep difference of the distillate composition from ChemCAD and the
distillate composition from experiment less than 0.3 mol% ofMeOH (results can be
found in Appendix E). Double check again to see if the predicted bottom product
composition matches experimental bottom product composition. The difference of the
bottom composition from ChernCAD and the bottom composition from experiment is
less than 0.6%. In most cases, the difference is less than 0.1%.
Step 4: Train Neural Network to Predict Column E(ficiency
Till this step, all the measured process variables and the corresponding tray
efficiency were available. The neural network output was the column efficiency. But
which variables should be the neural network inputs need to be detennined. First, all
measured variables were used for training neural network. These variables were: feed
flow rate, feed composition, feed temperature, reflux flow rate, reflux temperature,
reboiler temperature, tray I - tray 6 temperature. Then, reduced the inputs one by one. If
the reduced variable made the prediction error significantly large, this variable was then
kept as the true neural network input. Otherwise this variable was not used for neural
network input. Based on the selection procedure described above, the final inputs to
neural network were: feed flow rate, feed composition, feed temperature, reflux rate,
bottom product flow rate and top tray temperature.
Experiment data need to be scaled to [-1 1] before used for training. Each



















where "max"and "min" were the minimum measured value and maximum
measured value, respectively.
All experiment data were divided into training set and test set. Based on the
sequence number, the training set include 2/3 of all the data, which included data points
1,2,4,5,7,8, ... The test set included 1/3 of all the data, which included data points
3,6,9...
The 3-1ayer neural network structure is 6-5-1. The input layer consists of 6 nodes.
The hidden layer has 5 nodes, each node has hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer
function. The output layer consists of 1 node with linear transfer function. There are
totally 41 adjustable parameters. ']he neural network was trained by Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm with bayesian regularization (MacKay, 1992; Foresee and Hagan,
1997). The algorithm requires fewer experimental data points for training while
overcoming the overfitting problem. Regularization ensures smoothness in the function
approximation performed by the neural network. The training was stopped when any of
the following criterion was met: value of objective function less than the performance
goal (goal set to 0.0), minimum gradient reached (minimum gradient set to Ie-IO),
maximum epochs reached (maximum epoch set to 2000), maximum time elapsed
(maximum time set to infinity), maximum ~ reached (maximum 11 set to lelO, 11 is a
parameter in Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm). Details of the neural network training can
be found in Appendix A and B.





Step 5: Test Hybrid Serial Model.
Various tests were taken to show the performance of the hybrid serial model.
First, the prediction error of the neural network was examined. Secondly, hybrid serial
model predicted distillate composition vs. the true distillate composition was compared to
fixed efficiency first-principles model vs. the true distillate composition. Thirdly, the
prediction capability between hybrid serial model and fixed efficiency first-principles
model was compared. Lastly, in each experiment run, the prediction error between
hybrid serial model and fixed efficiency first-principles model was compared.
4.2.2 Experimental results
In hybrid serial modeling, the improved model prediction accuracy over fixed
efficiency first-principles model depends heavily on the neural network. As a result.
neural network prediction accuracy must be examined. The error (ChemCAD column
efficiency minus neural network predicted column efficiency) has a mean of 0.003 and
standard deviation of 0.032. It is a nice prediction result. Fig. 4.7 is the plot of neural
network predicted efficiency vs. ChemCAD column efficiency. ChemCAD predicted
column efficiency is assumed to be the true column efficiency. The closer the diamond
point to the diagonal line, the better the neural network prediction is. From the figure, it
also shows that neural network gives nice prediction result.
The next step is to test hybrid serial model predicted distillate composition vs. the
tme distillate composition with fixed efficiency first-principles model predicted distillate
composition vs. the true distillate composition. First-principles model was run under
fixed column efficiency, which was the average column efficiency of all runs. In this
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research, fixed column efficiency was chosen to be 40% (mol % of methanol), which is
the average column efficiency for the whole experiment runs. This is the key test to see










































Fig. 4.7 Serial Approach: Neural Network Predicted Column Efficiency
vs. ChemCAD Column Efficiency
Table 4.2 shows the prediction error of hybrid serial model and fixed efficiency
first-principles model. The average error (mean error) of hybrid serial model is -1.3 ]
mol% MeOH, which is smaller than -1.67 mol% MeOH, mean error of fixed efficiency
first principles model. Standard deviation ofhybrid serial model is 4.70 mol% MeOH,
which is much smaller than 7.88 mol% MeOH, standard deviation of fixed efficiency
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first-principles model. Table 4.2 tells that hybrid serial model provide better mod I
prediction accuracy for the distillation column modeling.
Table 4.2 Comparison ofPredictiOlI Error between Hybrid Serial Model
-
and Fixed Efficiency First-principles Model (unit: mol% MeOH)
Hybrid Serial Model Fixed Efficiency Model
Mean Error -1.31 -1.67
Standard deviation 4.70 7.88
Fig. 4.8 is the model predicted distillate composition vs. actual distillate
composition. The circles are the first-principles model predicted distillate composition
(at fixed column efficiency) vs. actual distillate composition. The diamonds are the
hybrid serial model predicted distillate composition vs. the actual distillate composition.
The closer the points to the diagonal line, the better the model prediction accuracy is.
Fig. 4.8 tells that hybrid serial model does provide better model prediction accuracy than
fixed efficiency first-principles model.
Hybrid serial model takes unmodeled parameter - column efficiency into account,
which makes the model able to predict distillate composition at any column efficiency.
On the other hand, fixed efficiency first-principles model only takes average column
efficiency as its parameter. First-principles model should give good distillate
composition prediction if the column runs at that efficiency. But first-principles model
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Fig. 4.8 Hybrid Serial Model Predicted Distillate Composition





from the average column efficiency. Fig. 4.9 shows this conclusion. Fig. 4.9 is the plot
of distillate composition predicted errors vs. column efficiency. The diamonds are the
hybrid serial model distillate composition predicted errors vs. column efficiency. The
trend line of hybrid serial model is almost flat, with square of correlation coefficient
equals to 0.0105. At different column efficiency, hybrid serial model gives statistically
the same prediction error. The circles are the first-principles model distillate composition
predicted errors vs. column efficiency. The error trend line is skewed, with square of
correlation coefficient equals to 0.5951. At low column efficiency, the model predicted
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distillate compositions are statistically always lower than the actual distillate
compositions. If the actual column efficiency is close to the average column efficiency,
which was used by first-principles model all the times, first-principles model gives good
prediction of distillate composition. At high column efficiency, the model predicted
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Fig. 4.9 Serial Approach: Distillate Composition Predicted Error at Different
Column Efficiency
The prediction of hybrid serial model and first-principles model was also
compared at each experiment run. Fig 4.10 is the plot of distillate composition predicted
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errors vs. experiment number. The diamonds are the hybrid serial model distillate
composition predicted errors vs. experiment number. The circles are the fust-principles
model distillate composition predicted errors vs. experiment number. Since data from
experiment number 44 - 72 reflect some errors, they were not used in the hybrid serial
modeling. One can see from the figure that there are some data "missing" from
experiment number 44-72. Figure 4.10 tells that statistically hybrid model gave better
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4.3 HYBRID PARALLEL MODELING METHOD
4.3.1 Modeling procedure
The modeling can be described in the following 5 steps.
Step J: Collect Experiment Data.
148 steady state data points were collected for model evaluation. Which was the
same data set collected for hybrid serial modeling. For hybrid parallel modeling, 131
data points from the whole data set were used. The 17 data points that were not used
contained some significant experiment errors. Some data points, especially where the
column efficiency equals or close to 1.0, contained some not-so-significant experiment
errors, were still used for the hybrid parallel modeling. The 131 points used for hybrid
parallel modeling could be found in Appendix F.
Step 2: Reconcile Data.
This step was essentially the same as that in hybrid serial modeling, except that
the total number of data points was different.
Step 3: Run ChemCAD to Get Distillate and Bottom Product Composition at Fixed
Column Efficiencv.
ChemCAD inputs were from reconciled data set. The inputs were: feed
temperature, feed pressure (14.7 psia), feed methanol flow rate, feed water flow rate
(calculated from feed flow rate and feed composition), subco01ed delta T (calculated







important inputs were: distillate flow rate, reflux flow rate, top tray temperature, second
top tray temperature. All of the less important inputs were just estimated values for
convergence purpose. Over all column efficiency was set to 40%, which was the average
efficiency in all runs.
Step 4: Train Neural Network to Predict Residual Error
Till this step. all the process measured variables and residual errors were
available. The neural network output was the residual error in first principles model.
But neural network inputs should be selected. First, all measured variables were used for
training neural network. The procedure of selecting input variables were the same as that
for hybrid serial modeling. Based on the selection procedure, the final inputs to neural
network were: feed flow rate, feed composition, feed temperature, reflux rate, reboiler
temperature and top tray temperature.
Neural network structure is 6-5-1, which happens to be the same structure as
hybrid serial modeling. All the other procedures for training neural network, such a data
scaling, training set and test set selection, neural network training algorithm selection,
output scaling, were essentially the same as that in hybrid serial modeling.
Step 5: Test Hvbrid SeriaL Model.
Various tests were taken to show the performance ofthe hybrid parallel model.
First, the prediction error of the neural network was examined. Secondly, hybrid parallel
model predicted distillate composition vs. the true distillate composition was compared to











prediction capability between hybrid parallel model and fixed efficiency frrst-principles
model was compared. Lastly, in each experiment run, the prediction error between
hybrid parallel model and fixed efficiency first-principles model was compared.
4.3.2 Experimental Results
In hybrid parallel modeling, the improved model prediction accuracy over frrst-
principles model totally depends on the neural network. As a result, neural network
prediction accuracy is so important that must be examined first. The error (error of fixed
efficiency model minus error ofneural network predicted distillate composition) has a
mean of 0.11 (mol% of MeOH) and standard deviation of2.81 (mol% of MeOH). Fig.
4.11 is the plot of neural network predicted distillate composition residuals vs. the true
distillate composition residuals. "True distillate composition residuals" equal to
experiment distillate composition minus fixed efficiency first-principles model predicted
distillate composition. The fixed efficiency was chosen to be 40%, which was the
average column efficiency. Then the true distillate composition residuals were used as
the training set to train the neural network. Neural network outputs were the "neural
network predicted distillate composition residuals". The closer the diamond point to the
diagonal line, the better the neural network prediction is. From the figure, it shows that
neural network gives nice prediction results.
The next step is to test hybrid paranel model distillate composition prediction
capability vs. the true distillate composition with first-principles model prediction vs. the








under fixed column efficiency at 40% (mol% of methanol) which was th.e average
column efficiency of all runs. This test shows whether the hybrid parallel model is better
than first-principles model or not.
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Fig. 4.11 Parallel Approach: Neural Network Predicted Distillate Composition
Residual vs. True Distillate Composition Residual
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Table 4.3 shows the prediction error of hybrid parallel model and fixed efficiency
first-principles model. The mean error of hybrid parallel model is 0.10 mol% MeOH,
which is smaller than 1.55 mol% MeOH, mean error of fixed efficiency first principl s
model. Standard deviation of hybrid parallel model is 2.80 mol% MeOH, which is much
smaller than 9.54 mol% MeOH, standard deviation of fixed efficiency first-principles
model. Table 4.3 shows that hybrid parallel model provides better model prediction
and Fixed Efficiency First-principles Model (unit: mol% MeOH)
accuracy.
Table 4.3 Comparison ofPrediction Error between Hybrid Parallel Model
....
-
Hybrid Serial Model Fixed Efficiency Model
Mean Error 0.] 0 1.55
Standard deviation 2.80 9.54
Fig. 4.12 is the model predicted distillate composition vs. actual di tillate
composition. The circles are the first-principles model predicted distillate composition
(at fixed column efficiency) vs. actual distillate composition. The diamonds are the
hybrid parallel model predicted distillate composition vs. actual distillate composition.
From the plot, one can see that hybrid parallel model does provide better model
prediction accuracy.
Hybrid parallel model uses neural network to predict residual errors between the
process and first-principles model. Residual errors come from different sources, such as
unmodeled parameters, unaccounted process mechanism, inaccurate thermodynamic
55
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Fig. 4.12 Hybrid Parallel Model Predicted Distillate Composition





correlation, etc. In this research, flrst-principles model residual error mainly came from
unmodeled column efficiency. First-principles model assumed the distillation column
always works at the condition where column efficiency is fixed. First-principles model
should give good distillate composition prediction if the column runs at that efficiency,
and it would give bad distillate composition prediction if the true column efficiency
deviate from the average column efficiency. Fig. 4.13 shows this conclusion. Fig. 4.13
is the plot of distillate composition predicted errors vs. column efficiency. The diamonds
56
are the hybrid parallel model distillate composition predicted errors vs. column
efficiency. At different column efficiency, it gave statistically the same prediction error.
The squares are the fixed efficiency first-principles model distillate composition
predicted errors vs. column efficiency. The fixed efficiency first-principles model is the
same as that in hybrid serial model section, except that more operating points were added,
especially the points where column efficiency equals or close to 1.0, which can be
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Fig. 4.13 ParaUel Approach: Distillate Composition Predictl:d Error
at Different column Efficiency
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The prediction of hybrid parallel model and first-principles model is also
compared at each experiment run. Fig 4.14 is the plot of distillate composition predicted
errors vs. experiment number. The diamonds are the hybrid parallel model distillate
composition predicted errors vs. experiment number. The circles are the first-principles
model distillate composition predicted errors vs. experiment number. Fig. 4.14 tells that
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principles model at each experiment run.
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Experiment Number
Fig. 4.14 Parallel Approach: Distillate Composition Predicted
Error vs. Experiment Number
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4.4 Model Evaluation
Mean and Standard Deviation
Two of the criteria of comparing different models are to evaluate mean and
standard deviation of residual errors and error. Table 4.4 lists the mean and standard
deviation of hybrid serial model and hybrid parallel model. The mean error of hybrid
serial model predicted distillate composition is -1.31 mol% of MeOH, significantly
larger than that of hybrid parallel model. The standard deviation ofhybrid serial model
predicted distillate composition is 4.70 mol% of MeOH, larger than that of hybrid
parallel model. Both criteria shows that hybrid parallel model is better than hybrid serial
model in distillation column modeling. ....
Table 4.4 Mean Error and Standard Deviation ofHybrid Models
(unit: mol% MeOH) ....
hyhrid serial model hybrid parallel model
Mean Error -1.31 % 0.10%
Standard Deviation 4.70% 2.80%
"Whiteness" ofResidual Error
Another important criterion to evaluate the model is to test the whiteness of
hybrid model residual error. The data were arranged in experiment sequence since the
experiment was carried out in such a way that the adjacent experiment data points were





Fig. 4.15 shows the residual error auto-correlation function in the hybrid serial
model. Since auto-correlation function is even symmetric along the y axis, only the right
part of the auto-correlation function is shown. The ideal white noise shape should how
that auto-correlation function equals to 1.0 at lag k=O, and 0 for all other k value. The
95% significance level is 0.21 (1.96cr I J88 = 0.21 , where variance cr =1.0), but the auto-
correlation function were greater than 0.21 for k ~4. So, the residual error is not white.
The shape is also similar to a damped sine wave, which means that part of the residual
noise is predictable, probably by ARMA model. Fig. 4.15 tells that the residual errors in
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Fig.4.15 Auto Correlation Function of Residual Error in Hybrid Serial Model
Fig. 4.16 shows the residual error auto-correlation function in hybrid parallel
model. Only the right part of the auto-correlation function is shown because of the
symmetric characteristic of the function. The ideal white noise shape should show that
auto-correlation function equals to 1.0 at lag k=O, and 0 for all other k value. The 95%
60
*
significance level is 0.17 (l.96cr / Ji3T = 0.17 , where cr =1.0). Fig. 4.16 tells that the
residual errors in hybrid serial model are a white noise, which means that the model fit
the experiment data well, thus leading to a satisfactory model.
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Fig. 4.16 Auto Correlation Function of Residual Error in Hybrid Parallel Model
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model inaccuracy in first-principles model were lumped into one model parameter-
column efficiency. Even though neural network may predict the true column efficiency,
true column efficiency could not correct all other factors that lead to model inaccuracy.
On the other hand, in hybrid parallel modeling, neural network was used to correct the
residual errors in first principles model, in which situation that neural network can






This work outlined a framework of how to incorporate first-principles model,
empirical model and historical data into process modeling. There are generally two
approaches, i.e., hybrid modeling and gray box modeling. Emphasis was put on the
hybrid modeling technique. More specifically, hybrid serial modeling and hybrid parallel
modeling. In hybrid modeling technique, the modeling procedure starts from building a
rough first-principles model. Neural network (or other forms of empirical correlation)
and historical data provide prior information to enhance the accuracy of first-principles
model. Generally speaking, the hybrid modeling techniques can be applied to any
process, provided that a "rough" first-principles model is available and related proce s
information is available for neural network to "fine-tune" the first-principles model to get
a better hybrid model.
Distillation column was used for testing the proposed modeling methods. An
experimental distillation column was set up and automated. 148 steady state operating
data points were collected as "historical data" for hybrid modeling methods validation.
From the data set, 88 points were used for hybrid serial modeling method, 131 data points
were used for hybrid parallel modeling method.













• Hybrid serial model provided better prediction capability for distillate composition
than standalone fixed efficiency first-principles model did. Hybrid serial modeling
was to use neural network to predict unmodelled parameters in first principles model.
In experimental distillation column modeling application, a feed forward neural
network was used to predict the column efficiency from the experiment data
collected, which was then provided to first-principles model to predict distillate
composition.
• Hybrid parallel model provided better prediction capability for distillate composition
than standalone fixed efficiency first-principles model did. Hybrid parallel modeling
was to use neural network to predict residual errors in first-principles model. In
experimental distillation column modeling application, a feed forward neural network
was used to predict the residual errors, which were resulted from the inaccuracy of
first-principles model., from the experiment data collected.
• In distillation column modeling, the hybrid parallel model was better than hybrid
serial model. First, both mean error and standard deviation of hybrid parallel model
were much less than those of hybrid paraJlel model. Secondly. the prediction errors
of the hybrid serial model were "biased", which meant hybrid serial model still had
room for improvement under the same process information. On the other hand, the
prediction errors of the hybrid parallel model were "white", which was the desired
situation.
• Ideally, a first-principles model is preferred in process modeling. Hybrid serial model
employs more process mechanism in the model, thus "clearer" than hybrid parallel






serial model was preferred. But in this research, hybrid parallel model is better than
serial model. This was partly caused by lump all first-principles model inaccuracy
factors into column efficiency. A hybrid serial-paraUel model may be able to fix this
problem. That is, after the hybrid serial model was built, put another neural network
to correct the residual errors from hybrid serial model.
• A better model can be achieved if only few unidentifiable parameters by hybrid serial
model. Otherwise, a parallel model is preferred.
5.2 Recommendations
• All the modeling techniques were validated by experimental size distillation
column data. It is better that the modeling technique be validated by industrial
distillation column data before it is extended to industrial distillation column
modeling application. By the time of this writing, no such work was done due
to the unavailability of the industrial quality data. .
• One gray box modeling method, gain constrained training, which was still on
the simulation stage at the time of this writing, provided promising alternative
to hybrid modeling, thus worth of further development. When historical data
were sparse in the whole operable region, and process gain information were
available at any or most of the points in the operable region, which may came
from first-principles model or operator's experience, Gain Constrained
Training was better applied. Gain Constrained Training modeling process
started from building a neural network structure. Neural network was trained







Training provided an improved neural network for prediction, especially in
the regions where the historical data were unavailable.
• Incorporating other prior infonnation in neural network training is worth of
further investigation. A priori information incorporated in the neural network
can somehow light up the totally "black" box characteristic to "gray". Some
of the candidate prior information are derivatives (such as mentioned above in
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HYBRID SERIAL MODELING METHOD
%HYBRID SERIAL MODEL
%STEP 1: COLLECT EXPERIMENT DATA
%% 148 steady state data points were collected for model evaluation.
%% In each experiment, after the distillation column reached steady
%% state, continue to run for additional 30 minutes, collect data every
%% 30 seconds, Process variables (except liquid level and level related
%% variables, such as distillate rate, bottom rate) were averaged over
%% the 30 minutes period, to reduce measurement noise.
%STEP 2: RECONCILE DATA
%% the characteristics of the experimental distillation
%% column determines that bottom product flow rate and
%% distillate flow rate were measured with least confidence,
%% because those two variables were inferred from distillate tank
%% and bottom tank level.
%% The training data must agree with overall material balance
%% and component material balance as follows:
%% overall material balance: F=D+B
%% component material balance: F*xf=D*xd+B*xb
%% where: F - feed flow rate (lb/hr)
%% D - distillate flow rate (lb/hr)
%% B - bottom product flow rate (lb/hr)
%~ xf - feed composition (mass% of MeOHl
%% xd - distillate composition (mass% of MeOH)
%% xb - bottom product composition (mass% of MeOH)
%% adjust Band D to comply with the balance equations.
%% this step is done in Microsoft Excel. The tool "solver"
%% in Excel was used.
%SETP 3: RUN CHEMCAD TO DETERMINE COLUMN EFFICIENCY
%% ChemCAD inputs were from reconciled data set.
%% The inputs were: feed temperature, feed pressure(14.7 psia),
%% feed methanol flow rate, feed water flow rate(calculated from
%% reflux flow rate and feed composition), subcooled delta T
%% (calculated from reflux temperature), reflux mass flow rate, bottom
%% product mass flow rate, and some less important variable estimates,
%% which are only for convergence purpose.
%% Overall tray efficiency was adjusted to make ChemCAD predicted
%% distillate composition match experiment distillate composition,











%STEP 4: TRAIN NEURAL NETWORK TO PREDICT COLUMN EFFICIENCY
%% load the reconciled data (text format)
%% expSerialData.dat has the following format:
%% column =[1: serialNumber
%% 2: feedRate (lb/hr)
%% 3: feedComp (mol% meOHI
%% 4: feedTemp (C)
%% 5: refluxRate (lb/hr)
%% 6: refluxTemp (C)
%% 7: TReboiler (Cl
%% 8: TTrayl (C)
%% 9: TTray2 (C)
%% 10: TTray3 (C)
%% 11: TTray4 (Cl
%% 12: TTray5 (Cl
%% 13: TTray6 (Cl
%% 14: trayEfficiency
%IF YOUR DATA FILE NAME IS NOT CALLED "expSerialData",
%MAKE CHANGES IN THE FOLLOWING TWO LINES.
load expSerialDataall.dat;
data=expSerialDataall;
%% scale all data to [-1 1)
%% each variable scaling was based on the following equation:
%% (actual-minl/(max-minl=(scaled+11/2;
%% where min and max are the minimum measured value











%%extract neural network inputs from experiment data set matrix.
%% network inputs are:
%% feedRate, feedComp, feedTemp, refluxRate, TReboiler, TTray6
inputs=expDataScale(:,2:13) I;
inputs(7:11, :)=[);
inputs (5, : )=[];
%%extract neural network desired output from experiment data set
%% matrix.
%%neural network output: trayEfficiency
outputs=expDataScale(:,14) ';
%%divide expData into training set and test set
%%based on the sequence number:
%% training set include:l,2,4,5,7,8 ...



























{ I tansig I, I pure lin I } , I trainbr ') ;




%%get network predicted tray efficiency from training set
trainPredict=sim(net,trainlnputs) ;
%%get network predicted tray efficiency from test set
testPredict=sim(net,testlnputs) ;









%% if predicted efficiency is greater than 1.0, set the effciency
%% equals to 1.0. if predicted efficiency is less than -1.0, set the























%SETP 5: TEST HYBRID SERIAL MODEL











plot (testPredictReal,testOutputReal, '+') i
1 i ne ( [0, 1] , [0, 1] ) ;
title('test set');
xlabel('neural network predicted efficiency');












MATLAB SLIDE SHOW FOR
HYBRID SERIAL MODELING METHOD
function slide=SSlideShow
% This is a slideshow file for use with playshow.m and makeshow.m




%========== Slide 1 ==========
slide(l) .code={
'slideData=nnslides(' 'start' T,slideData,' 'Hybrid Serial Modeling
Method' , ) ; , ,
'disp(' 'STEP 1: COLLECT EXPERIMENT DATA' ');' };
slide(l) .text={
'STEP 1: COLLECT EXPERIMENT DATA',
'148 steady state data points were collected for model evaluation.
When the process reached steady state, the experiment continued to run
for additional 30 minutes in steady state. Process variables were
measured every 30 seconds during this 3D-minutes steady state period.
Process variables (except for liquid level and level related variables,
such as distillate rate, bottom rate) were averaged over this 30
minutes time period to reduce measurement noise.'};
%========== Slide 2 ==========
slide(2) .code={
'disp("STEP 2: RECONCILE DATA' ');' };
slide(2) .text={
'STEP 2: RECONCILE DATA',
'The characteristic of the experiment distillation column determines
that bottom product flow rate and distillate flow rate were measured
with least confidence. The training data must agree with overall
material balance and componenet material balance. i.e. r,
F=D+B T,
F*xf=D*xd+B*xb' ,
where F,Dand B are feed, distillate and bottom product flow
rate, respectively.',
xf,xd and xb are feed, distillate and bottom product
composition, respectively. "
'Adjust D and B to comply with the balance equations. "
'This step is done in Microsoft Excel. The "equation sovler"
function in Excel helps in solving balance equations.',
, I ) ;
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--
%========== Slide 3 ==========
slide(3) .code={
'disp(' 'STEP 3: RUN CHEMCAD TO DETERMINE COLUMN EFFICIENCY' ');',
" };
slide(3) .text={
'STEP 3: RUN CHEMCAD TO DETERMINE COLUMN EFFICIENCY',
'ChemCAD inputs are from reconciled data set.',
'The inputs are: feed temperature, feed pressure (14.7 psia), feed
methonal flow rate, feed water flow rate {calculated from feed flow
rate and feed composition), subcooled delta T(calcualted from reflux
temperature), reflux flow rate, bottom product flow rate. Overall tray
efficiency was adjusted to make ChemCAD predicted distillate
composition match experiment distillate composition. Double check to
see if the predicted bottom product composition matches experiment
bottom product composition. "
'This step is done in ChemCAD. "
, , } ;
%========== Slide 4 ==========
slide(4) .code={
'disp("STEP 4: TRAIN NEURAL NETWORK TO PREDICT COLUMN








'STEP 4: TRAIN NEURAL NETWORK TO PREDICT COLUMN EFFICIENCY',
'load the reconciled data file. "
'file ~expSerialDatal.dat~ has the following format: "
'column =[ 1: serialNumber 2: feedRate (lb/hr) "
3: feedComp (mol% meOH) 4: feedTemp (C) "
5: refluxRate (lb/hr) 6: refluxTemp (C) "
7: TReboiler (C) 8: TTray1 (C)',
9: TTray2 (C) 10: TTray3 (C)',
11: TTray4 (C) 12: TTray5 (C)',
13: TTray6 (C) 14: trayEfficiency )',, ,
'load expSerialData.dat; "
, , ,
1 r } i
%========== Slide 5 ==========
slide (5) . code= {
'disp(" scale all data to [-1 1) ");',
'expDataMax=max(expSerialData);',
'expDataMin=min(expSerialData)i',















'out=evalc(' 'expDataFirstSetAfterScale' '); "
'slideData=nnslides("text' ',s1ideData,out); ", ,
} ;
slide(S) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cont' 'd):'
'scale all data to [-1 1] "
"
'for each variable v (corresponding to each column of expSerialData,
except for the first column, which is the experiment serial Number),
perform the following scaling: "
, (v-vmin)/(vmax-vmin)=(vsca1e+1)/2',
'where v-unsealed experiment data, vscale-scaled experiment data,










1 I } ;
%========== Slide 6 ==========
slide(6) .code={
'disp(" prepare neural network training inputs and output"); "
r 1
'inputs=expDataScale (:,2: 13) , I; ,






'out=evalc ( , 'nn' I 1; , ,
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); I,, ,
" };
slide(6) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cont' 'd)"
'extract neural network training inputs and output from experiment
data sets I,
'neural network inputs: feedRate, feedComp, feedTemp, refluxRate,
TReboiler, TTray6',





'inputs (5,: )=[] i',
'outputs=expDataScale(:,14)"; I
, , } ;
%========== Slide 7 ==========
slide(7) .code={
'disp(" divide expData into training set and test set' ')i ", ,
I [r,c]=size(inputs)i',
'trainlnputs=[];' ,
'testlnputs= [] i ' ,














'out=evalc(' 'totalPoints' '); "
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); "
'I };
slide(7) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cont' 'd) I
'divide expData into training set and test set',
, ,
'[r, c]=size (inputs) i',
'trainlnputs=[]; "













%========== Slide 8 ==========
slide(S) .code={










'out=evalc(' 'nnetNodes' '); "
'slideData=nnslides ( , 'text' , , slideData, out) ;' };
slide(8) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cant' 'd)'




(' 'tansig", "purelin"},' 'trainbr");',, ,
)1
, , } ; h
%========== Slide 9 ==========
slide(9) .code={















%========== Slide 10 ==========
slide(10) .code={
'disp(" get network predicted tray efficiency from training










'STEP 4 (Cont' 'd) I
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'get network predicted column efficiency from training set. ", ,
'trainPredict=sim(net,trainInputs); "
1 , } ;
%========== Slide 11 ==========
slide (11) . code= {






, slideData=nnslides ( , 'text' , , slideData, out) ;' );
slide (11) .text=(
'STEP 4(Cont' 'd) "
'get network predicted column efficiency from test set. "
, ,
'testPredict=sim(net,testInputs); "
I I } ; h
%========== Slide 12 ==========
slide(12) .code={
'disp(" set upper and lower bound for efficiency' ');'
r'
'[r,c]=size(trainPredict); "


















slide (12) . text= {
'STEP 4 (Cont' 'd)'
'set upper and lower bound for efficiency. If predicted efficicency
is greater than 1.0, set the efficiency equals to 1.0; If predicted
efficiency is less than -1.0, set the efficiency equals to -1.0.'




















%========== Slide 13 ==========
slide (13) . code= (










'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); "
" };
slide(13) .text={
'STEP 4 (cont' 'd):',






I , } ;
%========== Slide 14 ==========
slide(14) .code=(
























%========== Slide 15 ==========
slide(l5) .code=(
'disp(' 'STEP 5: TEST HYBRID SERIAL MODEL' ');',
'disp(" plot experiment efficiency vs. predicted efficiency from
training set' '); "
, ,
'figure (2); I,
'plot (trainPredictReal,trainOutputReal, "+' ');',
, 1 i ne ( [0, 1 J , [0, 1 J ) ; , ,
'title("training set");',
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted efficiency' '); "
'ylabel (' 1 true experiment efficiency");' };
slide(15) .text={
'STEP 5: TEST HYBRID SERIAL MODEL',
'plot experiment efficiency vs. predicted efficiency from training
set' ,
'figure (2);',
'plot (trainPredictReal,trainOutputReal, "+' ');',
, line ( [0, 1] , [0, 1 J ) ; , ,
'ti tle ( , 'training set");',
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted efficiency' '); "
'ylabel(' 'true experiment efficiency' ');'
I , } ;
%========== Slide 16 ==========
slide(16) .code={




'plot (testPredictReal,testOutputReal, "+' '); "
, line ( [0, 1 J , [0, 1 J ) ; , ,
'title("test set");',
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted efficiency' '); "
82
--
'ylabel(' 'true experiment efficiency' ');',
., };
slide(16) .text={
'STEP 5 (Cant' 'd)'
'plot experiment efficiency vs. predicted efficiency test set',, ,
'figure (3);',
'plot (testPredictReal,testOutputReal, "+' '); "
, 1 ine ( [0, 1] , [0, 1] ) ; , ,
'title("test set");',
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted efficiency' ')i',
'ylabel(' 'true experiment efficiency' ');',
, , } ;
%========== Slide 17 ==========
slide(17) .code={





'out=evalc ( , 'err I , ) ; , I
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); "
'I };
slide (17) . text= {









HYBRID PARALLEL MODELING METHOD
%HYBRID PARALLEL MODEL
%STEP 1: COLLECT EXPERIMENT DATA
%% 148 steady state data points were collected for model evaluation.
%% In each experiment, after the distillation column reached steady
%% state, continue to run for additional 30 minutes, collect data every
%% 30 seconds, Process variables (except liquid level and level related
%% variables, such as distillate rate, bottom rate) were averaged over
%% the 30 minutes period, to reduce measurement noise.
%STEP 2: RECONCILE DATA
%% the characteristics of the experimental distillation
%% column determines that bottom product flow rate and
%% distillate flow rate were measured with least confidence,
%% because those two variables were inferred from distillate tank
%% and bottom tank level.
%% The training data must agree with overall material balance
%% and component material balance as follows:
r? overall material balance: F=D+8
%t. component material balance: F*xf=D*xd+8*xb
~c where: F - feed flow rate (lb/hr)
%~ D - distillate flow rate (lb/hr)
%~ B - bottom product flow rate (lb/hr)
%% xf - feed composition (mass% of MeOH)
%% xd - distillate composition (mass% of MeOH)
%% xb - bottom product composition (mass% of MeOH)
%% adjust Band D to comply with the balance equations.
%% this step is done in Microsoft Excel. The tool "solver"
%% in Excel was used.
% TEP 3: RUN CHEMCAD TO GET DISTILLATE AND BOTTOM PRODUCT
% COMPOSITION AT FIXED COLUMN EFFICIENCY
%%ChemCAD inputs are from reconciled data set.
%%The inputs are: feed temperature, feed pressure(14.7 psia),
%% feed methanol flow rate, feed water flow rate(calculated from
%% reflux flow rate and feed composition), subcooled delta T
%% (calculated from reflux temperature), reflux flow rate, bottom
%% product mass flow rate, and some other less important variables
%% estimates, which are only for convergence purpose.
%%Overall tray efficiency was set to 40%, which was the average
%%efficiency in all runs.
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%STEP 4: TRAIN NEURAL NETWORK TO PREDICT RESIDUAL ERROR
% OF DISTILLATE COMPOSITION
%% load the reconciled data
%% expParallelData.dat has the following format:
%% column =[1: serialNumber
%% 2: feedRate (lb/hrl
%% 3: feedComp (mol% meOHI
%% 4: feedTemp (Cl
%% 5: refluxRate (lb/hrl
%% 6: refluxTemp (Cl
%% 7: TReboiler (Cl
%% 8: TTray1 (CI
%% 9: TTray2 (CI
%% 10: TTray3 (C)
%% 11: TTray4 (CI
%% 12: TTray5 (C)
%% 13: TTray6 (C)
%% 14: trayEfficiency (%1
%% 15: residual error (%)
%IF YOUR DATA FILE NAME IS NOT CALLED "expParal1eIData",
%MAKE CHANGES IN THE FOLLOWING TWO LINES.
load expParallelDataall.dat;
data=expParalleIDataall;
%%scale all data to (-1,1]
%% each variable scaling was based on the following equation:
%% (actual-min)/(max-min)=(scaled+1)/2;
%% where min and max are the minimum measured value











%%extract neural network inputs from experiment data set matrix.
%% neural network inputs are:
%% feedRate, feedComp, feedTemp, refluxRate, TReboiler, TTray6
inputs=expDataScale(:,2:13I'i
inputs (7: 11, : ) = [] ;
inputs (5,: I=[] i
%%extract neural network desired output from experiment data set
%% matrix.
%%neural network output: residualError
outputs=expDataScale(:,151 ';
%~divide expData into training set and test set
%~based on the sequence number:
%t training set include:l,2,4,5,7,8 ...




















{ I tansig' , T purelin '} , I trainbr ') ;




%%get network predicted residual error from training set
%%if predicted residual error is greater than 1.0, set the
%%residual error equals to 1.0. If the predicted residual











%%get network predicted residual error from test set
%%if predicted residual error is greater than 1.0, set the
%~residual error equals to 1.0. If the predicted residual





















%SETP 5: TEST HYBRID SERIAL MODEL







xlabel('neural network predicted residual error');
ylabel('true experiment residual error');
%%%test set
figure(2);
lot (testPredictReal, testOutputReal, '+');
line ([-30,30], [-30,30]);
title('test set');
xlabel('neural network predicted residual error');






MATLAB SLIDE SHOW FOR
HYBRID PARALLEL MODELING METHOD
function slide=PSlideShow
% This is a slideshow file for use with playshow.m and makeshow.m




%========== Slide 1 ==========
slide(l) .code={
'slideData=nnslides(' 'start' ',slideData,' 'Hybrid Parallel Modeling
Method' • ) i ' ,
'disp(' 'STEP 1: COLLECT EXPERIMENT DATA' ');' I;
slide(l) .text={
'STEP 1: COLLECT EXPERIMENT DATA',
'148 steady state data points were collected for model evaluation.
When the process reached steady state, the experiment continued to run
for additional 30 minutes in steady state. Process variables were
measured every 30 se onds during this 30-minute steady state period.
Pro ess variables (except for liquid level and level related variables,
such as distillate rate, bottom rate) were averaged over this 30
minutes time period to reduce measurement noise.' I;
%========== Slide 2 ==========
slide(2) .code={
'disp(' 'STEP 2: RECONCILE DATA' ');' );
slide(2) .text={
'STEP 2: RECONCILE DATA',
'The characteristic of the experiment distillation column determines
that bottom product flow rate and distillate flow rate were measured
with least confidence. The training data must agree with overall
material balance and component material balance. i.e. "
F=D+B' ,
F*xf=D*xd+B*xb' ,
where F,Dand B are feed, distillate and bottom product flow
rate, respectively.',
xf,xd and xb are feed, distillate and bottom product
composition, respectively.',
'Adjust D and B to comply with the balance equations. "
'This step is done in Microsoft Excel. The "equation sovler"
function in Excel helps in solving balance equations. "
, , I ;
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%========== Slide 3 ==========
slide(3) .code={
'disp("STEP 3: RUN CHEMCAD TO GET DISTILLATE AND BOTTOM PRODUCT
COMPOSITION AT FIXED COLUMN EFFICIENCY' '); "
" };
slide (3) . text={
'STEP 3: RUN CHEMCAD TO GET DISTILLATE AND BOTTOM PRODUCT
COMPOSITION AT FIXED COLUMN EFFICIENCY',
'ChemCAD inputs are from reconciled data set. "
'The inputs are: feed temperature, feed pressure (14.7 psia), feed
methonal flow rate, feed water flow rate (calculated from fee flow
rate and feed composition), subcooled delta T(calcualted from reflux
temperature), reflux flow rate, bottom product flow rate. Overall
column efficiency was set to 40%, which was the average efficiency in
all runs.',
, ,
'This step is done in ChemCAD. "
, , } ;
%========== Slide 4 ==========
slide(4) .code={
'disp(' 'STEP 4: TRAIN NEURAL NETWORK TO PREDICT RESIDUAL ERROR OF









'STEP 4: TRAIN NEURAL NETWORK TO PREDICT RESIDUAL ERROR OF
DISTILLATE COMPOSITION',
'load the reconciled data file. "
'file "expParallelData.dat" has the following format:',
'column =[ 1: serialNumber 2: feedRate (lb/hr)',
3: feedComp (mol% meOH) 4: feedTemp (C) "
5: refluxRate (lb/hr) 6: refluxTemp (C) "
7: TReboiler (C) 8: TTrayl (C)' I
9: TTray2 (C) 10: TTray3 (C) "
11: TTray4 (C) 12: TTray5 (C) I,
13: TTray6 (C) 14: Efficiency',




, , } ;
%========== Slide 5 ==========
slide (5) . code={













'out=evalc(' 'expDataFirstSetAfterScale' '); "
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); ", ,
" );
slide(S) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cont' 'd)"
'scale all data to [-1 1] I,, ,
'for each variable v (corresponding to each column of
expParallelData, except for the first column, which is the experiment
serial Number), perform the following scaling: "
, (v-vmin)/(vmax-vmin)=(vscale+l)/2',
'where v-unsealed experiment data, vscale-scaled experiment data,










, , ) ;
%========== Slide 6 ==========
slide(6) .code={
'disp(" prepare neural network training inputs and output' '); ", ,
'inputs=expDataScale(:,2:13)' '; "
, inputs (7: 11, : ) = [I ; , ,





'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); 'f
, ,
" );
slide ( 6) . text= {
'STEP 4 (Cont"d)"




'neural network inputs: feedRate, feedComp, feedTemp, refluxRate,
TReboiler, TTray6',
'neural network output: residualError',
'inputs=expDataScale (:,2: 13) ";'
'inputs(7:11,:)=[];',
'inputs (5,: )=[); I,
'outputs=expDataScale (: (15) , '; ,
, , } ;
%========== Slide 7 ==========
slide(7) .code={



















'out=evalc{' 'totalPoints' '); "
'slideData=nnslides{' 'text' ',slideData,ou );',
} ;
slide(7) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cant' 'd)',
'divide expData into training set and test set based on the sequence
number: ' ,
'training set include: 1,2,4,5,7,8 ... "

















, I } ;
%========== Slide 8 ==========
slide(8) .code={





(' 'tansig" / "purelin"},' 'trainbr");',, ,
'nnetNodes.numHiddenLayerNode=numHiddenLayerNode; "
'nnetNodes.numOutputLayerNode=numOutputLayerNode; I,
'out=evalc(' 'nnetNodes ' '); I,
'slideData=nnslides ( , 'text " , slideData, out) ;' };
slide(8) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cont" d) I,
'create neural network',, ,
'numHiddenLayerNode=5; "
'numOutputLayerNode=l; I,
'net=newff (ones (6, 1) * [-1 1], [numHiddenLayerNode, numOutputLayerNode] ,




%========== Slide 9 ==========
slide(9) .code={







'SETP 4: (Cont' 'd)',





%========== Slide 10 ==========
slide(lO) .code={
'disp(" get network predicted residual error from training







'out=evalc(' 'trainPredictScaledFirstlOPts' '); "
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); "
" };
slide(lO) .text={
'STEP 4 (Cant' 'd)'
'get network predicted residual error from training set. "
, 1
'trainPredict=sim(net,trainInputs);',
, , } ;
%========== Slide 11 ==========
slide (11) . code= (
'disp(" get network predicted residual error from test set' '); I, ,
'testPredict=sim(net,testInputs); ", ,
'testPredictScaledFirstlOPts=testPredict(1:10); "
'out=evalc(' 'testPredictScaledFirstlOPts' ') ;',
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out);' };
slide (11) . text= {
'STEP 4 (Cont' 'd)',
'get network predicted residual error from test set. "
"
'testPredict=sim(net,testInputs); "
I , } ;
%========== Slide 12 ==========
slide(12) .code={






















'STEP 4 (Cant' 'd)'
'set upper and lower bound for residual error (scaled). If
predicted residual error is greater than 1.0, set the residual error
93
equals to 1.0; If predicted residual error is less than -1.0, set the
residual error equals to -1.0. "
'[r,c)=size(trainPredict);' ,



















%========== Slide 13 ==========
slide(13) .code={








'out=evalc(' 'trainPredictReal_trainExperiment_FirstlOPts' '); I,
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out);'
" };
slide (13) . text= {
'STEP 4(cont"d):',







, , ) ;
%========== Slide 14 ==========
slide(14) .code={
















'STEP 4(cont' 'd): "





I , } i
%========== Slide 15 ==========
slide(15) .code={
'disp(' 'STEP 5: TEST HYBRID PARALLEL MODEL' '); "
'disp(" plot experiment residual error vs. predicted residual
error from training set' '); I,
, I
'figure (2);',
'plot(trainPredictReal,trainOutputReal,' '+' '); "
'line ([-30,30), [-30,30]);',
'ti tIe ( , 'training set");',
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted residual error' ');',
'ylabel(' 'true experiment residual error' ');' );
slide (15) . text= {
'STEP 5: TEST HYBRID PARALLEL MODEL',




'plot (trainPredictReal,trainOutputReal, "+' '); I,
I line ([-30,30], [-30,30]);',
1 ti tIe ( , 'training set' ') ; , ,
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted residual error' '); "
'ylabel(' 'true experiment residual error' '); "
f , } i
%========== Slide 16 ==========
slide(16) .code={
'disp(' 'plot experiment residual error vs. predicted residual error




'plot (testPredictReal,testOutputReal, "+' '); "
'line ([-30,30), [-30,30]);',
'title ("test set");',
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted residual error' ');',




'plot experiment residual error vs. predicted residual error test
set' ,
'figure (3) ; "
'plot (testPredictReal, testOutputReal, , '+' , ) ; , ,
'line ([-30,30), [-30,30));',
'title("test set");',
'xlabel(' 'neural network predicted residual error' ');',
'ylabel(' 'true experiment residual error' '); "
, , } ;
%========== Slide 17 ==========
slide(17) .code={






'out=evalc(' 'err' '); "
'slideData=nnslides(' 'text' ',slideData,out); "
" };
slide (17) . text= {








HYBRID SERIAL MODELING DATA SET
The data set is on one large spread sheet. It is divided into 7 pages as follows (th
number in each of the box correspond to page number):
98 99 100 101
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102 103 104
Data Used for Hybrid Serial Modeling
ExD No. ortalnalfi........ - - f.d ..nus lWf1ux ,.bollo< IlDyl tnyJ tnyJ tny4- compos-lUon temlMlralure - _aomuro temDelWluN I"""""l",.Ib/hr) mol% C lb/hrl C C C C C !IC)
.. ex99G4UI 551 12.05 .0 41.8 I1.11V 50.0 IU 12.1 nl 75.7 71.0
5 0lCV9D411 u2 lUll (D '1.5 14.00 500 IV.O 11.5 n.7 75.1 70.1
I 0lCV9D411 ..3 12.02 (D 41.1 11.01 50.0 11.5 11.4 nl 75.8 70.1
7 0lCV9D417 ..1 11.84 38 'O.V 2O.DO 50.0 17.0 n.' 10.1 75.8 70.7
I oxV90417 502 11.85 31 SO.O 30.DO 50.1 17.1 11.1 12.2 n2 71.2
13 e~30 5s1 1'.15 40 31.1 15.01 'V.V 13.7 71.1 71.3 75.2 70.2
1. 0xe8D430 ss2 15.02 34 3Q.7 11.01 50.0 13.5 71.' 71.1 75.1 70.1
'5 ex:990430 ss3 1'.Ull 33 31.4 2O.Ull 50.0 13.1 71.5 71.1 75.1 70.2
18 exOOOSOl ss1 15.05 40 3V.0 25.DO 50.0 13.2 711 75.1 74.8 IU
17 exV9050 1 ss2 14.17 31 3V.l 21.DO 50.1 12.1 71.1 75.1 74.8 IU
18 exno511 551 15.01 (D 31.5 21.00 50.0 12.7 n7 75.1 74.7 au
IV_II ss2 15.00 3V 3V.5 31.01 SO.O 12.1 nl 75.7 7'.7 IU
21 es1lV05U ..1 13.5V (D 3U 10.00 50.0 I3.V 71.7 71 • 75.2 70.5
22 exV905U ss2 13.17 (D 3U 1'.00 SO.O 14.3 71.V 71.1 74.1 H.7
23 ex99051. ss3 13.63 40 (D.O le.ol SO.O 14.2 71.5 75 V 74,8 H.5
24 ex990S," s54 13.611 (D 3V.5 20.00 SO.O 13.1 71.1 753 74.1 IU
25 exfiOS15 ssl 17.111 (D 31.3 2'.01 SO.O 52.2 n. 751 74.0 as.1
21 ex9l10515 502 17.96 3V 37.4 21.02 SO.O 51.2 71.1 750 74.2 70.1
27 ox9V0515 553 11.01 34 37.5 31.00 50.0 11.1 no 750 74.2 70.5
2V ox9V0511 502 10.02 35 45.3 10.00 SO.O 10.' 75.' 731 72.3 17.V
30 ex99051 e 553 10.01 33 '5.7 10.00 50.0 83.5 77.8 74.1 73.2 as.7
32 o>dl90517 552 12.05 34 '3.0 12.00 50.0 10.' 75.5 72.1 11.3 as.5
33 oxV90517 sa3 lU5 35 '3.1 10.01 500 81.' nl 7'.7 73.5 IV.O
34 oxV9051V 551 17.91 3V 31.1 10.00 500 85.1 7V,8 77.1 75,1 72.8
35 ex9V0522 551 17.9' .0 .1.2 13.VV 50.0 81,' 81.1 78.5 74,4 70.1
36 ex990522 552 17.93 34 'V.8 11.DO 50.0 96.1 Vl,3 51.1 75,3 7o.e
37 exV90522 sa3 17.9' 33 'V.5 20 DO 50,0 V7.1 Vl,8 51.5 75.3 70.7
31 exV90523 ..1 10.03 35 C5,1 21.00 50.0 96.0 va.O 50,5 757 70.V
3V os1ll10523 u2 V.99 34 45.2 25.01 50.0 96.2 va.5 10,7 75.7 70.1
(D ox9V0523 553 V.V9 34 45,5 21.00 SOO 911.2 va.' 10.1 751 70,7
4' eX990525 ss1 10.04 31 41,7 17,Ull SO.O 95.5 IV,1 71.V 75.' 70.1
.2 oxV90525 552 10.02 31 47.1 15.DO SO,O V5.7 IV 1 78.V 753 70.7
43 ex900S28 sst 10.03 37 41.1 12.01 SO.O V5.3 IU 10.2 75.1 70,V
73 eX9G070S ssl 24.00 22 33.V 30.DO SO.O V7,3 V3,3 M.G 12.0 75.2
75 o>dl90705 ..3 30.01 21 33.2 5V.17 53.1 82.5 15,4 11.3 71.3 72.7
76 o>dl907D6 551 29,91 23 31.7 31.01 52.1 90.7 84,1 10.5 78.3 74.5
77 exV907D6 .52 30.02 23 33.9 15,DO 50.0 91.' 84.7 81.2 7V.l 75.5
78 eX'99070a ss1 23.91 23 32.1 10.83 SO.O 81.1 88.0 52.0 7V,2 73,7
7V oX990701 502 2'.00 23 3U1 21.'3 SO.O 82.1 88.0 82.1 71.1 72,G
10 0<990701 ..3 24.02 21 34,S 37,12 '8.1 V3,7 88.0 82.' 71,' 72,3
81 elC990710 ssf 24.00 23 32,1 23.51 SO.V 1lI.2 Gl.7 15.3 10,5 74,J
82 e)(090110 ss2 23.99 IV 32,1 51.71 54.1 96.4 G2.7 88,' 80.1 73,G
83 ed901l1 sst 24.00 20 3B 21,74 SO.O Vl.7 85.0 11,3 7V 1 73.1
804 ex990711 '52 2',00 20 33.5 33,71 SO.O VI., 85.0 8O,V 71 I 72.V
85 ex990711 553 2',00 11 3',7 7G,72 55.1 VO.l 85.0 80,4 71.1 71,5
88 ex8'Q0712 ss1 15.02 IV 374 U.DV 50.0 va.l 55.1 79.' 71.5 70,5
IV o>dlV0713 ..1 15.00 20 35,1 19.2' 50.0 92.1 la 51.5 7s.o 72,0
SI oxV907U $$1 U.Ull 17 35.0 7S.31 54.S 95.1 SI.1 IU 7S.1 71.4
82 ex99071.4 1.52 lV.va 16 32.0 80.0' 54.V 90.1 14.7 81.3 711 714
S3 ex9V0717 $$1 30.02 20 30.1 5S.98 53.V 8U 84.5 8O.V 787 727
84 0>dllKl717 ss2 30.00 IV 34,1 7S.va sel 11.5 83.0 101 785 721
V5 e>dllKl717 $$3 3O,DO 17 34.8 20.00 500 SI.O 83.0 10.1 712 73.0
III ox9V0720 $$2 2J.VI 11 ]I.V 80.01 512 96.5 V2.0 88.1 812 73.7
Ull o>dl90720 553 30.00 18 34.1 80.02 555 Vl.7 85.7 8U1 7V I 72.4
lDO exa90804 551 20.Ull 28 34.1 15.00 50.0 VC.4 8V.l 12.2 71.3 74.1
101 ex9V08D4 ..2 2O.V7 28 34.7 ••,Ull 53,5 V'.3 IU 81.1 77.7 73,V
102 ex900~ 553 21.01 28 34,V 7U7 57,5 V5.2 Vl.0 82.1 78.1 73.1
103 ex99080S ", lV.1lI 30 32,2 1'.Ull 50,0 96.1 V1.I 83.1 7e.e 77.3
104 ex990S05 552 30.02 28 31.3 80,02 5V.5 V5.3 va.V 82.1 77.. 75.2
107 exOOO11. 551 24.00 30 36,' 15.75 SO,O VV.l VC.5 11.7 11.1 77.5
101 esOOO11' 552 24.01 3D 34.1 31.01 50.0 V8.7 84.0 11.0 10.1 71.0
109 osOOOl14 553 23.ve 2S 35.8 21.V3 50.0 va.4 ee.o 11.0 10.4 75.'
110 eXOOO11~ ss4 24.10 :IV 34.7 15.87 50.0 VU 114.4 11.4 80.V 77.1
111 exOOOl17 551 23.V7 :13 35.S 15.71 50,0 9V.3 96.1 8ev 82.' 78.3
113 exOO0118 ss1 23.S7 30 34.5 15.11 SO.O 97.1 Vl.4 85.2 10.0 77.1
114 exOOO 11 S ss2 23.ve 30 33.0 Il.va 611 96.1 va.8 13,2 78.' 74.1
117 oxOO0119 ss2 lV,94 27 32.1 15.70 SO.O 96.8 82.3 I4.V 7v.e 77.1
118 exOOOl20 u1 lV,Vl 28 3LV 15.82 SOD V5.8 V1.5 84.2 7V.l 71.8
119 oxOO0120 ss2 lV.82 21 32,1 81.71 60.5 V5.0 V1.2 83.5 77.V 7'.7
120 exOOO121 $51 lV.VC 28 32.3 15.75 50.0 1lI,4 82.1 141 71,7 77,0
121 exOO0121 "2 lV.ee 28 32.5 81.78 60.7 95.1 V2,1 840 nl 75.0
122 exOO012S "1 lV.1lI 28 30.1, IUD 5O.V V5.1 82.2 84.1 77.1 75.3
123 exOO012S 5$2 lV.95 28 :13.1 15.11 50,0 V5,5 V1.7 83.1 71.1 71.0
124 exOO0128 "3 lV,9lI 28 32.8 81.71 81,3 VC.3 va.V 11.1 75.7 74.0
125 exOOO131 551 lV.96 22 31.3 15.V2 SO.O 82,1 85.V 11.2 n8 75.7
121 exOO0131 5$2 lV.95 21 30.0 ' 81.77 61.0 82.0 84.5 7U 71.V 73,1
127 exOO0131 ..3 2U5 20 32.5 18.21 50,0 VC.V 00.1 84.3 7V.5 74.1
128 oxOO0201 55' lV.V5 21 32.4 11.01 50,0 95.8 V1.3 85,1 10.0 71.1
12S oxOO0201 552 :IV,95 21 30.1 11.14 5V.5 84.1 00.1 83.9 71.1 73.1
130 exOOO201 ss3 lV.97 20 32.' 18.01 50,0 V5,1 va.1 14.5 71.4 75.8
135 osOOO203 ss2 23.97 IV 27.S 18.40 SO,O 92.5 M,1 60.8 n. 73.1
138 esOOO203 553 23.91 IV 27.' 81.51 sa,s Vl.0 14.2 7V.3 71.4 71.'
140 exOOO209 ss1 23.V8 28 35,1 18.07 SOD va.5 V3.2 85.1 78.4 76.2
143 oxOO0210 ss2 23.95 21 34.5 15.611 SO.O 96.V V3,5 852 7V.5 77.5
145 exOOO211 552 1'.96 31 35.0 11.81 60.5 98.1 V7,7 V3,5 ea.1 as.1
145 osOOO217 ssJ lV.1lI 2S 33.1 15.55 SOO 1lI.2 V2,' 831 nl 71,V
147 osOOO218 551 lV.96 33 33.0 15.1' SO.O Ull.O 96.1 87.7 81.0 SO.1
148 osOOO218 5s2 lV.95 32 32.2 81.14 61.4 va.5 V5.2 87.0 SO.1 71.3
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e•• No. "..1 tnl" efl'iciencv effIe.ncy UM' otllcloney from UN eflicJeney from comooaltlon compoeltJon comooahJon
tem..ratura 'l'IlfnDenture .etwlJ Iloradlc:tod by Mural network Pf'ltdiaion MUral Mtwort ,DNdkdon ... .m.OA _em_a.• ....rtmon\
C C from ChomCAD nlu,.J MfwOft) moI';l moOH mo", meoH monl moOH mol"'moOH monlmoOH
4 70.4 69.3 0.51 0.4836 7.5'11. 85.7'Il. 7.5'11. 61.5,., 10.0'Il.
5 70.3 69.1 0.46 0.46G8 6.4'11. 86.2'11. 8.4'11. 112.7'Il. 1'.0'Il.
6 70.2 70.0 0.44 0.4075 9.0'Il. 114.0'Il. g.O'Il. 83.5'11. 12.0'Il.
7 70.1 70.0 0.37 0.3603 'O.ill. 83.1'11. 10.ill. 85.2'11. 16.0'Il.
8 70.5 89.1 0.44 0.4349 1.1'" 76.6'" 1.1'11. 73.4'" 3.0'Il.
13 69.7 88.5 0.44 0.3682 18.2'" 85.7'Il. 16.2'Il. 116.0'Il. 22.0'Il.
14 69.5 88.3 0.42 0.4019 16.6'11. 118.5'11. 16.6'11. 116.4'11. 2O.0'Il.
15 69.8 88.4 0.34 0.3643 18.4'11. 85.1'11. 16.4'11. 116.7'Il. 2O.0'Il.
18 69.3 6B.O 0.31 0.3342 17.2'11. 114.8% 17.2'11. 87.6'11. 22.0'Il.
17 69,3 68.0 0.31 0.3054 17.8'11. 83.6'11. 17.8'11. 88,0'Il. 21.0'Il.
18 69.1 67.5 0.30 0.3208 16.2'11. 114.6% 16.2'11. 88.1'11. 23.0'Il.
19 69.3 88.0 0,26 0..2873 18.0'Il. 82.8'11. '8.0'11. 88.3'11. 23.0'Il.
21 70,8 97.9 046 0.4918 15.8'11. 88.1'11. 15.8'11. 114.ill. 24.0'Il.
22 69.2 98.0 0.45 0.4579 15.1'11. 87.9'11. 15.1'11. 85.7'Il. 17.0'Il.
23 69.0 67.6 0.42 0.4528 15.3'l1. 88.2'l1. 15.3'11. 86.1'11. 19.0'Il.
24 66.8 67.6 0.40 0.4015 17.4'11. 67.4'11. 17.4'11. 67.4'11. 2O.0'Il.
25 69.4 67.2 0.41 0.3795 19.2'lI. 69.ill. 19.2'lI. 67.7'11. 23.0'Il.
26 99.5 88.2 0.20 0.2420 21.5'l1. 61.2'11. 2U'll. 88.6'11. 25.0'11.
27 69.9 98.9 0.17 0.1803 20.6'l1. 78.6'l1. 20.6'11. 88.4'11. 23.0'11.
29 67.8 88.1 0.69 0.6900 23.5'11. 94.7'lI. 23 5'11. 87.8'11. 26.0'Il.
30 6U 88.5 0.64 0.6900 16.6'11. 93.8'l1. 18.6'" 65.6'" 16,0'Il.
32 68.5 66.4 0.62 0.6124 23.5'l1. 93.4'11. 23,5'" 67.6'l1. 28,0'Il.
33 69.1 66.8 0.88 0.6335 21 ,I'll. 93.0'lI. 21 ,I'll. 88.6'" 23.0'Il.
34 72.3 71.2 0.30 0.1918 13.8'l1. 71.0'lI. 13,8% 82.9'11. 17.0'Il.
35 70.1 6U 0.49 0.4610 9.1'" 84.6'" 9.1% 61.7'lI. 10.0'lI.
38 70.2 6U 0.61 0.6142 1.8'" 114.6'" 1,8% 71.1'" 2,0'Il.
37 70.1 68.6 0.64 0.5192 1.6,., 114.4'" 18'11. 71.7'lI. 1.0'Il.
36 70.3 69,0 0.53 0.4944 2.3% .._. 63.7'" 2.3'" 76.ill. 2,0'Il.
39 70.2 68,9 0.46 0.4790 2.2'11. 63.0'lI. 2,2'l1. n.I'lI. 2,0'lI.
40 70.1 68.8 0.45 0._2 2.2'lI. 62.3'11. 2.2'l1. n.4% 2.0'lI.
41 70.1 6U 0.50 0.5186 2.7% 65.2'l1. 2,7% n.3% 2.0'lI.
42 70.1 66.9 0.55 0.5529 2.5'l1. 16.1'" 2,5% 76.3'l1. 2.0'Il.
43 70.3 69.1 0.57 0,5704 2.6% 16.3'" 2.8'11. 75.9% 2.0'Il.
73 73.9 71.4 0.44 0.4267 1.5% 73.9% 1.5'l1. 71.4'l1. 1.0'Il.
75 71.5 69.3 0.35 0.3652 5.0% 78.1% 5.0'll. 60.7% 3.0%
79 7311 71,7 0.25 0.2892 6.6'11. 72.7,., 8.8% 60.7'l1. 5.0%
n 74.7 73,0 0.33 0,3367 5.9% 72.0% 5.ill. 76.D'll. 5.0%
78 72.6 71.0 0.51 04773 5,6% 79.1% 5.6'" 74.8'l1. 5.0%
79 71,9 70,0 0,40 04064 4.9% 79.0% 4.9% 76.6'" 4.0%
60 71.2 69.0 0.43 04118 4.0% 79.4% 4.D'll. 78.5% 2.0'lI.
61 73.2 7\,0 0.414 0.4623 2.2'11. 77.5,., 2.2'l1. 72.7'11. 2.0'lI.
62 72.6 70.0 0,42 0.3102 2 I'll. 69.8% 2.1% 75,7% 1.0'Il.
83 729 71.0 0.36 0.4015 5.7% 76.7'lI. 5.7% 78.6% 5.0'lI.
84 71,9 70.0 0.37 0.J5()' 5.9% 77.1% 5.9% 60,6% 5.0'Il.
85 70.4 88.3 0.34 0.3493 7.2'11. 60.5% 7.2'11. 63,8% 5.0'lI.
86 69.9 68.0 0.55 0.5676 7.2% 88.1% 7.2'l1. 60.2'11. 5.0'lI.
89 70.9 69,0 0.46 0.4760 4.7% 63.5% 4.7% 7U% 3.0'lI.
91 70.2 66.1 0,45 0.3839 2,6% 76.1% 3,0% 60.'% 1.0%
92 70.2 88.0 0.36 0.3341 6.4% 78,1% 6.4'11. 62.6% 4.0%
93 7'.6 69.5 0,26 0.2844 7.4'l1. 74,5% 7.4'11. 62,8'" 6.0%
94 71.5 69.3 0.27 0,21147 9.0% 76.8% 9.0% 64.5% 8.0%
95 72.0 70.2 0.39 0.3694 9.6% 60,2'11. 9.6% 60.8% 8,0%
G8 72.2 69.3 0.39 0.2856 2,D'll. 114,9% 2.D'll. 76.8% 1,0'lI.
99 71,2 68.8 0.34 0.3569 5.7% 79,'% 5.7% 82,0% 4.0'lI.
100 73.7 72.1 0,37 0,4DOe 3,4% R3% 3.'% 74,2'lI. 4.D'll.
101 72.9 71.1 0.30 0,2741 3,5% 67.5% 3.8% 79,1% 3.D'll.
102 72.5 70.2 0.38 0.3520 2,9% 76,3% 2.ill. 79.4% 1.D'll.
IOJ 18.8 75.2 0.43 0.40115 2,3% 68,7% 2.3% 68.0'lI. 1.D'll.
'04 74.2 71.g 0.28 0.2946 U'll. 68,5% 2.8% 78.4% 1.0'11.
107 76.6 74,3 0.48 0.'649 0,5% 6O,2'lI. 0.5% 53,6% '.O'll.
108 74.7 72.2 0,40 0.'075 0.7% 86.6% 0.7% 86,'% 1.D'll.
,09 14.6 72,0 0.41 0.4278 0.9% 70,0% 0.9% 67.3'l1. '.0%
110 76.1 73.6 0.48 0.4786 0.6'" 114.0% 0.6% 86,4% 1.0%
111 77.2 74.7 0.'6 0.4460 0.'% 55,1% 0.4% 50,4% 1.0'Il.
t13 76.7 75.0 0.34 0.38114 1.3% 64,1% 1.3% U6,., 2.D'll.
t,. 13.5 7'.3 0..29 0.3222 2.3'" 70.5% 2.3% 76.0% 2.D'll.
t17 76.6 74.8 0,44 0.••00 Ullo 70.0% 1.9% 69,9% '.0'11.
.,8 75.9 74.0 0.46 0.4547 I 2.5% 73.'% 2.5% 89.2'lI. 1,0%
119 73.3 70,' 0.33 0.3347 3.0% 73.2'l1. 3.D'll. 76.9% 1.0%
120 76.2 74.5 0.'3 0.'5'3 2.1'" 7'.7% 2.1% 87.6% 1.0%
121 73.7 71.0 0.32 0.3356 2.5% 7'.9% 2.5% 77.8% '.0%
122 13.9 71.1 0.29 0.3106 2.7% 69.7% 2.6% 78.1% '.D'll.
123 15.' 74.2 0.41 0.'396 2.7'lI. 72,6'" 2.7% 69,9% 1.0'lI.
12' 13..2 71.1 0.39 0.3397 3.5'l1. 74.6% 35% 79,6% 1,0%
125 74.9 73.5 033 0.3488 4.7% 71.0% 4,7% 74.1% 3.D'll.
126 72.9 70.6 0.2' 0.2274 5..% 88.~'l1. 5,'% 62.0'lI. 3.0%
121 74.0 71.6 0.55 0.5535 3.1% M.7% 3,1% 71.3% 1.0'lI.
126 75.2 73.1 0.50 0.50'3 2.5% 76.'% 2,5'" 19.2'l1. ',0%
129 72.2 69.' 0.38 0.3062 3.3% 71.0% 3,3'" 793% 1.0'lI.
130 14.9 72.7 0,51 0.504' 2.9% 77.7,., 2,9% 70.6% 1.D'll.
135 72.5 70.9 0,43 0.'319 5.0% 76.6% 5.0% 76.'''' 3.D'll.
138 70.2 68.1 0.30 0.3029 6.3% 75.9% 6,3% 83.3% 3.D'll.
140 75.1 72.8 0.'6 0.'677 2.D'll. 74.6'" 2,0% 69.5% 1.0%
143 76.5 74.6 0." 0.36" ' 1.7% 88.7'" 17% 66.1% 1.0%
145 60.0 70.5 0.33 0.3210 0.5% M.D'll. 0,5% 69.6% 1.0'lI.
146 76.3 75.1 0." 0.4132 2.2% 69.1'" 2.2'11. 66.1% 1.D'll.
147 79.' 77.7 0.35 0.3770 0.5% '9.2'lI. 0.5% 61,5% 1.0'lI.
146 77.2 74.6 0.27 0.2B05 0.6% 53.6% 0.6% 71.2'l1. 1,0'lI.
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Ex. No. comooslUon ."or with efficlncrrO.4 dlstiU... comDOlftJon dll11ll1t. COfnDOIWon IMd 'oed ...nu.x bottom
••Deriment .ct.uaJ."ode. ac1u.l.l-moclel .metencv from NeunlNlitwo" find .ffc1encv-a.4 ..... comDoalUon ..... ....
mol%meoH mol%moOH I mol%. meOHl mol'll. MoOH mo""MeOH IbIIltl mo",rMOH IbIIl" Ib/hr
4 11.0% 2.3% 6.5" lIS. 7% 11.5.. 12.05 4C'll. '1.1111 1.71
5 17.C'll. 0.1% Olio 1I.2'llo 12.7% II.lIe 4C'll. '4.00 U3
I 17.D'll. 3.C'll. 3.5% 64.0% 13.5" 12.02 4D'll. '1.0' 11.14
7 1I.D'll. 2.lI'llo 0.1% 13.1% 15.2'llo 11.114 3l1'llo 20.00 l.lIlI
I 12.D'll. 5.4" 1.1" 71.1% 73.4" '1.115 3l1'llo 30.00 3.M
13 11I.D'll. 3.3" 3.D'll. 15.7.. 1I.D'll. 14.115 4OlIo '5.0' '2.111
14 1I.D'll. 1.5" 1.1.. 18.5% 11.4" 15.02 34.. 11.0' '2.11
15 15.D'll. ·0.'% -1.7% 15.'% 11.7% 14.lIlI 3-3% 2O.lIlI 11.110
11 15.D'll. 0.4% -2.1% 1-4.1% 17.6" 15.05 40% 25.00 13.2l1
17 1IS.D'll. 1.4% -3.D'll. 13.6% 66.D'll. 14.117 3l1'llo 21.00 13.27
11 65.D'll. 0.4% -3.'% 64.6% 16.1% 18.01 4D'll. 21.00 12.31
lQ 13.0% O.2'llo -5.3% 12.1% 16.3% 18.00 3l1'llo 3'.01 '2.13
2' IQ.O% O.Q% 4.1% 11.1% 64.lI'lIo 13.IQ 4D'll. '0.00 11.41
22 15.D'll. 0.1% 2.3% 17.lI'lIo 15.7% 13.17 4D'll. '4.00 'Ull
23 51.D'll. -0.2% l.lI'lIo 11.2'lIo 18.1% 13.13 4D'll. '6.01 to.1I6
24 65.D'll. 0.5% o.e% 67.4% 17.4'110 '3.11 40% 20.00 11.75
25 511.0% 2.1% 1.3% lI.lI'llo 17.7% 17.N 4D'll. 24.01 15.24
26 50.0% -'.2% -5.6% 1'.2% 11.6% 17.1IlI 311% 25.02 14.'11
27 77.0% 0.4% -11.4% 76.1% 11.4% 11.01 34% 31.00 12.71
2Q 115.0% 0.3% 7.2% lI4.7% 67.1% 10.02 35% 10.00 11.41
30 113.0% -0.5% 7.2'l1o IIU% 15.1% '0.01 33% 10.00 7.30
32 lI4.0% 0.6% 6.2% 113.4% 17.1% '2.05 34% 12.00 11.12
33 lI4.0% 1.0% 7.2'l4o 113.0'lI0 11.1% '1.115 35% 10.01 1I.0Il
34 10.0% 11.0% -2.lI'llo 7LO% 12.lI'lIo 17.lIlI 311% 10.00 13.156
35 15.0% 0.4% 3.3'l4o 64.5% 11.7% 17.lI4 40% 13.1111 1.27
31 15.0% 0.2% 13.11% 64.1% 71.1% 17.83 34% 11.00 US
37 15.0% 0.6% 13.3% 64.4% 71.7% 17.114 33% 20.00 4.01
31 15.0% 1.3% 1.'% 13.7% 76.lI'llo 10.03 35% 2'.00 4.72
311 11,0% ·2.0% 3.11% 13.0% 17.1% UII 34% 25.01 4.81
40 11.0% ·1.3% 3.6% 12.3% 77.4% U8 34% 21.00 4.7'
41 13.D'll. ·2.2'lIo 5.7% 55.2% 77.3% 10.04 31% 17.1111 4.65
42 15.0% ·1.1% 1.7% 11.1% 76.3% '0.02 31% 15.00 5.02
43 15,D'll. -1.3% 9.1% 11.3% 75,lI'lIo 10.03 37% 12.01 5.25
n 72,0% ·ua'4 0,6% 73.lI'llo 71,4% 24,00 22'lIo 30.00 '1.51
75 73.0% ·5.1% -7,7% 76.'% 50.7% 30,0' 21% 5U7 23.12
75 6I,D'll. ~.7% -'4,7% 72.7% 10,7% 211.111 23% 31.01 21.115
77 70,0% -2.0% ~.O% 72.0% 71,0% 30.02 23% 15,00 22.lI4
75 10,0% 0.011I.4 52'l1o 711.1% 74.1% 23.115 23% 10.13 111.31
711 17.0% ·2.0% -1.6% 711.0% 75.5% 24.00 23% 26.43 '1.13
10 75.0% -4.4% ·35% 711,4'll> 71.5% 24.02 2'% 37.'2 11.67
11 75.0% ·2.5% 2,3% 77.5% 72.7% 24.00 23% 23.M 11.23
12 73.0% 6.2'l1o - -2,7% 66.5% 75.7% 23.QII Ill'll> 51.71 17.72
63 71.0% ·2.7% -2.6% 75,7% 71.1% 24.00 2O'lI> 21.74 111.47
54 77.0% -0.,% -3.5% 17.,% 50.5% 24.00 20% 33.711 lUI
55 77.0% ·3.5% ~.5% 50,5% 53.5% 24.00 11% 711.72 21.72
66 11.0% -2.1% 55% es'% 50.2% 15.02 'lI'lIo '4.011 13.'5
19 10.0% ·3.5% 1.2% 53.5% 75.5% 15.00 20% 111.24 12.73
111 7Q.0% 2.11% -1.1% 76.'% 50.'% ' ••Q9 17% 711.3' 13.1'
Q2 77.0% .1.1" -5.1% 75.1% 52.1% 211.111 '1" 10.04 27.2t
Q3 72.0% ·2,5" -10.1% 74.5'll> 52.1% 30.02 20'll> 5UII 25.61
114 H.O% ·2,5% ·to.5% 16.1% 54.5% 30,00 Ill'll> 711.1IlI 25.31
Q5 79.0% -'.2% -1.5% 50.2'lIo 50.1% 30.00 17% 20.00 21.25
95 72.0% 7.1% -4.5% l4.lI'lIo 75.5% 23.111 11% 10.01 lQ.311
lIlI 75.0% -4.1% ·7.0% 711.1% 12.0% 30.00 '5% 10.02 2Ul
tOO 73,0% ·1.3% ,'.2% 74.3% 74.2% 2O.lIlI 25% 15.00 12.11
'01 19,0% 1.5% ·10.1% 17.5% 79.1% 2O.Q7 25% 44.lIlI 11.37
102 IQ,o% -6,3% -10.4% 75.3% 711.4% 21.01 25% 7Q.1I7 10.10
103 12.0% ~,7% ~.O% 11.7% 11.0% 2II.1IlI 30% 14.lIlI 11.35
104 13.0% -5,5% -15.4% 11I.5% 75,4% 30.02 25% 50.02 11,83
107 70.0% U% 16.4% 1O,2'll> 53,6% 24.00 30% 15.75 12,22
101 611.0% 2.2% 2.11% 116.1% 16,1% 24.01 30% 31.0' 11,lI4
1011 69.0% ".0% 1.7% 70.0% 17,3% 23.1IlI 2l1'l1o 25.113 11,52
110 70.0% B.O'll. 13.6% 64.0% 56,4% 24.10 2ll'll> 15.17 11.11
II' 16.0% 12.11% 17.1% 55.1% 50.4% 23.117 33% '5.71 11.05
113 64.0% ·0.1% -1.1% 64.1% 55.1% 23.117 30% '5.116 11.12
114 15.0% -5.5" ·13.0% 70.5% 71.0% 23.1IlI 30% 11.110 '2.03
117 83.D'll. -7.0% -3.8% 70.D'll. 16.lI'lIo 211.Q4 27% 15.70 14.81
111 15,0% -5.1% ·4.2% 73.'% IQ,21lo 2Ul 26% '5.12 15.22
1111 85.0% ·5.2% -'3.11% 73.2% 71.ll'll> 2II.Q2 26% 1'.71 12.12
120 82.0% ·9.7% ·5.1% 71.7% 17.1% 2Q.Q4 21% 15.75 11,73
'21 13.0% ·5.11% ·14.1% 71.lI'llo 77.1% 211.114 21% lUI 10,20
'22 80.0% ·9.7% ·1I.''ll> 111.7% 71,1'll> 2II.1IlI 21% IUD 11.11
'23 80.0% -12.1% -Q.8% 72.1% III,lI'llo 211.115 21% 15,11 1.74
124 71,0% ·3.1% ·5.1% 74.5% 7U% 2II.1IlI 21% lUI 770
125 65,0% -6.0% ·9.8% 71.0% 74.1% 2Q.1IlI 22% '5,112 lQ.05
'26 62.0% -4.5% -20.0'lI> 61,5% 12.0It 2Q.1I5 2'% 11.77 17,74
'27 72.0% -1.7" 0,7% 50.7% 71.3% 211.115 20% 11.26 20,511
'28 11.0% -8.4% -',2% 71.4% 19.2% 211.115 21% '1.01 111,13
'29 11.0% ·3,0% -11.3'll> 71.0% 711,3% 211.115 21% 11,64 'l.lIlI
130 69.0% ~.7'" .1.1% 77.7% 7D.1% 211.117 20% '1.08 '11.56
135 75,0% ·3.5% ·1.4'll> 71.5% 75.4% 23.117 Il1'l1o 11,40 17.31
138 70,0% ·5.9'll> -'3.3% 75.lI'lIo 53.3% 23.111 111% 1'.51 ,U3
140 70,0'll> -4.6% 0.5% 74.5% 611.5% 23.111 21'll> '1.07 11.63
143 83.0'lI> -3.7% ·5.'" lle.7% 61.'% 23.115 26ll. '5,11I 10.67
145 17.0% 7.0% -2,1% 60.0% 611.1% 14.116 31% 11.11 1.11
'46 eo.O% -11.1% -6.'% 59.1% 11I.1% 211.116 2lI% '5,55 5.25
147 55.0% 5.1% 3.5'll> 49.2% 51.5% 2II.1IlI 33% '5,'4 7.711




ex. No. di.Ullate ...ttot"r rHd ,.nUJl f••d tray bollom dllllll... ...boU.r d1.UIII" tnly 1 tnly 2 tray 3.... dulY temoeratur-. wmoemu,.. Numblir compo.llIon compO.lUon lim...,.",,. Iwnperatun e.mperatu,. lemMratun "em.,.raIUR
blhrl % of full ..,_, C C _mooH mo"- mo<lH C C C C C
4 2.51 lIO'llo 41.8 50.0 3 I~ 511... 58.1 :N.7 82.1 77.5 75.7
5 2.47 - 4'.5 50.0 3 1'''' 5~ 88.0 :N.8 815 77.7 76.86 US lIO'llo 41.1 50.0 3 '2% 5~ U.S 30.' 51.4 77.5 75.87 2.09 lIO'llo 40.8 50.0 3 '8'" &6... 87.0 31.2 77.4 60.8 75.8
5 2.09 lIO'llo 50.0 50.1 3 ,... 52% 87.8 33.' 81.6 82.2 77.2
13 1.54 - 36.8 48.8 3 22'llo 88'llo 83.7 30.3 76.5 16.3 75.2" 1.81 lIO'llo 38.7 50.0 3 ~ u'" 63.5 31.2 78.4 16.1 75.''5 2 38 lIO'llo 39.4 50.0 3 ~ 85% 63.5 32.0 78.5 16.' 75.1
15 1.30 - 38.0 50.0 3 :l2'llo 85% 63.2 32.8 78.1 78.8 74.817 1.63 50'll 39.1 50.1 3 21'" 85'" 62.8 33.5 78.1 75.8 74.8
18 1.88 50% 39.5 50.0 3 23'" 85% 62.7 33.2 77.7 75.5 74.7
19 2.34 60% 39.5 50.0 3 23% 83'11 62.8 33.3 77.8 75.7 74.7
2' 3.37 80'll 38.6 50.0 3 24'11 88'llo 83.8 30.2 78.7 75.4 75.2
22 2.18 60% 38.1 50.0 3 17'11 88'11 54.3 305 76.8 78.1 74.6
23 2.19 - 40.0 50.0 3 '8'llo U'" 54.2 308 76.5 75.8 74824 2<2 - 38.5 50.0 3 ~ 88'11 63.1 318 78.1 75.3 74.•25 1.'2 6O'lI 36.3 50.0 3 23'11 88'llo 82.2 32.5 77.4 75.• 74 a26 2.95 6O'lI 37.4 50.0 3 25'11 6O"lI 81.2 33.7 78.8 75.0 74.2
27 U8 6O'lI 37.5 50.0 3 23'11 77'11 8'.5 34.0 77.0 75.0 71.2
28 0.30 50% 46.3 50.0 3 26'" 95'11 60.1 28.7 75.1 73.8 72.5
30 1.93 55'" 45.7 50.0 3 18'" 93'11 83.5 28.' 77.8 R8 73.2
32 0.27 55'" 43.0 50.0 3 28'" 94'11 60.1 28.2 76.8 72.8 U.S
33 1.80 55'" 43.1 50.0 3 23'" 94'11 8'.1 28.1 77.1 71.7 7U
34 4.04 6O'lI 36.5 50.0 3 17'" 60'11 85.1 30.4 78.6 77.1 75.1
35 4.36 - 41.2 50.0 3 10'll 85'" 58.4 31.4 81.1 75.5 74.436 3.24 6O'lI "9.8 50.0 3 2'llo 85'" 96.8 31.7 81.3 81.1 75.337 3.• 8 lIO'llo 49.5 50.0 3 1'" 85'11 97.1 32.8 91.6 81.5 76.3
38 •.18 lIO'llo 45.8 50.0 3 2'llo as'll 96.0 33.3 aD.O 60.8 75.7
38 4.26 lIO'llo 46.2 50.0 3 2'llo 81'11 96.2 33.8 aD.8 60.7 75.7
40 1.21 lIO'llo 45.5 50.0 3 2'llo 61'" 96.2 34.1 aD.4 60.5 78.6
II 1." lIO'llo 45.7 50.0 3 2'llo 53'11 95.5 32.3 89.1 79.9 75.4
42 5.07 lIO'llo 47.1 50.0 3 2'llo as'll 95.7 31.5 89.1 79.8 75.3
43 3.72 50'll 46.1 50.0 3 2'llo 55'11 95.3 30.8 89.0 80.2 75.8
73 7.68 80'll 33.9 50.0 3 ,'" 72'llo 97.3 35.1 93.3 66.9 82.0
75 8.28 80'll 33.2 53.8 3 3'11 73'11 92.5 36.7 85.4 81.3 78.3
78 9.88 70% 31.7 52.8 3 5'11 &6'11 90.7 35.8 54.1 80.5 78.3
77 8.80 70% 33.8 50.0 3 5'" 70% 81.4 33.8 84.7 81.2 78.'
78 5.04 70'll 32.8 50.0 3 5% 80'" 81.8 32.0 88.0 82.0 78.2
79 8.63 7'% 3'9 50.0 3 1% 77'" 92.5 34.3 88.0 82.' 78.8
60 7.19 78% 34.5 48.6 3 2'llo 75% 93.7 34.5 88.0 824 78.1
81 718 87% 32.9 50.9 3 2'llo 75'" 96.2 34.2 91.7 85.3 60.5
82 7.60 95% 32.9 54.' 3 ,'A. 73'" 96.4 37.5 92.7 &6.4 608
63 6.05 89% 33.9 50.0 3 5'4 75'" 91.7 33.5 85.0 81.3 18.1
8' 6.25 59% 33.5 50.0 3 5% 77'" 91.' 35.1 85.0 60.9 78.5
55 4.63 89% 34.7 55.' 3 5'" 77'" 90.' 36.7 85.0 80.4 78.'
68 2.37 54'" 374 50.0 3 5'" 88% 90.' 34.9 85.' 79.4 75.5
89 2.28 66% 35.1 50.0 3 3'" 6O'lI 92.8 34.8 87.9 81.5 78.0
9' 3.70 86% 35.0 54.9 3 ''4 79% 95.8 37.2 91.1 83.9 79.'
92 5.39 lOO'll 32.0 54.9 3 "'" 77"- 90.9 36.8 84.7 81.3 78.593 688 99% 30.8 53.9 3 5% 72'llo 89.9 36.1 84.8 80.9 78.7
94 5.94 70'll 341 58.1 3 8'11 71"- 68.5 37.1 83.0 80.' 78.8
95 326 70'll 348 50.0 3 8% 78'llo 68.0 34.7 83 a 80.' 78.2
98 896 '00'll 319 58.2 3 1'" 72'llo 96.5 37.3 92 a 110' 81.2
Il1l 723 '00'll 348 55.5 3 .'" 75"- 91.7 37.8 85.7 819 78.1
'00 884 57'" 34.8 50.0 3 4'" 73'" 94.4 33.3 89.1 82.2 78.3
'0' '0.20 57% 347 53.8 3 3"- 89% 943 36.1 8U 815 77.7
'02 10,60 59% 349 57.5 3 ,... 88'llo 85.2 37.8 91.0 82.5 76'
'03 17.96 lOO'll 32.2 50.0 3 1"- 82'llo 96.' 35.7 91.8 83.8 78.8
104 17.52 '00'll 313 59.5 3 ,"- 83"- 95.3 38.0 90.9 82.8 77.4
'07 ".05 , 00'll 35.4 50.0 3 1"- 70'll 1l1l.' 11.8 94.8 88.7 81.8
108 11.33 '00% 34.8 50.0 3 1% 89% 98.7 11.0 94.0 88.0 60.8
109 11 87 90% 358 50.0 3 ."- 89"- 98.4 14.1 940 68.0 804
110 11 48 90'll 34.7 50.0 3 I'll 70% 98.9 41.2 944 811.4 80 9
III ".U 80'll 35V 50.0 3 I'll 88"- 1l1l3 41.5 96.' 68.9 82<
113 1164 6O'l\ 34.5 50.0 3 2'llo 54"- 97.5 42.1 93.4 85.2 800
114 1'.03 6O'l\ 330 51.1 3 2'llo 85% 96.1 48.3 90.8 832 764
117 '4.a9 - 32' 50.0 3 1% 83% 965 43.5 92.3 54.9 79.8118 14.72 6O'lI 31.9 50.0 3 ,% 85% 95.8 43.0 91.5 84.2 79 ,
'19 18.08 80% 32.1 60.5 3 1% 85'" 95.0 49.0 9'.2 83.5 77.9
120 17.59 70'" 32.3 50.0 3 ,'" 82'llo 96.1 43.9 92.5 84.5 78.7
12. 18.37 70% 32.5 60.7 3 1% 83% 95.8 48.8 92.1 84.0 77.8
122 '8.24 90'" 30.8 80.9 3 1% 6O'lI 95.5 49.2 92.2 84.' 77.8
123 20.52 6O'lI 33.' 50.0 3 ,'" 60% 95.5 11.8 91.7 83.1 78.8
124 20.14 50% 32.8 81.3 3 ,% 7'% 94.3 19.3 90.8 81.8 787
125 '1.14 6O'l\ 3'.3 50.0 3 3% 85% 92.8 12.0 85.9 51.2 778
129 12.57 50% 30.0 81.0 3 3% 52'llo 92.0 4U 54.5 79.8 75.8
127 9.79 80'l\ 325 50.0 3 1% 72'llo 94.8 39.7 aD.l 84.3 795
128 '0.84 aD'l\ 324 50.0 3 I'll 88% 85.8 40.4 9'.3 85.1 80.0
128 11.20 aD'l\ 30.5 59.5 3 ,% 88% 94.5 48.' 110.\ 83.9 785
130 10.94 100% 324 50.0 3 1% 88'llo 95.1 40.7 110.8 84.5 79.4
135 8.7' 6O'lI 27.; 50.0 3 3% 75% 92.5 36.9 66.1 60.8 77.4
136 8.37 80'll 27.4 58.5 3 3% 70'll 91.0 47.4 84.2 79.3 78.4
140 12.58 80% 355 50.0 3 1% 70'll 96.5 41.7 93.2 85.' 79.4
143 '2.94 50% 34.5 50.0 3 1% 83... 96.9 '2.2 93.5 85.2 79.8
145 8.05 70% 35.0 80.5 3 ,% 57% 1l1l.1 48.0 87.7 93.5 &6.8
'46 20.52 6O'l\ 33.1 50.0 3 1% 6O'l\ 96.2 45.5 82.1 83.8 77.8
117 20.85 70"- 330 50.0 3 1% ,,% 1l1l.0 45.8 96.' 87.7 81.0
148 21.80 70'll 322 81.4 3 1% 57% 88.5 49.8 95.2 87.0 60.1
101
Data ReconcilJiation CHEMCAD INPUTS
E.p No. Iray4 tnyS Iray' ololl.o be...
_.....
MoOH reconcU.d -- MoOH - - ron...mmDerl.lureI_~ tlmDe,..luf'8 .....rIol material boctom "e _..-now .... n__ lIm_~ ....C C C baianu _co Illlllllr1 IIIl1lV1 IlllIIIrI Illblhtl C IIIbIIIr1
4 71.0 70.4 58.3 ·2.61 3.34 0.00 0.00 5.10 5.iS 5.535S 5.5144 41.1 lU1I1
5 70.1 70.3 68.1 ·2.71 3.37 0.00 0.00 5.12 5.14 5.4IllI 54732 41.5 14.00
5 70.1 70.2 70.0 ·3.55 UV 0.00 0.00 5.21 5.74 5.5113 55007 41.1 15.01
7 70.7 70.1 70.0 ·2.07 2.83 0.00 0.00 5.82 5.02 5.3517 55S13 408 20.00
I 71.2 70.5 58.1 1.43 4.75 0.00 0.00 5.11 5.14 5.3570 55l13O 50.0 30.00
13 70.2 5V.7 51.5 ·2.82 3.34 0.00 0.00 v.n 5.15 S.IOSS 5.5415 31.8 15.01
14 70.1 5V.5 51.3 ·1.85 2.21 0.00 0.00 10.DO 4.12 7.1100 7.5400 3V 7 15.01
15 70.2 5V.5 51.4 -057 1.55 0.00 0.00 11.03 US 5.lIVID 7.8V20 31.4 20."
IS 6U 6V.3 51.0 ·3.5V 4.15 0.00 0.00 8./lO 5.45 1.1521 5.5173 3V.0 :IS.OO
17 68.5 59.3 55.0 ·3.57 3.74 0.00 0.00 8./lO 5.37 7._ 7.00S4 311 21.00
15 5V.5 69.1 57.5 -2.55 3.33 0.00 0.00 UO 5.21 5.1410 5 SSlIO 3V.5 21.00
IV 6V.S IV.3 65.0 ·2.15 VI 0.00 0.00 8.V5 5.03 am 70205 3V 3 31.01
21 70.5 70.6 sa -0.07 UI 0.00 0.00 8.34 4.35 7.4251 12S4V 3V.5 10.00
22 IV 18.2 65.0 ·3.05 3.31 0.00 0.00 7.V5 5.5V 7.4142 1.2555 38.5 14.00
23 6V.5 6V.0 sa ·2.51 3.14 0.00 0.00 5.30 5.33 7.3825 5.2375 40.0 15.01
2. 6V.3 66.5 57.6 ·3.25 2.15 0.00 0.00 5.51 5.17 7.41V7 1.2IlO3 38.5 20.00
25 51.8 51.' 67.2 ·3.24 U6 0.00 0.00 12.00 5.85 8.75'8 5.2251 IUI.3 24.01
26 70.1 6V.5 55.2 ·1.92 2.74 0.00 0.00 12.27 5.68 8.5542 5.4055 37.4 25.02
27 70.5 6V.9 55.6 0.61 0.51 0.00 0.00 13.37 H. 5./lOlI3 8.4007 37.5 31.00
2V 67.9 57.5 66.1 ·1.15 1.'8 0.00 0.00 5.23 - 1.7g 4.llOOll 5.11e< 41.3 10.0030 51.7 51.6 66.5 ·0.0< 0.52 0.00 0.00 7.26 2.75 4.1131 5.331V 45.7 10.00
32 51.5 51.5 66.4 ·0.57 1.23 000' 0.00 10.53 1.50 5.7/lO3 1.2587 .3.0 12.00
33 6g.0 69.1 66.5 0.14 0.95 0.00 ' 0.00 8.20 2.15 5.5445 1.1055 '3.1 10.01
34 72.9 72.3 71.2 ·3.39 3.76 0.00 I 0.00 10.17 7.12 8.5701 5.<l1llI 36.5 10.00
35 70.6 70.1 IS.V O.sa 4.73 0.00 0.00 5.55 9.08 8.7302 5.2ov.! 01.2 lUg
36 70.5 70.2 IS.V 5.00 5.8-' 0.00 000 5.55 9.05 5.5711 8.3saV 'U 15.00
37 70.7 70.1 SI.6 4.90 5.14 0.00 0.00 5.81 9.03 5.3752 8.5S45 .8.5 20.00
35 70.V 70.3 69.0 0.10 1.05 0.00 0.00 H2 5.21 4.11055 5.1245 '5.V 21.00
38 70.5 70.2 65.8 -0.14 o.ve 0.00 0.00 4.77 5.22 4.7755 5.2145 .6.2 25.01
40 10.1 70.1 65.5 0.06 0.V5 0.00 0.00 4.77 5.22 4.7755 5.2145 46.5 25.00
41 10.5 70.1 SI.5 -0.21 1.55 0.00 0.00 4.37 5.57 5.2353 U047 46.7 17.1llI
42 70.7 70.1 65.9 ·057 0.50 0.00 0.00 4.45 5.57 5.2246 4.7V52 47.1 15.00
43 70.8 70.3 6V.l -0.65 1.7. 0.00 0.00 '.57 5.46 5.1232 4.lIOSI 46.1 1201
73 75.2 73.V 714 ·2.04 1.51 0.00 0.00 14.54 V.46 5.0152 15.V8A5 UV 30.00
75 72.7 71.5 69.3 ·3.51 2.12 0.00 0.00 lV.51 10.40 V.6307 20.3783 33.2 5V 87
75 7'.5 73.5 71.7 ·3.33 1.70 0.00 0.00 15.62 11.36 10.3V53 lV.5517 31.7 3601
n 75.6 74.7 73.0 ·3.51 2.08 0.00 0.00 lV.13 10.59 10.4122 lV.S075 33.8 '5.00
75 73.7 72.5 71.0 ·3.30 1.51 0.00 0.00 15.06 7.82 5.3173 15.5527 32.6 10.13
7V 72.8 71.V 70.0 ·3.30 1.7V 0.00 0.00 15.53 5.<7 5.32.2 15.5755 3U1 21.'3
80 72.3 11.2 6V.0 -3.18 1.32 0.00 0.00 15.51 a.51 1.7014 15.3"5 34.5 37.12
51 74.3 13.2 71.0 ·3.50 2.11 0.00 0.00 14.73 V.27 5.32.2 15.6755 32.V 23.51
52 73.V 72.5 700 ·1.82 0.3V 0.00 0.00 15.80 5.1V 7.0800 15.Q300 32.V 51.71
53 13.5 72.V 71.0 ·2.45 0.83 0.00 0.00 17.02 5.88 7.3646 15.5154 33.V 21.14
8-' 12.8 7U1 10.0 ·2.80 0.67 0.00 0.00 \1.05 6.82 7.3646 15.5154 33.5 33.78
55 71.5 70.4 65.3 ·350 1.25 0.00 0.00 11.82 1.01 5.7361 17.2632 34.7 78.72
SI 70.5 5V.5 65.0 ·UI' 1.40 0.00 0.00 11.25 3.n 4.0202 10.5_ 37.4 14.08
6V 72.0 70.V 6V.0 ·2.35 2.37 0.00 0.00 '0.35 4.15 4.5'54 10.3646 35.1 '8.24
9' 71.4 70.2 55.1 -2 so O.SS 0.00 0.00 '0.6' 4.35 4.0013 10.8857 35.0 78.31
V2 71.4 70.2 810 .. 2' 1.62 0.00 0.00 22.V7 7.01 7.5I3V 223881 32.0 10.04
113 72.7 71.8 68.5 -414 '.72 0.00 0.00 21.42 5.SO 8236V 20 7531 30.5 58.118
e< 725 71.5 583 -) 17 0.82 0.00 0.00 23.14 5.55 55257 21 1713 34.1 7U5
is 73.0 72.0 702 -370 2.15 0.00 0.00 24.51 5.42 5.00711 21 illiZI 34.5 20.00
85 73.7 72.2 69.3 ·3.27 0.90 0.00 0.00 15.1Z 7.88 5.1312 17.Z455 3U1 /lO.01
118 72.4 71.2 5U ·413 0.88 0.00 0.00 21.75 5.22 5.4211 21.5758 34.5 8O.0Z
100 74.5 13.7 72.1 ·102 0.71 0.00 0.00 11.58 V.40 5.57118 12.4101 34.5 15.00
101 73.9 72.8 71.1 ·0 42 ·0.15 0.00 0.00 10.85 10.02 5.5717 12.3853 34.7 44.118
102 73.5 12.5 70.2 ·0.32 ·0.07 0.00 0.00 10.45 10.53 5.5580 12.4220 34.8 7U7
103 77.3 75.5 752 LCD .0.54 0.00 0.00 12.14 17.12 12.V557 17.0043 32.2 14.118
104 75.2 74.2 71.V 2.09 ·1.52 0.00 0.00 14.02 15.00 12.2708 17.7481 31.3 80.02
107 71.5 75.5 7<.3 ·085 1.55 0.00 0.00 lU7 '2.1l3 10.3754 13.5215 35.4 15.75
105 75.0 14.7 72.2 ·0.69 1.43 0.00 0.00 11.25 12.15 10.3527 lJ.e213 34.5 31.01
108 75.5 74.5 12.0 007 0.70 000 0.00 11.58 12.37 10.0783 13.5507 36.5 25.83
"0 77.1 75.1 735 -0.10 O.se 0.00 0.00 11.75 12.32 10.1352 lUSl5 34.7 lU7
III 7a.3 77.2 74.7 -1.0' 2.4V 0.00 0.00 10.04 13.V3 11.1802 12.7785 35.8 15.71
113 77.5 75.7 75.0 ·1.00 1.51 0.00 0.00 10.52 13.15 10.3554 13.5045 34.5 15.55
114 74.5 73.5 71.3 ".07 1.87 0.00 0.00 10.ve 13.00 10.3511 13.51158 33.0 51.DO
117 77.6 76.5 74.5 ·0.03 0.57 0.00 0.00 IUS 15.45 11.5770 15.0630 32.1 15.70
115 75.5 75.8 74.0 0.06 -0.08 0.00 0.00 15.25 14.53 11.4_ 15.4104 3U1 15.52
119 747 73.3 70 4 2<6 ·'.44 0.00 0.00 15.25 14.14 11.5034 15.<155 321 51.11
120 77.0 75.2 70.5 2 OS ·\.45 0.00 0.00 13.51 15.13 12.2352 17.7015 323 15.75
121 75.0 73.7 71.0 3.7Q ·2.•2 0.00 0.00 13.118 15.V5 12.2352 177015 325 &U5
122 75.3 73.8 71.1 234 -1.13 0.00 0.00 13.45 15.51 12.2464 17.7136 30& 51.80
123 71.0 75.4 142 470 ..." 0.00 0.00 13.44 15.51 12.2423 17.7077 33 I lsal
124 74.0 73.2 71.1 753 ·5.41 0.00 0.00 15.23 ".73 12.2464 17 7136 325 51.15
125 75.7 74.8 73.5 -089 0.66 0.00 0.00 15.15 11.50 10.0056 IV.8544 313 15.82
126 73.5 72.8 70.5 057 -0.83 0.00 0.00 15.31 11.5< 8.&115 20.3355 300 5177
127 74.5 14.0 71.S -1 .•8 '.03 0.00 0.00 18.13 10.52 8.2154 20 734& 32.5 15.21
123 75.1 75.2 13.1 ·1.63 1.'1 0.00 0.00 15.20 11.75 8.&115 20.3355 32.4 15.0'
129 73.& n.2 68.4 ·0 78 0.55 0.00 0.00 15.20 11.15 8.&115 20.3355 306 &1.14
130 75.5 74.8 72.7 ·0.73 0.20 0.00 0.00 15.53 11.14 8.2215 20.7455 324 15.01
135 73.6 72.5 70.V ·0.71 0.14 0.00 0.00 15.52 7.35 7.0541 15 8158 27.V 10.40
136 71.4 70.2 65.1 ·2.20 1.31 0.00 0.00 15.23 1.&5 7.0364 15.5736 274 51.51
140 76.2 75.1 12.5 2.45 -O.llS 0.00 0.00 12.05 11.80 V.802O ,. 1750 35 I 15.07
143 71.5 75.5 74.1 1.31 -0.87 0.00 0.00 lU5 11.87 V.2081 ".7419 34.5 15.1S
145 1l6.& 80.0 70.5 052 0.25 0.00 0.00 6.&3 5.33 &.1428 53111 35.0 &1.51
145 71.9 7&.3 75.1 465 -3.50 0.00 0.00 12.84 11.02 12.llO33 11.3557 33.1 15.55
147 50.1 78,4 71.1 2.00 -0.75 0.00 0.00 8.79 20.17 13.8_ lB734 33.0 15."
145 75.3 n2 14.6 4.0< ·244 0.00 0.00 10.78 18.15 13.1427 15.3073 32.2 51.14
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CHEMCAD INPUTS CHEMCAD OUTPUTS
E:I.DNo. bonom rwllWI T S.ubCooled ' ••d 'ad rwflWl bonam -- ..- - ..nWl -bonom d lIi11ltoroll te.mDilrMure lemDetatun ..to com,poattJon rato ..to rot. dulY amDeflltww
~4
IItOY comooaltlon tomDOlltion
Iblhr C C IblM rnoI%moOH Ibll'" Obllvl (1bII\I1 MIIBtu/lU'l C mo", lMOHl monlmeoH
4 6.10 SO.O 16 a 12.05 40'll. lUXI 6.10 5.V5 0.01110114 41.8 3 10.1'l1o 67.V'lIo
5 6.12 SO.O 160 1'.ve 4O'llo 14.00 6.12 5.64 0.011113 41.5 SO.5 3 1'.0'll. 118.V'lIo
6 6.26 SO.O 170 12.02 40'l10 16.01 6.2B 5.74 0.012160 41.1 4g.5 3 12.0'll. 118.V'lIo
7 6.V2 50.0 17.0 IU4 3V'l1o 20.00 6.g2 5.02 0.014022 4O.g 4g.7 3 16.0'll. M.V'lIo
6 5.11 511.1 17.0 1'.V5 3&'110 30'.00 5.11 6.64 0.020765 SO.O SO.3 3 3.0'll. 62.0'll.
13 9.77 4g.9 160 14.V!> 40'l10 15.01 V7 5.IB 0.011310 38.9 SO.2 3 22.ll'lIo 69.0'lI0
14 10.00 SO.O 160 15.02 34'l1o 16.01 10.00 4.12 0.012521 3g.7 SO.3 3 2O.0'll. 68. I 'lIo
15 11.03 SO.O 17.0 14.Vi 33'l1o 20.Vi 11.03 U6 0.014306 3g.4 49.6 3 2O.ll'lIo 65.2'110
16 9.60 SO.O 170 15.05 4O'lIo 25.00 9.60 5.45 0.017200 3g.0 49.6 3 21.V'lIo 65.1'l1o
17 9.60 SO.1 17.0 14.97 3K 26.00 &.110 5.37 0.016B03 3V.I 49.6 3 21.ll'lIo 65.0'll.
1B V.eo SO.O 17.0 15.01 40'l10 26.00 V.eo 5.21 O.OIM77 39.5 49.6 3 23.0'll. B5.2'l1o
19 9.95 SO.O 17.0 15.00 3&'110 31.01 US 5.05 0.020471 3V.5 SO.1 3 22.V'lIo B3.2'110
21 9.34 SO.O 16.0 13.B9 4O'llo 10.00 g.34 435 o OOB215 3&.11 SO.2 3 24.0'll. B9.1'l1o
22 7.96 SO.O 16.0 13.67 4ll'l1o 14.00 7.ve 5.69 0.011079 39.6 SO.3 3 IB.V'lIo 68.1'l1o
23 6.30 SO.O 16.0 13.63 40% 16.01 B.30 5.33 0.011956 40.0 SO.3 3 lV.O'll. &6.0'lI0
24 6.51 SO.O 16.0 13.66 40'll. 20.00 6.51 5.17 0.ll13V94 3V.5 SO.3 3 2O.ll'lIo &6.1'l1o
25 12.00 50.0 16.0 17.96 4ll'l1o 24.01 12.00 5.V6 0.0IB705 38.3 SO.2 3 23.0'll. B9.0'll.
26 '2.27 50.0 lB.O 17.116 3!l'l1o 26.02 12.21 5.59 0.0IV7118 37.4 49.6 3 25.0'll. 60.1'l1o
27 13.37 50.0 16.0 16.01 34'l1o 31.00 13.37 U4 0021341 37.5 SO.I 3 23.0'll. 771'l1o
29 6.23 50.0 15.0 10.02 35'l1o 10.00 6.23 1.7g 0006414 46.3 SO.3 3 26.0'll. VO.&'IIo
30 7.26 50.0 16.0 10.01 33'l1o 10.00 7.26 2.75 0.007007 45.7 49.6 3 16.0'll. U3.1'l1o
32 10.55 50.0 15.0 12.05 34% 12.00 10.55 1.50 0.007460 43.0 SO.4 3 26.0'llo V4.1'l1o
33 9.20 50.0 15.0 11.515 35% 10.01 9.20 2.75 0.007079 43.1 SO.4 3 23.0% V4.0'lI0
34 10.17 50.0 18.0 17.99 3g% 10.00 10.17 7.B2 0.010BV9 36.B 4V 3 17.0% BO.O'lIo
35 6.B5 50.0 11.0 I1.VO 'll'lIo 13.99 B.M 9.OV 0.0133OV 41.2 49.6 3 10.0% 65.0'll.
3B B.B5 50.0 11.0 11.93 34% 16.00 8.85 9.08 0.014345 4V.B 4V.B 3 2.ll'lIo B5.0'lI0
37 B.91 50.0 17.0 I1.VO 33% 20.00 6.91 9.03 0.016527 4V.5 4V.6 3 1.0'llo B5.ll'lIo
3B 4.62 50 a 17.0 10.03 35% 21.00 4.B2 5.21 0.014_ 45.g 4V.B 3 2.0'lI0 65.ll'lIo
39 4.77 50.0 17.0 9.Vi 34'l1o 25.01 4.77 5.22 0.017261 46.2 SO.5 3 U'lio Bl.1'l1o
40 4.77 50.0 17.0 9.Vi 34% 2B.00 4.77 5.22 0.016939 46.5 SO.5 3 2.ll'lIo 60K
41 437 50.0 11.0 10.04 38% 17.VV 4.37 5.67 0.013413 46.7 SO.2 3 2.01l0 62.K
42 445 50.0 17.0 10.02 38% 15.00 4.45 5.57 0.011563 47.1 4U 3 2.ll'lIo BSll'lIo
43 457 50.0 17.0 10.03 37% 12.01 4.57 5.46 0.00V917 46.1 49.V 3 2.0% 64K
73 14.54 50.0 19.0 24.00 22'lIo 30.00 14.54 9.46 0.025246 33.V SO.O 3 1.0'll. 72ll'l1o
75 19.61 53.B 15.0 30.01 21% 5U7 lUI 10.40 0.043311 33.2 53.6 3 2.K 73 3%
76 IB62 52.B 170 29.118 23% 3B.Ol 16.B2 11.36 0.031321 31.1 53.0 3 4.K 1182%
77 19.13 50.0 19.0 30.02 23% 15.00 19.13 10.B9 0.017146 33.V SO.4 3 5.ll'lIo 69 B%
1e 16.06 50.0 16.0 23.96 23% 10.63 16.06 7.V2 0.01237B 32.6 49.1 3 5.0'll. 799%
19 15.53 50.0 18.0 24.00 23% 26.43 15.53 B.47 0.021612 3\.9 SO.1 3 3K 772%
60 15.51 49.6 19.0 24.02 21% 26.43 15.53 8.,c9 0.022135 34.5 49.5 3 2.ll'lIo 752%
61 14.73 50.9 18.0 24.00 23% 23.66 14.73 9.27 0.020952 32.9 SO.5 3 2.0'lI0 752%
62 15.60 54.1 15.0 23.Vi 19% 51.11 15.eo 6.19 0.0389Vl 32.9 53.6 3 I.ll'lIo 73.1%
63 17.02 50.0 18.0 24.00 20'l10 21.1. 17.02 6.V6 0.018m 33,9 SO.3 3 4.VII 763%
B4 17.0B 50.0 18.0 24.00 2ll'l1o 33.19 17.06 6.92 0.025139 33.5 SO.1 3 4.VII 77 3%
65 17.92 55.1 13.0 24.00 16% 7V.n '7.92 60B 0.050402 34.1 55.1 3 5.ll'lIo 772%
lIll 11.25 50.0 110 15.02 I VII 14.OV 11.25 3.11 0.010761 37.4 49.1 3 5.0'lI0 MO'lio
69 10.35 50.0 18.0 15.00 20% 19.24 10.35 4.65 0.014565 35.1 49.6 3 3.ll'lIo 6O.2'lIo
91 10.61 54.V 13.0 ".Vi 17% 19.31 10.61 4.38 O.04B086 35.0 54.6 3 1.1% 7B.8%
Q2 22.91 54.9 130 29.98 16% 80.04 2297 1.01 0.051V03 32.0 552 3 40% 761l'l1o
93 21.42 53.9 15.0 30.02 2O'lIo 5V.Vi 21.2 8.60 0.042108 30B 540 3 60% 722%
94 23.14 56.1 120 30.00 lK 7V.&6 23.14 6.lIll 0.052207 341 &66 3 Bll'lIo 744'l1o
95 24.58 SO.O 160 30.00 17% 20.00 24.58 5.42 0.0IB154 34.8 49.B 3 Bll'lIo 7BK
98 16.12 56.2 13 a 23.9B lB% eo.Ol 16.12 7.lIll 0053559 31.9 560 3 l.ll'lIo 71K
Vi 21.18 55.5 130 30.00 lB% 60.02 21.16 B.22 0.053002 34.0 55.5 3 4ll'l1o 152%
lOll 11.59 SO.O 190 20.99 2B% 15.00 11.59 g.40 0015133 34.6 4U 3 4.ll'lIo 13.1%
101 10.95 53.6 '60 20.91 26% ".Vi 10.95 10.02 0.034415 34.1 535 3 3.0'll. 6V.ll'lIo
102 10.48 51.5 12 a 21.01 26% 1U1 10.46 10.53 0.055321 34.9 51.5 3 1.ll'lIo 69.0'll.
103 12.54 SO.O 210 29.&6 30% 14.Vi 17.12 12.64 0.022381 32.2 49.B 3 l.ll'lIo 62.ll'lIo
104 14.02 59.5 11.0 30.02 26% 60.02 14.02 16.00 0.062047 31.3 5U 3 1.6% 61.VII
107 11.31 50.0 19 a 24.00 30% 15.15 11.37 12.63 0.0'U81 35.' S04 3 I.ll'lIo 10.ll'lIo
lOB 11.25 50.0 20 a 24.01 30% 31.0' 11.25 12.7B 0.02B034 34.B 49.5 3 l.ll'lIo 69ll'l1o
IOV 11.5V SO.O 20 a 23.VB 29% 2B.93 11.59 12.31 0.026517 35.B 495 3 Ill'l1o 69 I'll.
110 11.18 SO.O 190 24.10 2V11 15.B7 11.1B 12.32 0.01B52V 341 SO.4 3 l.ll'lIo 10.0%
111 10.04 SO.O 200 23.91 33% 15.71 10.04 13.G3 0.0111459 35.9 491 3 I.ll'lIo 66 0'lI0
113 10.B2 SO.O 20 0 23.91 30% 15.M 10.B2 13.15 0.019522 345 50.4 3 2ll'l1o 54.ll'lIo
114 10.9& 81.1 90 23.VB 30% Bl.00 10.VB 13.00 0.059234 33 a 61.2 3 1 VII 85.2'110
111 lHB SO.O 210 29.VO 27% 15.70 ".46 15.46 0.021754 32 , 49.6 3 l.ll'lIo 63.0%
liB 15.26 SO.O 20 a 29.91 26% 15.82 15.26 14.&3 0.021133 3U S02 3 \.ll'lIo 65.0%
119 15.28 50.6 100 29.92 26% B,.71 15.26 14.64 0.061021 32.1 60.3 3 1.0'lI0 54.VII
120 13.Bl SO.O 210 29.VO 28% 15.75 1381 16.13 0.0223OV 32.3 4U 3 l.ll'lIo 62.1'110
121 13.V9 50.1 10.0 29.VO 2B% B1.76 13.99 '5.~ 0.062485 32.5 60.6 3 O.VII 631'l1o
122 13.45 &0.9 '0 a 29.VB 2B% Bl.60 13.45 16.51 0.064200 30.8 61.2 3 l.ll'lIo 6O.ll'lIo
123 13.44 50.0 210 29.95 2B% 15.81 13.44 lB.51 0.022811 33.1 SO.2 3 O.VII 60.1%
124 15.23 Bl.3 BO 29.VB 26% 61.78 15.23 14.73 0.058446 32.B 61.2 3 I.ll'lIo 111%
125 18,16 50.0 20 a 29.VB 22% 15,92 lB.16 11.60 0.01V513 31.3 SO.2 3 3.ll'lIo 851%
126 18.31 81.0 10.0 21l.V5 21% 61.77 16.31 11.64 0.060533 30.0 6O.B 3 3.ll'lIo 62.\%
121 '9.13 50.0 19.0 29.G5 20% 10.26 19.13 10.82 0.016547 32.5 SO.2 3 l.ll'lIo 72.1%
12B lB.20 50.0 20.0 29.95 21% 16.01 16.20 11.75 0.01V345 32.4 49.7 3 \.ll'lIo &6.1%
129 16.20 59.6 10.0 29.95 21% 6'.64 16.20 11.75 0.058346 3O.B 59.1 3 l.ll'lIo &6.ll'lIo
130 18.83 50.0 20.0 29.91 20'l10 16.08 '8.83 11.14 O.OUVBB 32.4 49.5 3 l.ll'lIo 89.0'lI0
135 lB.62 SO.O lB.O 2U1 IV'll. 10.40 18.82 1.35 0.015V54 27.9 SO.5 3 3.ll'lIo 14.VII
136 16.23 58.5 110 23.Vl 19'110 61.51 15.23 1.8B 0.054861 21.4 58.4 3 3.ll'lIo BVVII
140 12.08 SO.O '9.0 23.96 2B% lB.01 12.08 11.00 0.018389 35.6 SO.4 3 1.0% 100'lIo
143 ".98 50.0 210 23.95 26% 15.6B 11.VB 11.97 0.01_5 345 49.8 3 1.0'lI0 B31%
145 6.63 60.8 90 ".VB 31% 81.Bl 6.83 6.33 0.055038 35.0 6O.V 3 11% 669'110
148 12.94 50.0 210 29.V6 29'110 15.65 12.94 17.02 0022995 33.1 SO.2 3 O.VII 600'lIo
141 97V 50.0 220 29.VB 33% 15.14 9.79 20.11 0025275 330 SO.1 3 1.0% 55ll'l1o
lOB 10.19 81.4 10 0 29.V5 32% 61.14 10.19 19.1B 0.066528 32.2 61.7 3 1.0'lIo 57ll'l1o
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CHEMCAD OUTPUTS
EJlp No. I'IboUer d1st111m tn. 1 tn. z 11m3 11m 5 my' tn•• tn.
.......rwtunI llJl'loemu,. tem_nIlurw "maeratura t!lmMrUu.,.. hmpo.- _ ......u.. of'ncloncv
C C C C C C C C
4 a7.a 50.4 n.a 75.4 74.0 70.a as.8 a7.5 0.51
5 a7.0 SO.5 n.l 75.0 13.7 70.5 as.a a7.5 0.40
a &e.2 48.5 7a.5 74.a 13.3 70.2 as.7 a75 0.«
7 au 48.7 7<.8 13.5 72.a a9.a as.4 57.5 0.37
a 95.0 SO.3 83,8 78.7 75.5 72.4 70.2 as.5 0.«
13 81.0 SO.2 74.3 73.3 72.7 88.2 as.O a7.0 OM
14 81.8 SO.3 74.8 73.9 73.2 a9.3 as.O a7.1 0.42
IS 81.8 48.8 74.8 73.7 13.1 89.5 as.4 a7.5 0.34
la 8\.0 48.8 73.5 72.6 12.0 a9.2 as.2 07.5 0.31
17 81.5 48.8 73.0 72.7 72.0 89.2 as.2 a7.5 0.31
" aO.a 4U 73.2 72.4 71.7 a9.0 as.1 07.4 0.3019 aO.a SO. I 73.0 12.3 71.7 a9.2 as.4 a7.7 0.20
21 ao.2 SO.2 H." 73.6 73.\ 69.5 08.1 07.0 0.40
22 83.3 50.3 75.3 74.0 73.1 8U 08.3 a7.2 0.45
23 82.3 50.3 74.0 73.5 72.7 69.4 08.1 07.1 0.42
24 81.8 50.3 74.1 73.0 72.2 891 08.0 67.1 0.40
25 ao.o 50.2 73.7 12.8 12.1 as.9 ou &e.9 0.41
26 79.9 49.a 73.0 72.5 72.1 a9.4 ea.a 08.2 0.20
27 80.a 50.1 73.5 73.0 72.7 au 69.2 as.a 0.17
29 79.5 50.3 74.2 73.2 72.7 as.4 6O.a a5.9 0.a9
30 8a 49.6 75.a 74.4 73.6 a9.2 07.5 00.3 0.04
32 78.8 SO.4 74.0 73.2 72.a as.3 ea.9 00.0 0.a2
33 aO.a 50.4 75.0 73.8 73.3 as.9 07.2 00.1 o.as
34 63.3 49.7 75.9 75.1 14.5 71.a 70.1 as.a 0.30
35 a7.7 49.a 78.0 70.0 74.1 71.7 68.7 6a.1 0.40
36 96.5 49.a 8a.2 a2.0 7a.0 74.4 71.1 as.O 0.01
37 00.1 49.a 92.2 84.0 79.3 75.1 71.3 6a.7 0.04
36 96.0 40.a 87.3 80.7 76.5 12.6 70.0 ea. 1 0.53
30 96.a 50.5 87.1 al.0 70.9 73.3 70.7 ea.a 0.40
40 96.5 50.5 88.7 eo.7 76.7 73.1 70.6 ea.a 0.45
41 96.5 50.2 a7.0 eo.a 76.7 73.3 70.0 au 0.50
42 90.5 40.a a7.3 eo.a 70.7 73.1 70.3 as.3 0.55
43 90.5 40.8 au a 1.2 77.2 73.a 70.a 68.4 0.57
73 9a.2 50.0 92.5 672 a2.5 7M 74.0 71.1 0.«
75 95.1 53.a a5.0 61.2 78.5 74.3 71.9 70.2 0.35
75 92.5 53.0 a21 80.1 7a.5 75.0 73.0 71.4 0.25
77 92.4 SO.4 83.0 81.5 50.0 78.7 73.a 71.4 0.33
78 92.4 497 04.2 81.5 79.a 75.7 72.4 08.7 0.51
79 93.7 50.1 84.1 aO.7 7a.5 74.0 71.5 a9.0 0.40
50 96.5 4i.S 855 a3.9 80.8 75.0 72.7 70.3 0.43
81 90.0 50.5 aa.7 84.0 eo.a 7a.3 12.0 70.4 0.«
82 98.2 53.a 92.0 80.3 al.5 7a.3 72.0 70.8 0.42
a3 92.5 50.3 83.3 eo.7 79.0 74.0 71.0 68.7 0.36
84 92.5 50.1 a2.4 79.7 n.a 73.1 71.0 60.4 0.37
as 92.5 55.1 al.o 7a.l 76.0 72.2 70.5 a9.1 0.34
55 92.4 49.7 53.5 50.2 7a.3 72.4 oO.a as.O 0.55
89 95.1 49.8 88.0 81.a 7a.9 73.a 71.0 60.1 0.40
91 9a.l 54.a 9O.a 83.9 7M 73.9 71.1 69.2 0.45
92 93.7 55.2 82.0 79.5 771 72.7 70.a aO.3 0.30
93 91.4 54.0 505 7a.5 78.0 73.0 71.4 70.1 0.21
94 a9.4 5O.a 785 70.a 75.5 71.9 7M aO.5 0.27
95 a9.4 498 au eo.l 79.0 72.9 7M 00.1 0.30
98 9a.l sa.o 913 a5.4 50.8 75.8 72.a 70.a 0.39
99 93.7 55.5 a2.5 79.5 77.2 73.1 71.1 oO.a 0.34
100 03.7 49.8 04.1 81.1 75.9 7M 73.1 70.7 0.37
101 85.0 53.5 84.2 eo.a 7a.0 74.9 72.7 70.9 0.30
102 8a.2 57.5 91.2 a5.1 eo.3 7a.4 73.4 71.2 0.30
103 oa.l 49.a 92.3 a7.1 a2.5 au 70.9 75.0 0.43
104 97.2 59.a ea.3 a3.7 eo.2 77.2 14.5 72.5 0.2a
107 oa.l 50.4 92.4 8O.a a20 81.2 7a.5 72.5 0.45
IDe 9a.2 40.5 91.a 55.2 81.5 78.7 74.7 71.8 0.40
109 9a.2 49.5 92.2 88.7 81.8 79.0 7<.8 71.8 0.41
110 9a.l 50.4 92.4 88.9 82.2 au 7a.5 72.5 0.45
111 9a.2 049.7 92.4 88.0 au al.9 77.2 73.0 0.45
113 96.5 50.4 as.l 804.0 80.0 aO.4 7a.4 73.1 0.34
114 96.7 01.2 55.9 a2.3 7a.0 7a.0 7U 71.7 0.29
117 98.2 49.8 92.7 87.7 a3.2 54.2 70.3 74.5 0.«
l1a 98.2 50.2 02.a a7.5 a3.3 53.7 7a.7 74.0 0.45
119 98.1 llll.3 91.1 a5.7 au 77.5 74.4 72.1 0.33
120 oa.2 49.8 92.7 87.8 a3.1 84.5 79.7 74.8 0.43
121 98.2 eo.8 91.4 88.1 a1.5 78.1 74.9 72.4 0.32
122 95.2 au 91.1 88.0 81.5 78.0 75.4 73.0 0.29
123 98.2 50.2 02.7 a7.7 83.2 as. 1 80.2 75.2 0.41
124 9a.2 au 91.5 a5.5 eo.5 70.5 73.2 70.9 0.39
125 05.1 S02 55.7 a3.5 O1.a 70.2 75.a 72.a 0.33
126 95.1 8O.a 84.2 81.2 75.9 757 737 72.1 O.ze
127 95.2 50.0 93.6 88.8 84.4 au 7a.a 72.2 0.55
128 95.2 49.7 93.4 85.7 84,4 53.0 77.7 73.2 0.50
129 98.1 59.7 91.5 88.0 51.4 7a.9 73.a 71.4 0.30
130 9a.2 40.5 935 88.9 84.a a27 77.4 72.0 0.51
135 95.0 50.5 55.9 83.5 al.l 70.3 73.0 70.4 0.43
136 95.0 55.4 84.1 50.4 77.a 74.2 722 70.a 0.30
140 95.1 50.4 92.a a7.2 82.5 81.2 70.4 72.4 0.4a
143 9a.2 49.8 92.8 87.9 53.5 53.2 7a.2 73.9 0.41
145 9a.l 50.9 90.3 804.4 79.a 76.3 73.5 71.5 0.33
146 98.2 502 92.a a7.5 a30 85.1 aO.3 75.3 0.41
147 9a.l 50.1 91.7 55.6 a22 80.1 817 76.a 0.35




HYBRID PARALLEL MODELING DATA SET
The data set is on one large spread sheet. It is divided into 16 pages as follows
(the number in each of the box correspond to page number):
106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113




Data Used for Hybrid Parallel Modeling
No. ortainaJ fil. n.&mI 'Old reed 'Old rwn,u-. rwf1ux "'bolio' trwY1 nvl nv' ny'
..r- c.ompositlon 'emoeratu... ..," twnDerature tlmDeftturw umDilratu,.. tam_ratu,. amoe,.lufW ewnperalun
IbIh, mol%MeOH C Iblhl'l C C C C C C
.. elC990416 ss, 12.05 .0 .1.B l\.1lll SO.O 811.8 112.1 77.8 75.1 71.0
5 01<9llo.16 ..2 11.118 40 .1.5 1'.00 SO.O 88.0 81.5 11.7 75.8 70.8
6 ex990416 ss30 12.02 .0 41.1 18.01 SO.O 88.5 81.4 77.8 75.1I 70.8
7 elC99OC17 ssl 11.94 311 40.8 20.00 SO.O 81.0 77.4 80.8 15.1I 10.1
8 ex990417 $52 11.95 311 SO.O 30.00 SO.l 81.8 lIU 112.2 11.2 11.2
13 eX'990430 ss1 ".95 40 38.1I 15.01 411.1I 83.1 18.8 18.3 15.2 70.2
14 exlI90430 552 15.02 34 38.7 18.01 SO.O 83.5 18.' 18.1 15.\ 70.1
15 exlI90430 553 14.1IlI 33 311.' 2O.1IlI SO.O 83.8 18-5 18.1 15.\ 10.2
16 exlI90501 551 15.05 .0 311.0 25.00 SO.O 83.2 18.1 75.1I 1'.1I 8U
17 exlI90501 s.s2 14.97 39 311.1 28.00 SO.l 82.9 78.1 15.1I 74.1I 8U
18 exlI90511 551 15.01 '0 311.5 28.00 SO.O 82.7 n.7 75.8 14.7 8U
111 01<99051\ ss2 '5.00 39 311.5 31.01 SO.O 8U n.8 75.7 14.7 8U
21 ex990S14 ssl '3.89 .0 311.8 10.00 SO.O 8U 18.7 18.4 15.2 7D.6
22 ox99051' ss2 13.61 40 38.8 14.00 SO.O 8-4.3 18.8 18.1 14.8 811.1
23 ox990514 ..3 '3.63 40 40.0 18.0' 50.0 84.2 18.5 75.8 14.8 8U
2'- ex990514 sS4 '3.68 40 38.5 20.00 SO.O 83.1 18.1 15.3 14.1 88.3
2S exQ905'5 ul 17.98 '0 38.3 24.01 SO.O' 82.2 n.4 75.1 1'.0 M.lI
28 ""905'5 5,2 I 17.98 39 31.4 28.02 SO.O 81.2 18.8 75.0 74.2 70.1
27 ....90515 ..3 I '8.01 34 37.5 31.00 SO.O 81.8 77.0 75.0 74.2 7D.6
29 e)(990516 552 '0.02 35 48.3 10.00 SO.O 80.4 75.4 73.1 72.3 87.8
30 0><990516 ..3 10.0' 33 45.7 10.00 SO.O 83.5 n.8 74.8 73.2 88.1
32 ex990517 ,52 12.05 34 43.0 12.00 SO.O 80.4 75.8 72.8 88.3 8&.5
33 8x990517 s.s3 11.95 35 43.1 '0.01 SO.O 81.4 77.1 74.7 73.5 89.0
34 ox9905'9 ..1 17.99 39 311.8 10.00 SO.O 85.1 711.8 77.1 78.1 72.8
35 ex990522 551 17.94 40 41.2 13.1IlI SO.O 88.4 81.1 78.5 74.4 70.8
36 8x990522 '52 17.93 34 48.8 18.00 SO.O 88.8 liD 81.1 78.3 10.8
37 ex990522 553 17.94 33 411.5 20.00 SO.O 87.1 91.8 81.5 78.3 70.7
38 ex990523 551 10.Q3 35 '5.1I 21.00 SO.O \lEI.O 90.0 80.5 75.7 70.8
39 ex990523 5.2 9.99 34 48.2 25.0' SO.O 118.2 90.5 80.7 75.7 10.8
40 ex990S23 ss,3 9.99 34 48.5 28.00 SO.O 98.2 90.4 80.8 75.8 70.7
41 0><990525 551 10.04 38 48.7 17.1IlI SO.O 95.5 89.1 711.8 75.4 70.8
42 0><990525 552 10.02 38 47.1 15.00 SO.O 95.7 89.1 711.8 75.3 70.7
430 cxQ90SZ9 s51 10.03 37 48.1 12.01 SO.O 95.3 88.0 80.2 75.8 10.1I
44 ex990614 512 14.97 27 48.7 15.00 SO.O 1I8.8 1I4.8 85.8 711.2 72.3
'IS exfil90616 s51 11.l19 III 40.8 12.00 SO.O 1IlI.' 1IlI.9 1I8.2 83.1I 82.1I
48 ox99lle18 ..2 11.99 19 41.1 '8.00 SO.O 1I9.5 100.2 1I8.7 94.3 90.5
47 e><9906,8 553 11.98 III 41.8 24.00 SO.O 1I8.3 100.1 lIS.8 94.3 91.0
48 0><99Oll18 554 12.00 18 41.5 29.9lI SO.O 911.1 1IlI.9 lIS.4 94.2 1I1.2
49 ex9906 19 551 ".99 20 38.9 '2.00 SO.O 99.1 1IlI.3 \lEI.7 9O.1I 88.1I
50 ex990619 552 14.98 18 49.1 18.00 SO.O 99.3 100.1 811.1 1I5.5 91.3
51 ex990619 553 14.97 111 SO.O 24.00 50.0 99.2 100.0 1I11.0 95.5 81.2
52 ex9906, 9 554 15.00 18 SO.• 30.01 SO.O 98.9 lIlI.7 88.8 85.3 91..
53 ex990623 551 17.99 20 48.1 11.lIlI SO.O 911.0 lIlI.8 1I8.5 IIU 114.3
54_23 ..2 17.98 19 48.-4 18.01 SO.O lIlI.l lIlI.7 98.4 83.8 88.5
S5 ex890623 553 16.01 10 48.0 24.00 SO.O 90.0 lIlI.6 98.3 94.1 811.7
5El ex990626 551 16.01 20 38.5 211.90 50.0 1I8.8 118.8 05.3 89.2 85.3
57 ex990626 ss2 17.97 23 311.7 38.01 SO.O 1I8.3 98.1 114.2 87.7 83.7
58 ex990626 553 16.05 23 38.7 51.00 52.2 98.8 97.7 94.1 87.7 8-4.3
5& eri90627 ss 1 15.00 24 39.6 38.00 50.0 1I9.8 86.7 857 90.8 88.8
eo oxll90627 552 ".73 20 30.1 45.02 51.0 09.1 87.8 114.5 88.8 85.1
61 _27 .53 15.00 20 38.1I 5-4.01 52.7 1I8.6 87.6 114.7 89.3 8-4.8
82 ex99062B 551 12.01 20 42.7 11.38 50.0 99.5 lIS.O 1I3.8 88.8 711.1
63 ex990829 551 l1.lIlI 20 42.3 12.00 50.0 1I9.0 118.0 05.6 110.0 8-4.0
64 ex990629 s52 11.98 20 '2.8 23.09 50.0 1I11.6 08.8 118.2 90.8 88.8
65 0><99lle29 ..3 ".1IlI 19 42.1 42.00 50.' 1I0.0 08.3 05.8 110.2 8-4.8
67 ex99oe30 s52 15.00 10 38.0 2lI.01l SO.O lIlI.8 98.8 8B 90.0 88.S
&!I ex990703 ss1 18.02 \0 SO.7 12.00 SO.O 09.3 lIlI.8 88.9 118.0 02.8
60 oxll90703 ..2 18.11 \9 SO.3 2UlI 50.0 1I9.1 lIlI.6 lIlI.l \lEI.2 02.4
72 ox99070-4 ss2 24.00 21 3U 15.01 SO.O 98.8 81.' 65.0 80.1 74.0
73 ox990705 .., 24.00 22 33.1I 3Q.00 SO.O 1I7.3 83.3 88.0 82.0 78.2
704 elC99070~ '52 24.00 21 32.8 60.01 5-4.8 \lEI.8 02.7 88.4 81.2 74.3
75 oxll90705 ••3 30.01 2' 33.2 5U7 53.8 1I2.S 85.4 61.3 78.3 12.7
76 ex090706 551 29.98 23 31.7 38.01 52.8 110.7 8'.1 80.5 78.3 74.5
77 0><91107lle ..2 30.02 23 33.0 15.00 SO.O 1I1.4 8-4.7 61.2 70.1 75.8
713 exD9070a 551 23.98 23 32.6 10.83 50.0 01.8 88.0 62.0 70.2 73.1
79 ex890708 152 24.00 23 31.9 28.43 SO.O 92.6 88.0 82.1 78.8 72.8
80 ox990706 ••3 24.02 21 34.5 37.12 49.11 1I3.7 88.0 82.4 78.4 72.3
81 ex990710 s51 24.00 23 32.9 23.88 SO.O 1I8.2 81.7 85.3 80.5 74.3
82 ox9ll0710 ••2 23.99 10 32.9 51.71 54.1 1I8.4 02.7 88.4 80.8 73.0
83 ex990711 ss1 24.00 20 33.9 2'1.74 SO.O 1I1.7 85.0 81.3 78.' 73.8
M ex990711 '52 24.00 20 33.5 33.79 SO.O 1I1.' 85.0 80.9 76.8 72.8
as ex990711 553 24.00 18 34.7 78.72 55.1 110.1 85.0 80.4 76.' 71.6
8S ex990712 551 15.02 111 37.4 14.09 50.0 110.1 65.1 70.4 78.5 70.5
87 0><990712 .52 15.01 19 38.1 37.26 SO.l 1I1.5 88.0 80.0 76.8 70.7
68 exlI90712 ••3 15.00 10 38.6 70.77 54.8 03.4 67.9 61.4 76.0 71.3
69 0><990713 .. , 15.00 20 35.1 n.24 SO.O 92.8 67.9 61.5 76.0 72.0
90 ex990113 '52 15.01 19 36.2 23.54 SO.O 95.0 110.0 83.4 711.0 72.2
91 ex990114 531 ".99 17 35.0 79.31 54.8 1I5.8 91.1 63.9 711.1 71.'
92 ex990714 "2 29.98 18 32.0 80.0' 54.9 1IO.1I 8-4.7 61.3 78.8 71.4
93 ex990717 ss1 30.02 20 30.8 59.1I0 53.9 89.9 8-4.5 80.9 78.7 72.7
94 exlI90717 ..2 30.00 19 34.1 79.1I8 56.1 88.5 83.0 80.1 78.5 72.8
95 0>dl90717 5.3 30.00 17 34.8 20.00 50.0 88.0 83.0 80.1 76.2 73.0
96 e:c9'90718 551 ".lIS 18 35.0 14.99 50.0 1I2.1 65.0 80.4 76.1 71.8
97 exi90120 5S' 15.00 18 35.1 80.01 57.2 1IlI.3 98.8 95.8 110.4 88.1
98 0><080720 ..2 23.98 18 31.8 80.01 56.2 118.5 02.0 88.1 81.2 73.7
99 0><9l1fl720 ..3 30.00 18 34.6 80.02 55.5 1I1.7 85.7 81.9 711.' 72.4
100 ex990804 ssl 20.1IlI 28 34.8 15.00 SO.O 1I4.' 68.1 82.2 76.3 7'.6
101 oX990804 ss2 20.97 28 34.7 ".9lI 53.8 94.3 88.9 81.8 77.7 73.0
102 ex9908().4 553 21.01 28 34.8 79.1I7 57.5 1I5.2 81.0 82.6 76.1 73.8
103 ex99080S 551 29.98 30 32.2 14.99 SO.O 118.1 01.8 83.8 76.8 77.3
104 ex990805 '52 30.02 28 31.3 80.02 511.5 1I5.3 110.9 62.6 77.4 75.2
105 e:cOOO113 551 14.1I8 33 35.0 15.78 SO.O 100.7 lIlI.5 1I5.3 87.7 88.0
106 exOOOl13 5,2 14.98 33 35.0 34.75 50.0 100.8 lIS.O 1I5.1 86.8 8-4.0
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Data Used for Hybrid Parallel Modeling bottom compo.ttlon _composillon boIlom composition
No. 1tr8v5 tnl" oIIlclenev lwitll _ oITicloncy -0" (with ftxad etrJdancy -u
te1'nperatu,.. fa...-_ KtuaJ
C C from Chem(;AD "",",rne<lH mo", meOHl mol'l'moOH
• 70.• 6~.3 0.51 7.5% 61.5% 10.~
5 70.3 6G.I 0.46 U% 82.1' 1'.~
6 70.2 70.0 0." G.~ 43.5" 12.~
7 70.1 70.0 0.37 10.ft 65.2'llo 16.~
8 70.5 6G.l 0." 1.1% 73.... 3.~
13 6~.7 68.5 0." 16.2'llo 1lll.0'll0 22.~
1. 6~.5 68.3 0.42 18.6% 1lll.4" 2O.~
15 6U 68.4 0.34 18.4% 1lll.1' 2O~
18 6~.3 68.0 0.31 17.2'llo 87.6" 22.0'll0
17 6~.3 68.0 0.31 17.6% ea.O'llo 21.0'll0
18 6~.1 67.6 0.30 18.2% ea.l% 23 O'llo
lG 6~.3 68.0 0.26 18.0'll0 ea.3% 23.0'll0
21 70.6 6U 0.48 15.6" 84.ft 2•.0'll0
22 6~.2 68.0 G.45 15.1" 8U% 17.0'll0
23 69.0 67.6 0.42 15.3% llll.1% 'G.O'llo
2. 68.8 67.6 0.•0 17.4" 87.4% 2O.0'll0
25 66.• 87.2 0."" U.2'llo 87.1' 23.0'll0
26 6~.5 68.2 0.20 21.5" 68.6% 25.0'll0
27 69.9 68.6 0.17 20.6" 68.•% 23.~
29 67.6 8l!.1 0.6~ 23.5" 87.8% 26.~
30 68.6 8l!.5 0.6. 18.6% 65.8% 16.0'll0
32 68.5 68.4 0.62 23.5% 87.6% 28.~
33 6~.1 68.6 0.88 21.1% llll.6% 23.~
34 72.3 71.2 0.30 13.8% 82.ft 17.~
35 70.1 88.G 0.46 ~.1% 81.7% 10.~
38 70.2 68.G 0.81 \.8% 71.1% 2.~
37 70.1 68.6 0.84 1.8% 71.7% 1.0'll0
38 70.3 6G.0 0.53 2.3% 78.G'llo 2.0'll0
3G 70.2 68.~ 0.48 2.2'llo n.l% 2.0'll0
40 70.1 68.6 0.45 2.2'llo n.4% 2.0'll0., 70.1 88.5 0.50 2.7% 71.3% 2.0'll0
42 70.1 88.~ 0.55 2.5.. 76.3% 2.0'll0
43 70.3 8~.1 0.57 2.8% 75.G'llo 2.0%.. 71.1 8~.6 1.00 o.e% 82.8% 0.0'll0
.5 88.8 79.4 1.00 0.3% ~.4% 0.0'll0
.8 84.2 74.4 1.00 0.3% 57.7% 0.0'll0
47 84.3 74.1 1.00 0-"% 83.4.. 00'll0
45 84.2 73.1 1.00 0.5% llll.7% 0.0'll0
.9 53.G 75.• 1.00 OS.. 58.•% 0.0'll0
50 84.~ 74.6 1.00 0.4% 58.5% 0.0'll0
51 85.1 74.5 1.00 0.4" 82.~ 0.0'll0
52 55.1 14.2 1.00 06.. 67.0'll0 0.0'll0
53 91.7 82.0 1.00 0.5" ~.8" 0.0'll0
~ 83.4 73.7 1.00 0.5" 5G.•% 0.0'll0
55 84.1 73.7 1.00 0.5" 83.4% 0.0'll0
58 78.2 70.6 1.00 0.8" 1lll.7" 0.0'll0
57 71.1 69.9 1.00 0.8% 70.5% 0.0'll0
58 7H 69.6 1.00 0.8% 8G.S" 0.0'll0
S~ 80.4 71.'" 1.00 O.2'llo SUllo 0.0'll0
60 78.5
"
70.2 1.00 0.5" 87.8" 00'll0
61 71.G GU 1.00 0.7" 71.3" 0.0'll0
62 7S.G 70.0 1.00 0.3% 50.7% 00'll0
63 76.7 71.4 1.00 0.5" 80.7" 00'll0
84 7~.7 71.5 1.00 0.2'llo 58.2% 00'll0
65 7U 70.3 1.00 O.S" 68.~ 0.0%
67 7G.• 71.1 1.00 0.2'llo S8.2" 0.0"
68 llll.3 76.• 1.00 0.4% 48.G'llo 0.0"
6~ 85.0 14.5 1.00 O.S" 84.2'llo 0.0%
72 72.7 70.8 1.00 1.8.. 67.5% 1.0'll0
73 73.G 71." 0.•4 I.S" 71.4" 1.0%
74 72.5 70.0 1.00 1.8'llo 7S.S% 0.0"
75 71.5 6~.3 0.35 5.0'll0 80.7% 30'll0
76 73.6 11.7 0.25 6.6.. 80.7" 50%
17 74.7 73.0 0.33 5.8% 76.0'll0 SO'll.
78 72.8 71.0 0.51 5.6" 74.5" 50'll0
79 7U 70.0 0.40 U .. 78.6" 4.0'll0
80 71.2 6G.0 0.43 ••O'llo 78.S" 2 O'llo
81 73.2 71.0 0.44 2.2% 72.7'llo 2.0'll0
82 72.6 70.0 0.42 2.1% 75.7" 10'll0
83 72.G 71.0 0.36 5.7'llo 78.6" 5.0'll0
84 7U 70.0 0.37 5.~ 80.5" 5.0'll0
85 70.4 68.3 0.34 7.2% 83.8% 50'll0
8l! 6~.8 68.0 0.55 7.2% 8O.2'llo 5 O'llo
87 611.7 68.0 0.43 5.ft 82.1 .. 4.0'll0
88 70.2 68.3 0.40 •.2'llo 81.~ 3.0'll0
eg 70.9 611.0 0.46 •.7'llo 78.8" 3 O'llo
go 71.0 8G.0 0.51 3.0'll0 78.8" 10'll0
~I 70.2 68.1 0.45 3.0'll0 80.1% 1.0'll0
92 70.2 68.0 0.36 6.4% 82.6% 4.0'll0
G3 71.8 6~.S 0.28 7.4% 82.8" 8.0'll0
G. 71.5 811.3 0.27 1I.0'll0 84.5% 8.0'll0
115 72.0 70.2 0.311 11.8" 80.8% 8.0'll0
96 70.G 8G.3 o.~ 5.3"" 78.5" SO'llo
G7 7G.3 70.5 1.00 0.•"" 67.7% 0.0'll0
98 72.2 69.3 0.3G 2.0'll0 78.8" 1.0'll0
gg 11.2 68.8 0.34 5.7" 82.0'll0 4.0'll0
'00 73.7 12.1 0.37 U"" 74.2% 4.0'll0
101 72.G 71.1 0.30 3.5" 7G.I" 3.0'll0
102 72.5 70.2 0.36 2.~ 7G.... 1.0'll0
103 78.8 75.2 0.43 2.3" 68.0'll0 1.0'll0
104 74.2 7U 0.28 2.8" 78.4" 1.0'll0
105 82.G 74.4 1.00 0.2% .5.3"" O'llo
106 79.1 71.3 1.00 0.2% 5G.5" O'llo
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dlst.llln c:ompoaltJon error of distill... 0"",01 dJItH_ distill'''' ft.ldull error
No. experiment comDOlition ComDO.ltiofl com'DOIIUan looorlmon<· hybflcl
e.'PIIrhneRt. tixed .nidency) :,DI1KIIctad bY' neural network hvl>r1d ......11.1 modol .......Iolmodol
mol'l\ moOH mol% meOH molll moOH mol-'meOH monr...,.OH
• aa.O% 6.511 ' .•11 6Ull 2.111
5 a7.0% '.311 3.ilI 88.~ 0.'"
6 a7.011 3.511 2.311 65.1.. ,~
7 a&.011 O.n. -o.n. 84.5" I.S"
6 a2.011 U% i.6% 83.011 ·1.011
13 ai.OlI 3.0% U .. 6Ull .lU"
"
aa.OlI 1.6% -0.3" 88.111 l.ilI
15 a5.0% .1.7% ·2.a,. eJ.ilI 1.1"
la as.O'll -2.6% ·1.1" 88.511 ·U%
17 a5.0% -3.0% ...1,. eJ.ilI 1.1 ..
18 a5.0'll -3.1% ·3.a% 84.6% 0.•"
,i a3.011 -5.3'l1 ~.'" 61.a% 1~
21 6i.0% '.1% 5.7% iIl.6% ·1.6,.
Z! aa.O% 2.3% '.1% au'll. ·1.611
23 aa.OlI l.i% 3.3% ai.5" ·UlI
2' aa.OlI o.a% 1.5,. aa.ilI -o.ilI
25 ai.OlI 1.3% 0.1'110 a7.7'11o '.3"
2tI 80.011 ·U,. ..~ 84.''110 ....,.
27 77.0% ·11.4% ·i.OlI 7i.'11 -2.'11
2i i5.ll"" 7.211 6.111 i5.ilI -o.ilI
30 i3.011 7.211 7.5% i3.3% -0.311
32 i'.011 6.211 6.5% i4.3% ·0.3'l1
33 i4.0% 7.2% 6.7% i3.'% 0.6"
34 600% ·2.9% •.0% aa.ilI ~.ilI
35 a5.0% 3.3% '.a% aa.'% ·1.'"
3a as.O% 1J,i% 13.1'110 84.211 0.'"
37 as.O% 13.3% 11.7% a3.'% 1.6%
3a a5.0% 6.'% 7.011 84.0% 1.0%
39 al.O% 3.i'll> 5.3% 62.•% -1.'"
.0 ".0% 3.6% 3.7% 61.1% -0.1"., 63.lJ'M, -_.," 5.7% 7.2% 84.5% .1.5%
.2 65.0% a.7% 6.1'110 84.•% o.a'llo
.3 65.0% i.l'11o 6.1'110 84.1% O.ilI
« 67.011 2'.2'110 23.7'110 6a.5% 0.5'110
'5 57.0% 2.6'110 1.1'110 55.5% 1.5'110
46 74.0% 16.3% 10.7% 66.4% 5.6%
'7 69.lJ'M, 5.6% 6.'% 69.9% -O.ilI
46 66.0% -0.7% 3.0% 6U'llo ·3.6%
4i 66.0% 11.6% 10.3% 66.7% 1.3'110
50 7'.0% 15.211 13.3% 72.1'110 1.11%
51 70.0% 7.1% a.3% 71.2% ".211
52 65.0% ·2.0% '.1% 71.0% -ll.0%
53 54.0% -0.6% -0.1% 5'.5% -0.5'110
54 77.0% 17.6% 1'.'% 13.5% 3.5%
55 70.0% 6.6% 9.5% 72.11'J(, ·2.11%
66 75.0% 6.3% 11.2% 71.11'J(, ·2.9%
57 74.0% 3.5% 7.6% 76.3% ·4.3%
56 73.0% 3.5% 2.5% 72.0'lIo 1.0%
59 70.a.. 10.2% 6.a.. 65.7% 403%
80 73.0% 5.4% '.5% 72.2% 0.'%
61 72.a.. 0.7% 2.6% 7•.a.. ·2.0%
62 a2.0% 31.3% 27.•% 76.1% 3.9%
63 60.0% 19.3% 2408% 65,4% ·6.4%
84 76.0% 17.a% 13.3% 7U% U'll
65 73.0% •.1% 4.1'110 73.6'110 ·0.6'l1
67 74.a.. 15.a% 10.•% 66.6% 5.•%
88 84.a.. 15.1% ".I'l1 63.0% 1.0%
69 65.0% 0.6% 3.1% 67.2% ·2.2%
72 7i.0% 11.2% 10.6% 7•.•% 0.6'"
73 72.0% 0.6% 0.011 71.'% 0.6'"
7. 70.0% ·5.5% ·5.4% 70.1% ·0.1'"
75 73.0% -7.7% ,'.2% 72.5% 0.5%
76 66.0% ·14.1% -1'.3% 88.•% ·0.•%
77 70.0% -ll.0% ·a.2% 67.6% 2.2%
76 aO.OlI 5.2% 3.5% 76.3% 1.7'"
7i 77.0'" ·1.6% .3,&'" 75.0% 2.0%
60 75.0% ·3.5'" ·1.6% 76.i% .l.lI'Mo
81 75.0% 2.3% '.0% 73.6% 1.211
62 73.0% -2.7% ·3.3% 72.•% 0.6%
63 76.0% ·2.6% ·3.6'" 75.0% 1.1'%
84 77.0% -3.5% ·5.2% 75.3% 1.7'"
65 77.0% -6.6% ·6.2% 75.7% 1.3'110
66 66.0% 5.6'" 7.S% 67.7% .1.7'"
67 62.0% ·0.1% ..3.5% 76.6% 3.•%
66 60.0'lIo .1.11% ·6.6% 73.3% 6.7'"
6i 60.0% 1.2% 3.6'" a2.6% ·2.6'110
90 79.0% 2.2% 5.4'" a2.3% ·3.3%
91 7i.O% .\.1% ·3.i'" 76.2% 2.''''
92 77.0% ·5.6'110 ".6'" 76.0% ·1.0%
93 72.0% ·10.6% ·10.7% 12.1% -0.1%
94 7•.0% ·10.5% -10.9% 13.6% 0.'%
95 79.0% -1.6'110 .1.3% 79.'% -0.•'110
9ll 66.0% 7.5% 5.6% 64.3% 1.7'110
97 69.lJ'M, 1.3% 1.9% U5% -0.5%
ill 72.0% .4,8% ·5.6% 71.3'l1 0.7%
91l 75.0% ·7.0% -7.2% 7•.11'J(, 0.1%
100 73.0% -1.2% 1.'% 75.7'l1 ·2.7'110
101 69.0% ·10.1'110 ·12.3'" 66.11'J(, 2.1'110
102 69.0% ·10.'% .,1.3'" 66.1'110 O.lI'Mo
103 62.0% -6.0% ·5.7% 62.3'110 -0.3%
104 63.0% -15.'% ·17.6% 60.6'110 2 .•'110
105 74.0% 26.7% 23.11'J(, 69.2% '.n.




re.sktu..l error EXPERIMENT DATA
No.
•__-ftnd
food feed RftUK bollOm dlstll1... reboilet reed rel1Ult INa bottom
efflCienCV moden .... ComDOSftion ..to .... .... duty tern_ra"'"
__re
troy COIIIoo.ttion
mof%meOH IbIIltl m,,", meOtl (lblhr (1bIIvI (IbIluI ",offllll_ C c mol'IomoOH
• 6.5~ 12.05 40-. 11.~ 6.71 2.61 emlo 41 .• 50.0 3 10-.
5 4.3~ 1196 40-. '4.00 •.13 2.41 emlo 41.5 50.0 3 1'"
6 3.5~ 12.02 40-. 18.01 9.e. l.as emlo 41.1 50.0 3 13
7 06~ 11.94 3~ 20.00 8.99 2.09 emlo 40.9 50.0 3 18~
8 8.8~ 11.95 39% 30.00 3.88 2.09 emlo 50.0 SO. 1 3 3~
13 3.0-. '4.iS 40% '5.01 12.89 I.e. - 38.9 4•.9 3 ~,. 1.8~ 15.02 34'1lo 18.01 12.88 1.91 - 3•.7 SO.O 3 zo-.15 ·1.7~ ".19 33~ 20.19 11.90 2.38 - 3•.4 50.0 3 zo-.16 ·2.6~ 15.05 40-. 25.00 13.29 1.30 - 3•.0 50.0 3 ~17 ·3.0-. , ...7 39% 28.00 13.27 183 - 3•. 1 SO.1 3 21"18 ·3.1~ 15.01 40% 28.00 '2.38 1.88 - 3•.5 SO.O 3 2S~19 ·5.3% 15.00 39% 3'.01 12.13 2.34 8O'llo 3•.5 SO.O 3 2S~
21 4.1% \3.69 40% 10.00 HI 3.37 8O'llo 3•.8 SO.O 3 24~
22 2.3% 13.67 40% 14.00 ".De 2.11 8O'llo 38.8 SO.O 3 1""
23 l.ll'lI 13.63 40'l10 18.01 10.88 2.18 - '0.0 SO.O 3 ,'''2. 0.8~ 13.68 '0% 20.00 11.78 2.42 8O'llo 38.5 SO.O 3 zo-.
25 1.3'1lo 17.98 '0'lI0 24.01 '5.24 1.12 - 38.3 SO.O 3 23'11.28 ·8.8'110 17.96 3ll'l1 2e.o2 108 2.85 80% 37.' SO.O 3 25~
21 ·11.4'1lo 18.01 34% 31.00 12.18 3.98 80% 37.5 50.0 3 23~
211 7.3 10.02 35% 10.00 9.41 0.30 50% 46.3 50.0 3 28~
30 7.2'lI 10.01 33% 10.00 1.30 1.93 55'110 45.1 SO.O 3 11~
32 8.3 12.05 34'110 12.00 11.12 0.21 55'110 '3.0 50.0 3 2I~
33 7.2'110 11.95 35'110 10.01 9.De \.80 55~ 43.1 50.0 3 23~
34 ·2.~ 17.89 3ll'l1 10.00 13.58 4.04 - 38.8 50.0 3 1""35 3.3% 11.94 '0% 13.89 6.21 4.38 8O'llo 41.2 SO.O 3 Ie..
38 13.9% 17.93 34% 18.00 3.65 3.24 8O'llo '9.8 50.0 3 3
31 13.3% 17.94 33% 20.00 4.01 3.19 80% 48.5 50.0 3 1~
38 8.1% 10.03 35% 21.00 '.72 4.18 80% 45.8 SO.O 3 3
39 3.ll'lI 9.99 34% 25.01 '.91 '.28 8O'llo 46.2 50.0 3 3
40 3.8% 9.99 34% 28.00 '.71 4.24 80% 46.5 SO.O 3 2~
41 5.1% 10.04 38% 17.99 4.85 4.11 80% 46.7 SO.O 3 2'lI
42 8.1% 10.02 38% 15.00 5.02 5.07 - '7.1 50.0 3 2'lI43 9.1% 10.03 31% 12.01 5.25 3.72 80% 48.1 SO.O 3 2'lI.. 24.2110 14.97 21'110 15.00 4.97 2.31 - '8.7 SO.O 3 0'11045 2.6% 11.99 '9% 12.00 1.99 4.17 1~ 40.8 50.0 3 0'11o
48 18.3% ".~ '9'110 \6.00 9.01 3.08 1~ 41.1 50.0 3 0'110
41 5.6% 11.98 19% 2'.00 8048 3.29 1~ 41.8 50.0 3 0%
46 ~.1'11o 12.00 18'1lo 29.99 8.54 3.53 1~ 41.5 SO.O 3 0'11o
48 11.8'110 14.89 20'110 12.00 10.30 4.82 1~ 38.9 SO.O 3 0'11o
so 15.2110 14.98 19'11 16.00 4.95 l.n I~ '9.1 SO.O 3 0'11o
51 1.1% 14.97 19% 2'.00 '.90 1.80 1~ SOO SO.O 3 0%
52 ·2.0'lI0 1500 18% 30.01 '.80 1.93 1~ 50.' SO.O 3 0'lI0
53 ·0.8'110 11.99 2O'lI 11.~ 4.90 3.e. 1~ 48.1 SO.O 3 0'lI0
54 11.8% 1198 19% 18.01 6.33 2.43 1~ '6.4 SO.O 3 O'l\
55 8.8% 18.01 18% 24.00 5.80 2.37 100% 48.0 SO.O 3 O'l\
58 6.3'110 16.01 20'l\ 29.99 12.75 5.23 100% 38.5 SO.O 3 0'110
57 3.5% 17.97 23'110 38.0\ 12.54 5.94 lOll'll 38.7 SO.O 3 O'l\
58 3.5% 16.05 23"'- 51.00 12..00 8.31 100% 38.7 52.2 3 O'l\
59 10.2'110 1500 24'110 38.00 9.80 4.95 1~ 38.6 SO.O 3 0'110
80 5.4'110 1413 2O'lI 45.02 10.21 4.12 1~ 31U 81.0 3 0'lI0
61 0.7'110 '500 20'l\ 54.01 10.48 4.85 lOll'll 38.9 82.7 3 0'110
82 3'.3'110 1201 20% 11.38 1.81 3.12 71'110 42.1 SO.O 3 0'110
83 n.3'11o 11.99 2O'l\ 12.00 1.51 3.28 80% 42.3 50.0 3 O'l\
e. 17.8'110 1'.9S 2O'l\ 23.~ 1.43 3.31 IO'Ilo 42.8 50.0 3 0'lI0
85 '.1'110 11.98 19'110 '2.00 1.35 3.52 IO'Ilo 42.\ 50.4 3 0'lI0
87 15.6" 15.00 Ill'l1 29.99 10.58 4.48 IO'Ilo 39.9 50.0 3 O'l\
88 IS.'''' 16.02 '9'lI 12.00 3.65 1.90 IO'Ilo SO.7 SO.O 3 0'lI0
69 0.8'" 18.1' '9'lI 29.99 3.29 UO IO'Ilo 50.3 50.0 3 0'lI0
12 11.2,., 2' 00 21% 15.01 \6.06 8.'4 70'l1 33.8 50.0 3 1'110
13 0.8'" 2' 00 22'lI 30.00 18.58 7.15. 60'l1 33.9 50.0 3 1'110
74 ·B'IIo 24.00 2''110 80.01 1M3 8.25 80'l1 32.8 54.8 3 0'lI0
75 ·7.7'110 30.0' 21'110 59.97 23.12 6.28 IO'Ilo 33.2 63.8 3 3'110
78 '1'.1'110 29.98 23% 36.01 21.95 9.88 70'l1 31.7 52.8 3 5'110
17 ".0'110 30.02 23% 15.00 22.94 8.80 70'l1 33.8 50.0 3 5'110
78 5.2'110 23.88 23% 10.83 18.38 8.04 70'l1 32.8 SO.O 3 5'110
79 ·1.8'110 24.00 23% 28.43 18.83 8.88 71% 31.9 50.0 3 4'110
80 ·3.5'110 24.02 21% 37.12 18.87 7.19 76'110 34.5 48.8 3 3
81 2.3'110 24.00 23'110 23.88 18.23 7.18 97'110 32.9 50.9 3 2110
82 ·2.7'110 23.99 19'11 51.71 17.72 1.80 95% 32.9 54.1 3 I'll.
83 ·2.8'110 24.00 2O'l\ 21.74 19.41 8.05 89'l1 33.9 SO.O 3 5'110
e. ·3.5'110 2400 20'l1 33.19 19.88 8.25 89'l1 33.5 SO.O 3 8'110
85 ".8'110 24.00 18% 79.12 21.72 '.83 8'" 34.1 551 3 5'llo
88 5.8'110 15.02 19'11 14.09 13.18 2.31 54'110 37.' 500 3 5'110
87 ·0.1'110 '5.0' Ill'l1 31.26 13.23 2.55 54% 31.1 SO.1 3 ''110
88 ·1.9'110 15.00 19% 19.17 12.87 3.56 65% 3se 54.8 3 3'110
89 1.2110 15.00 2O'l\ 19.24 12.73 2.21 6e'llo 35.1 SO.O 3 3'110
90 2.2'110 15.01 19% 23.5' 12.85 2.44 87'110 38.2 SO.O 3 1'110
91 ·1.1'110 14.99 17"4 79.31 13.11 3.70 18'110 35.0 549 3 1'110
92 ·5.6'110 29.98 18'110 80.04 27.21 5.39 100% 320 54.8 3 ''110
93 ·10.8'110 3002 20'l10 59.99 25.58 8.88 99'Ilo 30.8 539 3 5'110
94 ·10.5'110 3000 19% 79.96 28.31 5.94 10'11o 341 58, 3 8'110
95 .1.8'110 3000 17"4 20.00 28.28 3.26 70'l10 346 SOO 3 8'110
96 7.5'110 1.4.ia 18"4 14.99 13.33 3.02 54'110 350 SO.O 3 5'110
97 1.3'110 1500 18"4 80.01 11.53 5.17 100% 35.1 57.2 3 0'lI0
98 ".8'110 2398 '8"4 eo.Ol 19.39 6.95 100'1Io 319 582 3 1'110
99 ·7.0% 3000 '8"4 80.02 25.91 7.23 100'1Io 34.8 555 3 4'110
100 ·1.2'110 20.99 26"4 15.00 12.6\ 8.54 67'110 348 SOO 3 4'110
'01 ·10.'''' 2097 28'110 ....99 11.37 10.20 67'110 34.1 538 3 3'110
'02 ·10.4'" 21.01 28'110 19.91 10.80 '0.80 69% 34.9 57.5 3 1'110
'03 ".0'110 29.96 30'11o 14.19 11.35 17.96 '00% 32.2 SO.O 3 ''110
'04 ·15.4% 3002 26% 80.02 11.93 17.52 100'1Io 31.3 59.5 3 1'110
105 26.7,., ".98 33'110 15.16 7.03 6.82 70% 35.0 SO.O 3 0%
106 ".2'110 "96 33'110 34.75 8.97 8.87 70'l10 35.0 SO.O 3 0'lI0
109
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EXPERIMENT DATA DATA RECONCILIA TI





"mperatUIW MmperatUl'll tam.......,.. temDllmure temooraturo - ..... tam_.. ma_ .,........mol%maOH) C C C C C C C c -- --4 la'll. 19.1 29.7 12.1 77.1 75.7 71.0 70.4 19.3 ·2.11 3.34 0.00 0.005 17% 19.0 29.9 11.5 77.7 75.1 70.1 70.3 19.1 .2.71 3.37 0.00 0.00
8 17% 11.5 30.1 11.4 77.1 7B 70.1 70.2 70.0 -3.51 U9 0.00 0.00
7 la'll. 17.0 31.2 77.4 10.9 7B 70.7 70.1 70.0 -2.07 2.93 0.00 0.00
I 12% 9H 33.3 91.1 12.2 77.2 71.2 70.5 19.1 1.43 4.75 0.00 0.00
13 IIl'llo 13.7 30.3 71.8 78.3 75.2 70.2 89.7 11.1 ·2.92 3.34 0.00 0.00
14 88% 13.5 31.2 71.4 78.1 75.1 70.1 19.5 11.3 ·1.91 2.21 0.00 0.00
15 15% 13.6 32.0 71.5 78.1 75.1 70.2 19.1 11.4 -0.17 1.51 0.00 0.00
18 15% 13.2 32.8 71.1 75.9 74.9 69.1 19.3 11.0 ·3.89 4.15 0.00 0.00
17 85% 12.9 33.5 78.1 75.9 74.9 19.1 19.3 11.0 -3.17 3.74 0.00 0.00
11 IS'll. 12.7 33.2 77.7 75.8 14.7 69.8 19.1 87.1 -2.51 3.33 0.00 0.00
19 13% 12.1 33.3 77.1 75.7 74.7 89.8 19.3 11.0 ·2.18 2.71 0.00 0.00
21 19% 83.9 30.2 78.7 78.4 75.2 70.5 70.8 17.9 -0.07 0.91 0.00 0.00
22 II'll. 14.3 30.5 789 71.1 74.8 89.7 19.2 110 ·3.01 3.51 0.00 0.00
21 II'll. 14.2 30.1 71.5 75.9 74.1 69.5 69.0 171 -2.1a 3.14 0.00 0.00
2' II'll. 13.1 31.9 71.1 75.3 74.1 69.3 11.1 17.6 -3.25 2.75 0.00 0.00
25 89% 12.2 325 77.4 75.1 14.0 11.9 11.4 67.2 -.3.24 4.11 0.00 0.00
21 10% 61.2 33.7 71.1 75.0 742 70.1 69.5 11.2 ·1.112 2.74 0.00 0.00
27 71% 11.1 34.0 770 75.0 74.2 70.5 69.9 61.1 0.61 0.11 0.00 0.00
29 95% 10.4 26.7 75.4 73.1 72.3 67.9 17.1 11.1 ·1.11 1.49 0.00 0.00
30 93% 113.5 29.4 77.1 1<.1 73.2 11.7 11.1 11.5 -0.04 0.12 0.00 0.00
32 94% 10.4 29.2 15.1 12.1 11.3 11.5 11.5 1B.4 -0.51 1.23 0.00 0.00
33 94% ' 81.4 29.1 77.1 14.7 73.5 69.0 69.1 11.1 0.14 0.95 0.00 0.00
34 10% 85.1 W.4 79.1 77.1 71.1 72.9 12.3 71.2 -3.39 3.71 0.00 0.00
35 85% 81.4 31.' 11.1 76.5 74.4 70.1 10.1 11.9 0.51 4.73 0.00 0.00
36 85% 116.1 31.7 91.3 11.1 76.3 70.1 70.2 61.9 5.00 5.14 0.00 0.00
37 85% 97.1 32.6 91.1 11.5 71.3 70.7 70.1 11.8 4.90 5.14 000 0.00
31 85% 116.0 33.3 90.0 80.5 75.7 70.9 70.3 89.0 0.10 1.05 0.00 0.00
39 81% 96.2 33.1 90.5 80.7 75.7 70.8 70.2 11.8 ..0.14 0.116 0.00 0.00
40 81% 962 34.1 90.4 10.6 75.8 70.7 70.1 11.8 0.01 0.91 000 0.00
41 13% 95.5 32.3 19.1 79.9 75.4 70.8 70.1 III -021 1.51 0.00 0.00
42 15% 85.7 31.8 19.1 79.9 75.3 70.7 70.1 118 -057 0.50 000 0.00
43 15% 85.3 30.8 19.0 102 75.1 70.8 70.3 881 -0.11 1.74 000 0.00
« 17% 98.1 31.1 94.1 15.1 782 72.3 71.1 891 3.51 4.07 0.00 0.00
45 57% 100.4 32.9 99.9 91.2 93.9 92.9 11.1 79.4 -1.03 0.11 0.00 0.00
'6 74% 100.5 32.0 100.2 98.7 943 90.5 14.2 74.' ·1.31 1.15 0.00 0.00
47 81l'llo 100.3 33.1 100.1 98.6 94.3 91.0 14.3 74.1 -0.92 1.13 0.00 0.00
48 II'll. 100.1 35.2 99.9 9B.4 94.2 91.2 14.2 73.7 -0.81 0.11 0.00 0.00
49 86% 100.1 32.' 99.3 96.7 90.9 11.9 13.9 75.4 ·1.14 1.01 0.00 0.00
50 74% 100.3 32.2 100.\ 91l.1 95.5 91.3 14.9 74.1 4.75 3.51 0.00 0.00
51 70% 100.2 33.4 100.0 99.0 95.5 91.2 15.1 14.5 4.60 3.17 0.00 0.00
52 85% 99.9 34.8 99.7 9B.1 95.3 91.4 15.1 74.2 4.91 3.51 0.00 0.00
53 5'% 100.0 33.2 99.8 91.5 94.1 94.3 '111.7 82.0 4.90 4,35 0.00 0.00
54 77% 100.1 31.1l 99.7 91.4 93.8 88.5 13.4 73.7 5.47 3.75 0.00 0.00
55 70% 100.0 33,1 99.1 98.3 94.1 19.7 14.1 73.7 5.13 4.21 0.00 0.00
51 75% 99.8 34.5 91.8 95.3 69.2 85.3 71.2 70.8 -1.32 135 0.00 0.00
57 74% 911.3 35.1 98.1 94.2 17.7 83.7 77.1 89.9 ·2.03 1.52 0.00 0.00
51 73% 98.8 36.3 97.7 94.1 17.7 14.3 71.4 69.1 -1.51 1.25 0.00 0.00
59 70% Qll.8 35.5 91.7 95.7 90.8 1B.9 10.4 7\. -148 17' 000 0.00
80 73% Qll.l 36.2 97.9 $4.5 88.8 85.1 78.5 702 -0116 071 0.00 000
II 72% 98.8 36.7 1l7.8 94.7 19.3 84.5 71.9 891 ·111 0.77 000 0.00
82 82% Qll.5 31.4 98.0 93.8 11.8 79.1 75.9 700 ., 01 103 000 000
83 80% 100.0 31.1 91.9 95.8 90.0 84.0 71.7 714 -079 0.93 0.00 0.00
14 76% Qll.1 33.8 91.1 116.2 90.8 15.5 79.7 71.5 -079 103 000 0.00
65 73% Qll.O 35.7 91.3 95.8 90.2 84.8 71.4 703 ·0.12 0.74 0.00 0.00
67 74% Qll.8 35.4 91.8 95.9 90.9 11.5 79.4 711 ·017 0.10 0.00 0.00
61 84% 100.3 32.1 99.1 91.9 116.0 92.8 11.3 784 7.19 5.01 0.00 0.00
89 85% 100.1 34.7 911.8 99.1 116.2 92.' es.O 74.5 7.18 5." 0.00 0.00
72 71l'llo 96.8 32.7 91.4 15.0 10.1 74.0 72.7 70.1 -2.10 2.40 0.00 0.00
73 72% 97.3 35.1 1l3.3 11.9 12.0 75.2 7:1.9 71.. -2.04 1.51 0.00 0.00
74 70% 96.1 36.7 92.7 11.4 11.2 74,3 12.1 70.0 -2.011 1.31 000 0.00
75 73% 92.5 38.7 15.4 11.3 71.3 72.7 71.5 19.3 -3.51 2.12 0.00 0.00
78 88% 90.7 35.9 14.1 10.5 71.3 74.5 73.8 71.7 -3.33 1.70 0.00 0.00
77 70% 91.' 33.1 84.7 11.2 79.1 75.8 74.7 73.0 -3.11 2.011 0.00 0.00
71 IO'llo 91.8 32.0 B8.0 62.0 79.2 73.7 72.6 71.0 ·3.30 1.11 000 0.00
79 77% 92.8 34.3 88.0 62.1 71.8 72.9 71.9 70.0 -3.30 1.79 000 0.00
10 75% 93.7 34.5 88.0 62.4 71.' 72.3 71.2 69.0 -3.18 1.32 0.00 0.00
61 75% 96.2 34.2 91.1 65.3 10.5 74.3 73.2 71.0 -3,50 2.11 000 0.00
62 73% 91.4 37.5 92.7 88.4 10.1 73.9 72.8 70.0 ·1.92 0.39 0.00 0.00
13 76% 91.7 33.6 15.0 11.3 79.1 73.1 72.9 71.0 -2.'5 0.93 000 0.00
14 77% 91.4 35.1 B5.0 10.9 71.8 72.9 71.9 70.0 -2.10 0.87 000 0.00
15 77% 90.1 36.7 B5.0 10.4 78.1 71.5 70. 11.3 -3.10 1.25 000 0.00
88 88% 90.1 34.9 15.1 79.4 71.5 70.5 611.8 11.0 ·1.91 1.40 000 0.00
67 12% 91.5 35.0 8&.0 10.0 78.9 70.7 89.7 11.0 -2.34 1.57 000 0.00
61 60% 93.' 37.3 87.9 11.4 76.0 71.3 70.2 11.3 ·2.26 0.13 000 0.00
69 10% 92.6 3U 87.9 81.5 76.0 72.0 70.9 19.0 -2.31 2.37 000 0.00
90 79% 95.0 3U 90.9 83.4 79.0 12.2 71.0 19.0 -2.71 2.43 0.00 0.00
91 79% 95.8 37.2 91.1 83.9 79.1 71.' 70.2 16.1 -2.50 0.11 0.00 0.00
92 71% 90.9 36.1 14.7 81.3 78.8 71.4 70.2 11.0 ".24 1.62 0.00 0.00
93 72% 19.9 36.4 84.5 10.9 71.7 72.7 71.8 69.5 -4.14 1.72 0.00 0.00
94 74% 11.5 37.1 13.0 60.1 76.5 72.6 71.5 69.3 -3.17 0.92 000 0.00
95 79% 11.0 34.7 63.0 10.1 71.2 73.0 12.0 70.2 ·3.70 2.16 0.00 0.00
96 88% 92 I 319 65.0 104 78.1 71.8 70.9 69.3 -1.67 0.50 0.00 0.00
97 89% 90.3 37.7 91.1 958 90.4 86.1 79.3 70.5 -1.10 0.10 0.00 0.00
98 72% 96.5 373 1l2.0 86.1 61.2 73.7 72.2 11l.3 -327 0.90 0.00 0.00
99 75% 91.7 37.5 15.7 81.9 79.1 72.4 71.2 61.8 ".13 0.99 0.00 0.00
100 73% 94.4 33.3 19.1 822 78.3 74.6 73.7 72.1 -1.02 0.78 0.00 0.00
101 80% 94.3 36.1 81.9 81.8 77.7 73.9 72.9 71.1 -0.'2 -0.18 0.00 0.00
102 89% 05.2 37.5 91.0 12.6 78.1 73.8 72.5 70.2 -0.32 -0.07 0.00 0.00
103 82% 96.1 35.7 918 83.8 78.6 77.3 76.6 75.2 1.49 -0.14 0.00 0.00
104 83% 95.3 38.0 90.9 62.6 71.4 752 74.2 71.9 2.011 -1.52 0.00 0.00
IDS 74% 100.1 39.0 1l0.5 95.3 87.7 8&.9 62.9 74.04 -11.43 1.54 0.00 0.00
106 74% 100.8 435 91.9 95.1 88.8 14.0 79.1 71.3 -0.37 1.51 0.00 0.00
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DATA RECONCILIA nON CHEMCAD INPUTS CHEMCAD OUTPUTS
No. reconcl..d ,..conclJed MoOH wota, feea .....flux boIIom ,..nul T lubcootlld - ,- ,..nuJ:bottom ...te dlnliioto .... flow rag nowl1l~ telnDllm... I'W .... .... _permu," _permuro rm. comDOIltion rat.IbIIl, IbIll, IbIIl, bill' C Iblhr IbIIlTl C C IbIIl, mo",- 111IOII1 lblllr)• 6.10 5.V5 6.5358 5.51" 41.8 11.QQ 6.'0 50.0 16 '2.05 .0lI I1.QQ
5 6.12 5.e. 6 .•668 5.•132 41.5 14.00 e.'2 50.0 16 'U6 4011 '4.00
6 6.26 5.14 6.51Q3 5.5001 41.1 16.01 e.2e 50.0 11 12.02 - 16.017 6.Q2 5.02 6.3511 5.5883 40.9 20.00 e.V2 50.0 11 ".94 3W 20.00
6 5.11 6.e. 6.3510 5.5V3O 50.0 30.00 5.11 50.1 11 lU5 3W 30.00
13 9.77 5.'6 6.1065 6.e.15 36.9 15.01 V.71 .U 16 1•.95 4011 15.01
14 lO.va 4.12 1.1600 1.8400 3Q.7 16.01 10.va 50.0 16 15.02 ~'Il 16.01
15 .1.03 3.Q6 6.QQ60 1.QQ20 3V.4 2O.QQ 11.03 50.0 11 14.QQ S3'1l 2O.QQ
16 V.60 5.45 6.1627 6.6613 3V.0 25.00 V.60 50.0 11 15.05 4011 25.00
'7 V.60 5.37 1.Q636 7.~ 3V.l 26.00 V.60 50.1 11 14.97 3W 26.00
16 V.60 5.21 6.1.,0 6.66va 3V.5 28.00 V.60 50.0 11 15.01 4011 28.00
19 V.V5 5.05 7.V795 7.0205 39.5 31.01 V.95 50.0 11 15.00 3W 31.01
21 9.34 4.35 7.4251 6.2649 39.6 ; 10.00 9.34 50.0 16 13.e9 4011 10.00
22 7.ve 5.69 7.4142 8.2558 30.8 I 1•.00 7.96 50.0 16 13.e7 - 14.0023 6.30: 5.33 7.31125 6.2375 40.0 16.0' 8.30 50.0 .6 13.e3 4D'll le.OI
24 8.51 5.11 7.4197 6.2603 39.5 20.00 8.5' 50.0 le 13.66 4D'll 20.00
25 12.00 5.98 9.7519 8.2281 36.3 24.0' 12.00 SO.O 16 17.96 4D'll 24.01
26 '2.27 5.69 V.5542 6.4056 37.4 28.02 12.27 SO.O .8 11.116 3V'Il 26.02
27 '3.37 4.e. 6.8093 9.4007 37.5 31.00 13.37 SO.O 18 16.01 341lo 31.00
29 8.23 1.79 4.9006 5.11V4 4e.3 10.00 6.23 50.0 15.0 'D.02 351lo 10.00
30 7.26 2.75 4.6731 5.336V 45.7 10.00 7.26 SO.O 16.0 '0.01 331lo 10.00
32 10.55 1.50 5.7603 6.2697 43.0 12.00 10.55 SO.O 15.0 '2.05 :Wllo 12.00
33 V.20 2.75 5.8.45 6.1055 43.1 10.01 V.20 SO.O 15.0 IUS 351lo 10.01
34 10.11 7.62 9.5701 6.4,QQ 36.e 10.00 10.17 SO.O 16.0 I1.QQ 3W 10.00
35 6.65 9.09 9.7302 6.2D9a 41.2 'U9 6.85 SO.O 11.0 11.94 4011 13.1K1
36 6.65 9.06 8.5711 V358V 4V.8 16.00 6.65 50.0 17.0 17.V3 341lo 16.00
37 6.91 9.03 8.3752 V.~. 49.5 20.00 Ul SO.O 11.0 17.R-! 331lo 20.00
36 4.82 5.21 4.9055 5.1245 45.9 21.00 U2 SO.O 17.0 10.03 351lo 21.00
39 4.77 5.22 4.7755 5.2145 4e.2 25.01 4.77 SO.O 11.0 9.QQ :Wllo 25.01
40 4.77 5.22 4.7755 5.2145 4e.5 26.00 4.77 SO.O 17.0 V.QQ :Wllo 26.00
41 4.37 5.67 5.2353 4.6047 4e.7 11.VV 4.37 SO.O 11.0 10.04 361lo 11.QQ
42 4.45 5.57 5.2248 4.7952 47.1 '5.00 4,45 SO.O 17.0 10.02 361lo 15.00
43 4.57 5.46 5.1232 4.9068 4e.l 12.01 4.57 SO.O 17.0 10.03 37llo 12.0'
44 8.53 6." 5.U85 V.0315 4V 15.00 8.53 SO.O 17.0 1•.97 27llo 15.00
45 8.116 5.03 3.5265 6..e15 40.8 12.00 8.116 SO.O 22.0 1I.QQ lQllo 12.00
46 7.76 423 3.5285 6.4615 41.1 16.00 7.78 SO.O n.o lUV lQllo 18.00
47 7.58 442 3.5258 5.<54. ue 24.00 7.58 50.0 20.0 lU8 IVllo 24.00
46 766 434 3.3684 6.6316 41.5 29.QQ, 7.66 SO.O 20.0 12.00 161lo 29.QQ
49 9.16 5.63 4.6123 10.3777 3U '2.00' 8.16 SO.O 20.0 14.QQ 2O'lIo 12.00
SO 9.70 5.28 4.4084 10.5716 <V. 1 16.00 9.70 SO.O 19.0 14.;S lQllo '8.00
51 9.50 5.47 4.4055 10.5845 SO.O 24.00 9.SO SO.O 19.0 .U7 IIl'l1o 24.00
52 9.51 5.49 4.2105 10.7695 SO.4 30.01 V.51 SO.O 20.0 '5.00 161lo 30.01
53 9.60 8.19 5.535. 12.4s.e 46.1 11.99 V.60 SO.O 22.0 11.99 20% .U9
5< 11.80 6.18 5.2913 12.6687 46.4 Ut01 11.80 50.0 16.0 IH6 lQllo 16.01
55 1143 6.56 5.3001 12.70Q9 48.0 24.00 1143 50.0 19.0 16.01 lQllo 24.00
58 1143 5.58 5.54'5 12.4685 311.5 29.99 1143 50.0 19.0 16.01 20;; 211.99
57 10.51 7.46 6.2326 11.7372 36.7 36.01 10.51 50.0 19.0 17.97 231lo 36.01
58 10.49 7.56 6.2605 11.7695 36.7 51.00 10.49 52.2 11.0 16.05 231lo 51.00
59 6.31 5.69 5.3Q33 9.6067 39.6 36.00 6.31 50.0 19.0 1500 241lo 36.00
60 9.25 5.48 •.5323 10.1977 39.1 .5.02 9.25 51.0 16.0 14.73 2D'll 45.02
el 9.38 5.62 ".&15-4 ·10.3e.6 3e.9 5<.01 9.38 52.7 ,eo '5.00 2D'll 54.01
62 7.66 4.15 3.6954 6.3'46 42.7 11.36 7.66 50.0 11.0 12.01 2D'll 11.36
e3 7.76 ".21 3.6892 6.3006 42.3 12.00 7.76 SO.O 180 11.QQ 2O'lIo 12.00
64 7.64 4.34 3.6862 6.21135 42.6 23.QQ 7.64 SO.O 16.0 11.96 2O'lIo 23.QQ
65 7.73 4.2e 3.52e5 6.4615 42.1 42.00 7.73 50 < 18.0 ".QQ 1911o 42.00
67 9.71 5211 4.4143 10.5857 39.9 29.QQ 9.71 SO.O '9.0 '8.00 '91lo 29.QQ
68 11.04 8.98 5.303' '2.7'69 50.7 1200 11.0<1 SO.O 20.0 16.02 1911o 12.00
69 11.11 6.R-! 5.3296 12.780<1 50.3 29.QQ 11.17 50.0 20.0 15.1' 1911o 29.QQ
72 '5.46 6.54 7.7020 '6.2veO 33.8 15.01 15.46 50.0 18.0 24.00 211lo 15.01
73 1•.54 946 6.0'52 '5.8646 33.9 30.00 ".e. 50.0 18.0 24.00 22'Il 30.00
74 14.« 9.58 7.7020 18.2960 32.8 6G.Ol lU4 54.e 15.00 24.00 21'1l 60.01
75 19.61 '040 U307 20.3193 33.2 59.97 '9.61 53.5 15.00 30.01 211lo 5897
75 '6.e2 1136 10.3963 19.5617 3'.7 36.01 18.e2 52.8 17.00 211.96 23'1l 36.01
77 19.13 1089 10.4122 '9.6078 33.9 15.00 1913 SO.O 19.00 30.02 231lo 1500
76 16.06 782 8.3173 15.6627 32.8 lo.eS 18.06 SO.O 18.00 23.98 231lo lQ.63
79 '5.53 6.47 6.3242 15.6758 3U 2&.43 15.53 50.0 16.00 24.00 231lo 26.43
60 15.51 8.51 7.7_ 18.3116 34.5 37.12 15.51 .4&.0 19.00 24.02 211lo 26.43
61 1473 927 8.3242 15.8756 32.8 23.68 14.73 SO.9 18.00 2•.00 231lo 23.68
82 15.80 8.19 7.0600 16.9300 32.9 51.71 15.60 e..' 15.00 23.QQ lQllo 51.71
83 17.02 695 7.3646 16.8154 3U 21.74 17.02 50.0 18.00 24.00 2O'lIo 21.74
64 17.06 6.92 7.31146 16.8154 33.5 33.19 17.06 SO.O 18.00 2•.00 2O'lIo 33.79
85 17.112 6.08 6.7368 17.2632 :W.7 79.72 '7.82 55.1 13.00 2•.00 181lo 79.72
86 11.25 377 4.4202 10.5998 37.4 ".09 ".25 50.0 17.00 15.02 lQllo 14.09
67 10.89 ... 2 ""73 10.5Q27 36.1 37.26 10.89 SO.l 17.00 15.0' lQllo 37.28
66 10.59 ." 4.4143 10.5857 36.6 79.77 10.59 54.6 13.00 14.QQ lQllo 79.77
69 10.35 4.65 4.6154 10.3646 35.1 19.2. 10.35 SO.O 16.00 15.00 20110 19.24
lKl 10.14 4.87 4.4\13 10.5!127 36.2 23.54 '0." SO.O 18.00 '5.01 19% 23.54
91 10.61 4.36 •.0013 10.9887 35.0 79.31 10.6' 54.9 13.00 lU9 17% 7V.31
92 22.87 7.0' 7.5839 22.31161 32.0 60.0<1 22.97 54.9 13.00 2U8 161lo 60.0+
93 21.42 8.50 9.2369 20.7631 30.8 59.QQ 2l.42 53.9 15.00 30.02 2O'lIo 59.QQ
94 23.1. 8.66 8.8287 21.1713 34.1 79.116 23." 58.1 '2.00 30.00 lQllo 79.116
95 24.56 5..2 5.007V 21.992' 34.6 20.00 24.58 50.0 18.00 3000 17% 20.00
ll8 1l.48 3.52 '.2049 10.7751 35.0 14.QQ 1l.46 SO.O 17.00 14.98 181lo 1•.QQ
97 9.73 527 <.2105 10.7895 35.1 80.01 V.73 57.2 12.00 15.00 18% 60.01
98 16.12 7.66 8.7312 17.2486 31.9 60.01 16.12 58.2 13.00 23.98 181lo 60.01
QQ 21.76 822 8.4211 21.5769 34.6 60.02 21.78 55.5 13.00 30.00 161lo 60.02
100 11.58 9.40 6.5799 lHl01 :W.8 15.00 11.59 SO.O 19.00 2O.QQ 2ll1lo 15.00
101 10.95 10.02 8.5717 12.3983 3<.7 44.QQ 10.95 53.8 16.00 20.97 2ll1lo ".QQ
102 10.46 10.53 e.5860 .H220 :W.8 79.97 10.46 57.5 12.00 21.01 281lo 79.97
103 12.e. 17.12 '2.9557 17.0043 32.2 lU9 12.84 50.0 21.00 211.96 3D'll 1•.QQ
10<1 14.02 16.00 12.2709 17.7491 31.3 80.02 '4.02 59.5 11.00 30.02 281lo 80.02
105 8.60 6.36 8.~0 7.9780 35.0 15.76 8.60 SO.O 19.00 1•.116 331lo 15.7e




No. boUom dlolU_ rwboittr f••d roll ... ...d bottom dSlllIo" nbollef Id\stlIIoIA In. 1 IlnY2- .... duly Itomoomun tem.NralU"" trw. comDOsltlon comoosJdon "mDllrllture _...- _run l.......rallireIbIhr 111M MMBtulhr C C mo", meOH mof'll.moOH C C C
4 6.10 5.V5 0.010064 41.6 SO.4 3 10.1% 67.11% 67.6 SO.4 n.6 75.4
5 6.12 5.64 0.011133 41.5 SO.5 3 11.0'10 66.11% 67.0 SO.5 n.l 75.0
6 6.28 5.74 0.012160 41.1 4V.5 3 12.0'10 66.11% 66.2 4V.5 16.5 14.6
1 6.92 5.02 0.014022 40.9 4U 3 16.0'10 85.11% 83.6 4V lU 73.5
8 5.11 6.84 0.020165 SO.O 50.3 3 3.0'10 82.0'10 95.0 SO.3 83.8 16.1
13 V.17 5.16 0.011310 :18.9 SO.2 3 22.0'10 8V.0'I0 81.0 SO.2 14.3 13.3
14 10.00 4.12 0.012521 39.1 SO.3 3 20.0'10 88.1% 61.9 SO.3 14.8 73.V
15 11.03 3.116 0.014306 39.4 49.8 3 20.0'10 85.2% 81.9 4V.6 74.8 73.7
16 V.80 5.45 0.017200 39.0 4V.6 3 21.11% 85.1'" 81.0 4V.6 73.5 12.6
17 9.80 5.31 0.018803 39.1 49.6 3 21.0'10 85.0'10 81.4 4V.6 73.6 12.7
16 V.60 5.21 0.018617 3V.5 49.6 3 23.0'10 85.~ eo.6 4V.8 13.2 72.4
IV US 5.05 0.020471 39.5 SO.1 3 22.11% 83.2% 80.6 SO.1 73.0 72.3
21 9.34 4.35 0.008215 39.6 SO.2 3 24.0'10 69.1'" eo.2 SO.2 74.4 73.6
22 1.98 5.69 0.011019 39.6 SO.3 3 16.11% 88.1% 83.3 SO.3 15.3 74.0
23 8.30 5.33 0.011956 40.0 SO.3 3 lV.O'Io 88.0% 82.3 SO.3 74.6 73.5
24 851 5.17 0.0139114 39.5 SO.3 3 20.0% 88.1'" 81.Q S03 74.1 73.0
25 12.00 5.98 0.016105 38.3 SO.2 3 23.0% 69.0'10 eo.6 SO.2 13.1 728
26 12.21 5.69 0.019788 31.4 49.6 3 25.0'Il. 80.1% 7U 49.6 13.0 72.5
21 13.37 4.64 0.021341 37.5 SO.1 3 23.0'10 11.1% eo.6 SO.I 73.5 73.0
29 8.23 1.7V 0.006414 46.3 SO.3 3 26.0'10 94.11% 7V.5 SO.3 74.2 73.2
30 7.26 2.15 0.007007 45.7 49.6 3 16.0'10 V3.1% 62.6 4U 15.6 74.4
32 10.55 1.50 0.001460 43.0 SO.4 3 26.0'10 114.1% 16.6 SO., 74.0 13.2
33 V.20 2.15 0.001079 43.1 50.4 3 23.0% 94.0% 60.6 SO.4 75.0 13.&
34 10.17 1.82 0.010899 36.6 49.7 3 17.0% 60.0% 63.3 49.1 15.9 75.1
35 8.65 9.0ll 0.013309 41.2 4U 3 10.0% 85.0% 67.1 49.8 16.0 16.0
36 8.85 9.08 0.014345 49.6 4V.8 3 2.0% 85.0% ell.5 49.8 88.2 82,0
31 8.81 V.03 0.016521 49.5 4V.6 3 1.0% 85.0% 98.1 49.6 V2.2 64.9
36 462 5.21 0.014666 45.9 49.8 3 2.0% 85.0% ell.6 4U 61.3 eo.l
39 417 5.22 0.017261 46.2 SO.5 3 1.8% 61.1% ell.6 50.5 61.1 81.0
40 4.17 5.22 0.018939 46.5 50.5 3 2.0% eo.V'll. ell.5 SO.5 66.1 eol
41 4.31 5.61 0.013413 46.7 SO.2 3 2.0% 6U% ell.5 SO.2 81.0 608
42 4.45 5.51 0.011563 47.1 49.8 3 2.0% 65.0% ell.S 49.6 61.3 608
43 4.51 5.46 0.00V'.l11 461 49.9 3 2.0% 64.V'Mo ell.5 49.6 81.1 81.2
44 6.53 8....4 0.012304 49.1 4V.8 3 0.1% 66.6% 9V.8 49.8 89.1 ell 2
45 6.86 5.03 0.012144 40.6 4V 8 3 0.0% 56.9'" 100.0 49.8 89.6 986
46 7.78 4.23 0.013955 41.1 4V 3 0.0% 13.6% 100.0 4V.l 89.8 98V
41 1.56 442 0.016176 41.6 49.6 3 0.0% 68.11% 100.0 49.5 9U 893
48 1.66 4.34 0.022206 41.5 SO.O 3 0.0% 86.1'10 100.0 SO.O 89.9 89.5
'V 9.16 5.83 0.012040 38.9 49.7 3 0.0% 61.9'10 9U 4V.7 9V.5 91.V
SO 9.70 5.28 0.014592 49.1 49.1 3 0.0% 73.8% 9U 49.7 89.1 96.6
51 9.50 5.41 0.018615 50.0 50.4 3 0.0% 69.9'10 100.0 SO.4 9U 98.1
52 9.51 5.49 0.023110 50,4 50.3 3 0.0% 64.9% 100.0 SO.3 99.9 99.4
53 9.80 6.19 0.014123 46.1 50.4 3 0.0'l(, 53.9'10 9U SO.4 99.6 96.2
54 11.80 6.16 0.015093 46.4 50.2 3 0.0% 18.6% 9U SO.2 99.8 96.0
55 11,43 6.58 0.019580 48.0 50.4 3 0.0% 6V.V'Mo 100.0 SO.4 9V.8 V6.V
56 11.43 6.58 0.022116 36.5 49.5 3 0.0% 14.9'10 100.0 4V.5 99.6 89.0
51 10.51 7.46 0.026666 36.7 49.1 3 0.0% 14.0% 100.0 49.1 99.9 89.1
58 10.49 7.56 0.035845 36.7 51.8 3 0.0'10 13.0'10 100.0 51.6 9U V9.4
59 831 6.6V 0.026160 39.6 50.3 3 0.0'10 100% 100.0 503 89.9 893
60 V25 5.48 0.030948 39.1 SO.9 3 0.0'10 12 V'l(, 100.0 S09 89.V 898
61 936 5.62 0.036418 38.8 53.0 3 0.0'10 72 I'll. 100.0 530 89.9 896
62 166 4.15 0.009488 42.1 S04 3 0."" 811% VV.V S04 89.4 914
63 116 4.21 0.009991 42.3 4U 3 0."" 191% 89.9 491 89.5 91.6
64 764 4.34 0.011226 428 SO.3 3 0.0'10 760% 100.0 S03 89.V 892
85 713 4.26 0.026165 42.1 S08 3 00% 730% 100.0 S08 89.9 896
61 971 5.29 0.021814 39.8 49.1 3 0.0% 139% 100.0 491 89.V V92
86 11.04 6.98 0.012866 50.1 S05 3 0.1% 63.6% 89.9 S05 89.4 911
8V 11.11 6.114 0.024139 50.3 50.2 3 0.0'10 650% 100.0 S02 89.9 V92
12 15.46 8.54 0.015259 338 4U 3 1.0% 191% 962 '98 93.8 681
73 1454 9.'6 0.025248 33V 50.0 3 1.0% 12.0% 982 SO.O V2.8 61.2
14 '4.404 V.56 0.043890 32.6 54.4 3 0.0% 89.V% 100.0 54.4 89.9 VV4
15 196'1 10.40 0.043311 33.2 53.6 3 2.9% 13.3% 98.1 53.6 65.0 612
16 1662 11.36 0.031321 31.1 53.0 3 4.8% 66.2% 925 53.0 62.1 601
11 19.13 10.6V 0.01n46 33.V SO.4 3 5.0% 6U% 924 S04 63.6 615
16 16.06 1.92 0.012376 32.8 49.7 3 5.0% 7U% 92.4 4V.7 64.2 614
19 1553 8.47 0.021812 31.8 SO.1 3 3.9% 77~ 93.1 SO.\ 641 601
80 15.53 6.49 0.022135 34.5 49.5 3 2.0% 75.2% ellS 485 685 839
81 14 73 V.27 0.02OV52 32.9 SO.5 3 2.0% 75.2% ell 6 S05 867 640
82 15.80 6.IV 0.036991 32.9 53.8 3 1.0% 73.1% V82 538 V20 6&3
83 17.02 6.98 0.016388 33.V SO.3 3 4.9% 76.3% 925 S03 833 601
84 17 08 6.92 0.02513V 33.5 SO.1 3 4.9% 77.3% 928 SO I 824 IV 1
85 17 92 6.08 0.050402 34.7 55.1 3 5.0% 11.2% 925 55.1 610 781
88 1125 3.17 0.010181 37.4 49.7 3 5.0% 6&.0% 82.4 .91 835 802
81 10.89 4.12 0.023981 38.1 SO.3 3 4.0% 82.0% 93.1 SO.3 830 190
88 10.59 4.41 0.041814 38.8 54.6 3 3.0% 60.0% 95.1 54.6 638 190
89 10.35 4.85 0.014565 35.1 49.6 3 3.0% 60.2% 95.1 49.6 66.0 618
90 10.14 4.81 0.011202 38.2 4V.8 3 1.0% 7V.0% e8.1 4U 924 6&4
91 10.6\ 4.38 0.048ose 35.0 54.8 3 1.1% 18.6% 98.1 54.6 90.6 83.9
92 22.91 701 0.05\943 32.0 55.2 3 4.0% 78.9% 93.1 55.2 829 795
93 21.'2 8.60 0.042708 30.8 54.0 3 8.0% 72.2% VI.' 54.0 eo5 185
94 23.14 8.86 0.052201 34.1 58.6 3 6.0% 74.4% 89.' 56.8 185 76.8
95 24.58 5.'2 0.01876'- 34.6 4V.6 3 8.0% 78.9'10 89.4 49.8 616 801
96 11.46 3.52 0.0111140 38.0 49.7 3 5.0% 85.9'10 V24 49.1 83.5 802
91 V.73 5.21 0.052356 35.\ 51.5 3 0.0% 6V.l'" \00.0 57.5 1000 898
98 16.12 7.86 0.053559 31.8 56.0 3 1.0% 11.9'10 98.\ 56.0 V13 8~4
99 21.78 8.22 0.053002 34.0 55.5 3 4.0% 75.2% 93.1 55.5 62.6 7V 5
\00 1159 V.40 0.015733 34.8 4g.8 3 4.0% 13.1% 931 49.8 841 81 I
101 10.V5 '0.02 0.034415 34.7 53.5 3 3.0% 6V.0% 950 535 842 806
102 10..4,8 10.53 0.055321 34.V 57.5 3 1.0% 89.0% g82 51.~ 912 651
103 17.12 12.84 0.022381 322 49.8 3 1.0% 62.0% V81 ,fg.! 82.3 61.'
104 1402 18.00 0.062047 31.3 59.8 3 1.6% 61.1I'll. 91.2 59.8 863 837
10~ 6.60 8.36 8.800000 350 4g.7 3 0.0% 14.0% 9U "V.7 89.6 V78




No. t..,3 1..... 4 tny6 tn,' tn,
t.moeratuR t.moerwbJ,. tl&mo.ratu,.. t8mDeratur-. olllelen....
C C C C
4 74.0 70.6 ea.Q 67.5 0.5\
5 73.7 70.5 68.8 67.5 0.46
6 73.3 70.2 ea.7 67.5 0.44
7 72.6 69.6 ea.4 67.5 0.37
6 75.5 72.4 70.2 66.5 0.44
13 72.7 69.2 66.0 67.0 0.44
14 73.2 6Q.3 66.0 67.1 0.42
15 73.1 69.5 66.4 67.5 0.34
16 72.0 69.2 66.2 67.5 0.31
17 72.0 69.2 66.2 67.5 0.31
16 71.7 69.0 66.1 67.4 0.30
19 71.7 69.2 68.4 87.7 0.26
21 73.1 69.5 68.1 67.0 0.•6
22 73.1 89.6 68.3 67.2 0.45
23 72.7 89.4 66.1 67.1 0.42
24 72.2 89.1 66.0 87.1 0.40
25 72.1 66.9 87.7 66.9 0.41
26 72.1 69.4 68.6 66.2 0.20
27 72.7 6U 69.2 66.6 0.17
2Q 72.7 66.4 66.8 65.9 0.69
:l() 73.6 69.2 67.5 66.3 0.64
32 72.8 66.3 66.9 66.0 0.62
33 73.3 66.9 67.2 66.1 0.68
34 74.5 71.6 70.1 68.8 0.30
35 74.6 71.7 69.7 68.1 0.48
36 78.0 74.4 71.1 68.8 0.81
37 79.3 75.1 71.3 66.7 0.64
38 78.6 12.6 70.0 68.1 0.53
39 76.9 73.3 70.7 68.8 0.46
40 76.7 73.1 70.6 68.6 0.45
41 76.7 73.3 70.6 68.6 0.50
'2 78.7 73.1 70.3 68.3 0.55
'3 77.2 73.8 70.6 68,4 0.57
44 68.8 63.3 75.5 69.8 1.00
.5 94.9 9-4.' 91.6 82.3 1.00
.6 95.3 93.' 86.0 75.2 1.00
.7 116.6 95.2 89.0 77.3 1.00
'6 97.3 96.2 90.6 78.5 100
'9 92.8 91.8 87.3 77.8 1.00
50 94.3 92.5 85.5 752 1.00
51 95.6 90.4 88.1 76.9 1.00
52 116.8 95.9 90.7 79.0 1.00
53 93.3 93.0 91.1 63.' 1.00
~ 93.2 90.8 83.3 7'.0 1.00
55 95.1 93.8 87.8 7eg 100
56 95.' 93.3 65.4 70 1.00
57 95.7 93.7 86.1 75.1 1.00
58 96.8 9'.9 871 75.6 100
59 96.' 95.0 884 76.8 1.00
60 97.3 95.' 875 75.6 1.00
61 97.6 95.9 88.1 76.0 1.00
62 91.8 66.1 79.7 71.8 1.00
63 92.5 89.4 9\ 3 12.7 1.00
64 95.9 93.6 85,1 70.3 1.00
65 97.6 95.8 87.6 75.6 1.00
67 96.2 94.3 86' 75.2 1.00
68 92.5 91.8 88.' 79.5 1.00
69 96.1 95.2 90.2 79.0 1.00
72 83.3 79.3 74.3 70.5 \.00
73 82.5 78.0 70.0 71.1 0."
7. 96.8 95.4 88.7 76.9 1.00
75 78.5 7'.3 71.9 70.2 0.35
78 78.5 7'.9 73.0 71.4 0.25
77 60.0 76.7 73.6 71.4 0.33
76 79.6 75.7 72.4 69.7 0.51
79 78.5 7'.0 71.5 69.6 0.40
60 80.6 75.9 12.7 70.3 0.43
61 60.6 76.3 72.9 70.' 0.44
62 81.5 76.3 72.9 70.6 0.'2
63 79.0 74.0 71.6 69.7 0.38
84 77.8 73.1 71.0 69.' 0.37
85 76.0 72.2 70.5 69.1 0.3.
86 76.3 72.' 69.8 66.0 0.55
67 76.5 72.0 69.9 68.' 0.43
68 75.8 12.2 70.2 66.7 0.40
89 76.9 73.6 7'.0 89.1 0.46
90 81.5 75.8 72.1 69.6 0.51
91 78.6 73.9 11.1 69.2 0.45
92 77.1 72.7 70.6 69.3 0.36
93 78.9 73.0 71.4 70.1 0.28
9' 75.5 71.9 70.6 69.5 0.27
95 79.0 72.9 70.6 69.1 0.39
96 78.2 72.3 69.7 67.9 0.54
97 96.5 91.1 90.0 77.2 1.00
96 80.6 75.8 12.6 70.8 0.39
99 77.2 73.1 71.1 69.6 034
100 78.9 76.0 73.1 70.7 037
'01 78.0 74.9 72.7 70.9 0.30
102 80.3 76.4 73.' 71.2 0.36
103 82.5 6U 79.9 75.0 0.43
10' 60.2 77.2 74.5 12.5 0.28
105 91.2 89.6 83.9 15.2 1.00
106 95.1 93.2 85.6 75.2 1.00
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Data Used for Hybrid Parallel Modeling
No. loriQfnal fil. name IHd IHd reed rolhn ...nul robollo' tmr1 lnv2 ""'3 ln~- COf11DOJition _roturo .... tamoenItUR tMnDemu,. temDerMurw IWnDeratun lOm_ro tomIlOrolUroIblhrl m.".,MoOH C Iblhrl C C C C C C
107 0JID001H .., 24.00 30 35.4 15.75 50.0 tlU ae.s 1187 &U 77.5
10& • .dlQ01H ss2 24.01 30 34.& 31.01 50.0 N.7 ae.o 1180 aD.5 7&.0
lOll ex000114 ss3 23.lIS 211 35.S 2U3 50.0 N.' ae.o 1180 aD.' TS.&
110 exOOO114 as4 2'.10 211 34.7 15.&7 50.0 N.t ae.4 118' aD.t 71..1
113 exOOO118 sst 23.87 30 34.5 15.M 50.0 87.5 13.4 IS.2 aD.O n.s
11. .><000118 ss2 23.N 30 33.0 IUlO 51.\ 1Ill.1 110.1 13.2 71.4 7'.1
115 exOOO'18 s.s3 15.00 30 34.8 11.5& 51.3 87.8 85.0 117 81.3 73.3
118 e.xOOO',8 ss1 '0.87 211 35.0 81.75 58.5 gu.3 87.7 8n 87.1 &5.'
117 e>CllOO118 ss2 211.84 27 32.1 15.70 50.0 1Ill.8 82.3 14.8 18.5 77.5
118 exGOO'20 ss, 211.81 26 3Ul 15.82 50.0 IIS.I 81.5 142 18.1 71.&
118 0JID00120 ss2 211.82 26 32.1 lUI 80.5 IIS.O 81.2 IU 71..8 74.1
120 exOOO12' ss1 211.84 28 32.3 15.75 50.0 1Ill.' 82.5 148 71.7 77.0
122 exOOO128 SJ1 211.88 28 30.8 11.10 80.8 85.5 82.2 14.1 71..1 75.3
123 eXOOO'28 ss2 211.85 28 33.1 15.11 50.0 85.5 81.7 131 71.1 78.0
124 0><000128 ..3 211.88 2& 32.5 11.7& 11.3 84.3 110.8 11.1 75.7 7'.0
125 exOOO,3, sst 211.88 22 31.3 15.82 50.0 02.1 IS.O &1.2 71..8 75.7
126 exOOO,3, ss2 2US 21 30.0 11.71 81.0 82.0 I4.S 7ug 71.8 73.1
127 exOOO,31 553 2II.8S 20 32.5 15.26 SO.O 84.8 110.1 14.3 78.5 74.11
121 exOOO20t ss, 2US 21 32.4 '8.01 SO.O 85.1 81.3 15.1 80.0 75.1
129 .><000201 ss2 2II.8S 21 3M 81.8' S8.6 84.5 110.1 &3.8 71.8 73.5
130 ex000201 5.13 29.87 20 32.' '8.08 SO.O 85.' 110.5 &0 78 • 75.1
131 eXOOO202 551 23.9& 20 34.7 18.31 SO.O 87.1 84.1 11.8 13.4 78.7
132 exOOO202 ss2 23.87 20 33.8 11.50 57.1 88.' 8'.1 17.8 121 78.7
133 ex000202 5s3 23.85 20 34.1 lB.S3 SO.O 8fl.S 8'.3 85.0 S2.5 71.1
I,. ex000203 sst 14.80 20 28.1 IS.25 SO.O 8U 87.2 84.0 118.' 55.5
135 e)(QD0203 552 23.87 18 27.8 ,B.•O SO.O 82.5 Ie.l eo.& 71..' 73.8
136 exOOO203 513 23.81 18 27.' 51.51 51.5 81.0 14.2 78.3 7S.4 71.4
137 exOOO204 5S 1 23.88 25 34.2 42.80 54.4 88.3 82.5 53.7 7S.5 74.S
13& elCOOO204 s52 23.88 28 34.1 1'.es 58.5 8fl.8 83.7 55.1 71.1 78.4
138 eXOOO2tM 553 29.84 2B 31.5 42.8' 55.2 88.4 83.5 14.' 78.7 75.4
'40 exOOO2CXI 551 23.88 2& 35.8 15.07 50.0 88.5 83.2 85.' 78.' 75.2,., exOOO209 552 23,88 28 35.2 S1.40 57.' 88.5 84.8 88.0 12.1 78.7
"2 exOOO210 sst 23,88 26 35.3 IS.17 SO.O 80.4 87.5 81.1 85.3 13.4
143 exOOO210 s52 23.95 28 34.5 15.&8 SO.O lle.8 83.5 85.2 78.5 17.5
1.. .><000217 .., lU8 31 35.0 15.17 SO.O 100.3 8U 84.2 175 17.8
lOS exOOO217 "2 14.96 31 35.0 &1.11 80.5 98.1 87.7 83.5 aa.5 aa5,.6 oxOOO217 ss3 28.9B 211 33.1 15.85 SO.O 8fl.2 82.4 83.& 71.8 7& 8
,.7 exOOO2t8 sst 29.9B 33 33.0 15.1' 50.0 Dt.O 88.1 57.7 810 801
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Data Used for Hybrid Parallel Modeling bottom compo.tuon dl.stJn.te composition bOllom composition
No. tn.S In'" effie-iency IlWflh Ilxod .melo.ncv 00.4 wfth nxed efflclencv -G." ._lImont
temperature t8mllMr.tu... adull
C C from ChemCAO mol%mtOH mol% meOH mo'%meoH
107 78.8 74.3 0.48 0.5" 53.8" '"105 74.7 72.2 0.40 O.r-. ea.l" '"10~ 74.8 12.0 0.41 0.1nIo 57.3.. '"110 76.' 73.8 0.45 0.8" 55.... ,..
',3 78.7 75.0 0.34 1.3.. 65.8" :z-.
114 73.5 71.3 0.29 2.3" 75.0-. :z-.
115 71.6 68.8 1.00 1.3.. 78.0-. 0-.
118 78.8 89.9 1.00 0.4" 58.1" 0-.
117 78.8 74.6 0.44 '.1nIo ea.1nIo '"115 75.9 74.0 0.46 2.5" 89.2llo '"119 73.3 70.4 0.33 3.0-. 78.1nIo 1..
120 76.2 74.5 0.43 2.1" 87.8% ,..
122 73.9 71.1 0.29 2.8" 75.1" ,..
123 75.4 74.2 0.41 2.7% 89.1nIo ''ll.
124 73.2 71.1 0.39 3.5% 79.5% I'll.
125 74.9 73.5 0.33 4.7% 74.8% 3%
125 72.9 70.5 0.24 5.4% 52.0-. 3"
127 74.0 71.8 0.55 3.'% 71.3% I'll.
125 75.2 73.1 0.50 2.5% 89.:z-. ,"
129 72.2 89.4 0.35 3.3% 79.3% 1..
130 14.9 12.7 0.51 2.9% 70.8" I'll.
131 75.8 71.3 1.00 1.8% 87.8% 0-.
132 72.5 87.9 1.00 2.1% 77.2'llo 0-.
133 74.3 89.8 1.00 1.8% 66.8% 0-.
134 80.8 71.6 1.00 0.7% 55.0-. 0-.
135 72.5 70.9 0.43 5.0-. 76.4% 3"
135 70.2 65.1 .. 0.30 8.3% 53.3% 3..
137 73.8 71.7 1.00 2.1% 75.8% 0%
135 73.5 59.5 1.00 U% 77.1" 0%
'39 14.8 72.4 1.00 2.1% 74.5% 0%
'40 15.1 12.8 0.48 2.0% 89.5% I'll.
141 74.2 87.2 1.00 1.9% 77.0% 0%
'42 78.5 72.1 1.00 0.3% 47.5% 0%
'43 76.5 74.6 0.41 1.7% 85.1% 1%
'44 83.1 74.3 0.45 0.4% 57.5% 1%
145 80.0 70.5 0.33 0.5% 89.5% I'll.
148 76.3 75.1 0.41 2.2% 85.1% I'll.
'47 79." 77.7 0.35 0.5% 51.5% ,%
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dlctlll.tw cGmp08ition _rrOf of distilLilr. enor of dlstUlate dildltate ,..Jdu.t error
No. ex:peftment compOsition compo_ftlon comPGs:ttJon exa-rfmen'!· hYbrtd
experiment. fixed ,ffidency) (prodletld bv n.u .... nolWOrIc hVb~d PatllUII modll :PIIf'1l16lmodel
mol% meCH) mol%me:OH mol%meOH molYtmeOH mOl'AmeOH
107 70.M!> 18.4% 10.4% 64.M!> 8.0'll0
106 89.M!> 2.", 4.2% 70.3% ·1.3%
109 89.M!> 1.7% 4.1% 71.4% ·2.4%
110 70M!> 13.6% 10.0'll0 M.4% 3.8%
113 64.0% ·1.8% 2.5% 6lI.2'll. ".2%
114 65.0% ·13.M!> ·12.1% 85.", -0.",
,,5 72.0'll0 ".M!> ·3.7% 72.3% -0.3%
118 69.M!> 0.9% 1.M!> 89.1% -0.1%
117 63.0% ·3.9% ·5.3% 81.8% 1.4%
118 85.M!> ".2% ·5.8% 83.8% 1.4%
119 85.0% ·13.9'11. ·14.2% 64.8% 0.2%
120 62.0% ·5.8% ".5% 83.M!> ·1.0'll0
122 60.0% ·18.1% ·15.2% 83.0'll. ·3.0'll0
123 60.0% ·9.9% ~.1% 83.8% ·3.e%
124 71.0% ·6.6% ·17.M!> 82.", 6.1%
125 65.0% ·9.8% ·9.0% 85.0% 0.D'll.
126 82.M!> ·20.0'll. .2O.0'll. 82.0'll. 0.0'll0
127 72.0% 0.7% 2.9% 74.2% ·2.2'll.
128 86.0% .1.2% ·1.'''- 86.1% -0.1%
129 6lI.0% ·11.3% ·12.1% 87.2% 0.8%
130 89.0% ·1.8% ·o.e% 70.0% ·1.0%
131 77.0% 9.4% 9.8% 77.4% -0.4%
132 74.0% ·3.2% ·2.8% 74.8% ·0.8%
133 61.0% 14.4% 13.7% 60.3% 0.7%
134 79.0'1\ 14.0'll. 11.5% 78.4% 2.8%
135 75.0% ·1.4% ·0.3% 78.1% ·1.1%
138 70.0% ·13.3% ·12.5% 70.8% -0.6%
137 85.0% ·10.6% ·6.9% 68.7% .1.7%
136 69.0% .. ·6.1% ·7.3% 69.6% ·0.6%
139 83.0% -11.5% ·12.5% 82.0% 1.0%
140 70.0% 0.5% 3.3% 72e% ·2.8%
141 74.0% ·3.0% ·4.3% 72.6% 1.2%
142 77.0% 29.5% 14.7% 82.3% 14.7%
143 63.0% ·5.1% ·2.5% 65.8% ·2.8%
1« 72.0% 14.5% 20.4% 78.0% ~.O'll.
145 67.0% ·2.8% -0.3% 89.5% ·2.5%
146 60.0% ·8.1% ~.2% 81.9'11. ·U%




No. ••De.rinMnt - fixed "Nd 'ud "nUl bottom dlotlU... ,.boI., fHd ...nux 'Nd boltom
efficiency moden ..... comDO.h)on ra.. ..... ra.. dulY temDlf8tu,. temDllntun lnIy compo.Ilion
mol" meOH IbIIl' (mol% mllOH lblhr :lbI!l<l IbIIl' % 0"101\ D.,.,." C C mo",meoH
107 16.4% 24.00 31l'lCo 15.75 12.22 ".06 •DOll. 35.4 50.0 3 "101 2.K 24.01 31l'lCo 31.0' 11.84 ".33 .DOll. 14.6 50.0 3 1'llo
109 1.7% 23.96 211% 26.113 ".52 1l.67 - ~.6 50.0 3 1'llo110 13.6% 2nD 211% '5.67 ".66 11.46 - 14.7 50.0 3 I'llo"3 -1.6'4 23.97 30'lC0 lS.66 11.62 .'.64 6O'lCo 14.5 50.0 3 2'llo
114 -'3.1l'lCo 23.96 3O'lCo 61.90 '2.03 11.03 6O'lCo 33.0 61.1 3 2'llo
115 -4.0'lC0 '5.00 3O'lCo 6'.56 7.53 6.26 6O'lCo 14.9 56.3 3 0110
"6 0.9% ,. 97 211% 61.76 7.04 6.61 71l'lCo 35.0 59.6 3 0110
117 -3.9% 29.94 27% 15.70 14.5' '4.69 90% 32.' 50.0 3 "116 -4.2'4 29.9' 26.. 15.62 15.22 14.72 6O'lCo 31.9 50.0 3 ,%
119 ,'3.11% 29.92 26.. 61.7' 12.62 16.06 6O'lCo 32.' 60.6 3 "
'20 ·5.6% 29.94 26% 15.75 '1.73 17.59 70'lC0 32.3 50.0 3 "'22 ·18.'% 29.96 26% 8l.60 '1.1. 18.24 90% 30.8 60.9 3 .%
123 -9.11% 29.95 28% U.61 6.74 20.62 6O'lCo n, 50.0 3 ''II.
'24 -8.6% 29.96 26'llo 61.76 7.70 20.'4 6O'lCo 32.6 61.3 3 t'llo
'25 -9.6'llo 29.96 22'4 lU2 '9.05 11.'4 6O'lCo 31.3 50.0 3 3'
'26 -20.0% 29.95 21'4 8 •.77 17.74 12.57 6O'lCo 30.0 61.0 3 3'
.27 0.7'llo 29.95 21l'lCo 16.26 20.59 9.79 6O'lCo 32.5 50.0 3 I'll.
.26 .1.2'4 29.95 21'llo 16.0. .9.63 10.64 90% 32.4 50.0 3 I'll.
129 ·11.3'llo 29.95 2'% 8'.64 '6.99 11.20 90% 30.6 59.6 3 I'll.
.30 -1.6'llo 29.97 2O'lCo 16.06 '9.56 '0.84 ,DOll. 32.4 50.0 3 I'll.
131 9.4'4 23.98 20% 16.31 '5.96 6.05 - 14.7 50.0 3 0110132 ·3.2'4 23.97 20'llo 81.50 .5.87 8.45 - 33.9 57.6 3 0110'33 14.4'4 23.95 20% 16.63 16.61 7.55 60% 14.' 50.0 3 0110
1M '4.0% 14.99 20% '6.26 9.61 4.95 90% 29.1 50.0 3 0110
135 -'.4% 23.97 19% '6.40 17.36 6.71 60% 27.9 50.0 3 3%
'36 -13.3% 23.9' 19% 81.5' 18.43 6.37 60% 27.4 56.5 3 3%
'37 -'0.8% 23.96 28% 42.90 4.03 17.33 60% :14.2 54.4 3 0%
'38 -6.1% 23.96 28% 61.66 8.06 16.18 8O'lCo 34 .• 59.5 3 0%
139 ·11.5% 29.94 26% 42.61 421 23.89 '00% 3'.5 55.2 3 0%
140 0.5% 2~.98 26% \8.07 9.83 12.56 81l'lCo 35.6 50.0 3 ''II.
'41 -3.0% 23.98 26'llo 61.40 7.35 9.25 81l'lCo 35.2 57.4 ~ 0%
'42 29.5% 2~.96 26'llo 16.17 9.05 7.113 70'lC0 35.3 50.0 ~ 0%
14~ ·5.'% 23.95 26'llo 15.88 10.87 12.94 6O'lCo 14.5 50.0 3 ''llo
'44 14.5% 14.96 3.'llo .5.77 8.67 7.02 70% 35.0 50.0 3 I'll.
145 -2.6% 14.96 3'% 61.61 8.11 8.05 70% 35.0 80.6 3 I'll.
148 ·8.1% 29.96 29% 15.65 8.26 20.52 80'lC0 33.' 50.0 3 1'llo
147 3.5% 29.96 33.. 15.14 7.79 20.95 70% 33.0 50.0 3 1'llo
117
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EXPERIMENT DATA DATA RECONCILIATI
No. dlrtillae nboil.r distillate tray 1 tray % tnly J lroy 4 'roy 5 lnIy' elpM beta ow..n MoOH
c-omDolft]on temDeI'1ltU,. tlmDllratu,.. telnoeratu,. t.moemu,. f'amDeratun temoerliturw .....pemu... wmperatu,. rMter1a1 malel1el
mol%meOH C C) C C C C C c beta.... blil.lnc.
107 10% 119.1 4Ui 114.5 85.7 81.0 71.5 75.5 74.3 -ll.85 1.55 0.00 0.00
108 61l% 118.7 44.0 114.0 88.0 80.8 78.0 74.7 7U -ll.88 1.43 0.00 0.00
108 61l% 88.4 «.1 114.0 88.0 80.4 75.8 74.8 72.0 0.Q7 0.70 0.00 0.00
110 10% 88.8 412 114.4 88,4 80.8 71.1 75.1 73.8 -ll.10 0.88 0.00 0.00
113 84% 87.8 42,1 93.4 852 80.0 71.8 78.7 75.0 -1,00 \.51 0.00 0.00
114 65% 9&.1 48.3 110.8 832 78.4 74.8 73.8 71.3 -\.07 1.87 0.00 0.00
115 12% 87.6 47.5 85.0 67.7 81.3 73.3 71.8 e.l.8 -ll.44 1.85 0.00 0.00
118 61l% 88.3 47.8 87.7 Q3.8 87.1 85.4 78.8 88.8 0.04 1.28 0.00 0.00
117 83% 118.6 43.5 ll2.3 6U 78.8 77.8 78.8 74.8 -ll.03 0.87 0.00 0.00
118 65% 85.5 43.0 81.5 84.2 79.1 78.8 75.8 74.0 0.08 -ll.09 0.00 0.00
119 65% 95.0 49.0 812 63.5 77.8 74.7 13.3 70.4 2.48 -1.44 0.00 0.00
120 62% 98.4 43.9 ll2.6 84.6 78.7 77.0 16.2 74.5 2.08 ·1.46 0.00 0,00
122 60% 95.6 492 92.2 84.1 71.6 75.3 13,8 71.1 234 -1.13 0.00 0.00
123 60% 95.5 4U 81.7 63.1 78.6 78.0 15.4 74.2 4.70 ".11 0.00 0.00
124 71% 94.3 .9.3 110.8 81.8 75.7 74.0 73.2 71.1 1.53 -5.41 0.00 0.00
125 85% 92.8 42.0 85.8 81.2 77.5 75.7 74.9 73.5 -ll.89 0.88 0.00 0.00
125 52% ll2.0 48.9 84.8 78.8 75.9 13.8 12.9 10.5 0.51 -0.83 0.00 0.00
127 12% 114.9 39.7 90.1 84.3 79.5 , 74.8 74.0 11.8 ·1.48 1.03 0.00 0.00
126 55% 95.8 40.4 91.3 85.1 60.0 78.1 75.2 73.1 -1.53 1.11 0.00 0.00
129 86% 94.6 48.1 90.1 83,8 7a.6 13.6 12.2 59.4 -0.78 0.55 0.00 0.00
130 89% 95.1 40.1 90.6 84.5 711.4 75.8 1'.8 72.1 -0.13 0.20 0.00 0.00
131 77% 91.1 36.5 94.8 88.8 83.4 7D.7 15.8 71.3 -0.52 0.51 0.00 0.00
132 1.% 96.4 47.1 114.1 87.9 62.1 75.7 72.5 57.8 ·0.53 0.36 0.00 0.00
133 81% 96.6 37.7 94.3 85.0 82.5 18.1 74.3 68.5 ·1.20 0.711 0.00 0.00
134 711% 98.5 36.7 g7.2 114.0 55.' 85.5 50.5 71.5 0.08 0.35 0.00 0.00
135 75% 92.5 38.g 88.1 80.8 77.4 73.5 72.5 70.11 -0.75 0.84 0.00 0.00
136 70% 91.0 4H 84.2 78.3 75.' 71.4 702 86.1 ·2.20 1.31 0,00 0.00
137 65% 96.3 45.g 112.8 83.7 15.5 74.5 73,6 71.7 7.11 ".51 0.00 0.00
138 69% 96.6 48.0 93.7 55.1 78.1 75.4 73,8 68.8 5.53 -3.59 0.00 0.00
139 53% 96.4 47.4 93.5 84.4 75.7 75.' 74.5 12.4 9.45 ·7.41 0.00 0.00
,.0 70% 96.5 41.7 93.2 85.1 711.4 75.2 75,1 12.5 2.45 -ll.58 0.00 0.00
141 74% 96.5 47.1 9U 511.0 52.' 79.7 74.2 57.2 4.511 2.411 0.00 0.00
"2 71% 98.4 38.1 97.5 81.5 55.3 53.' 75.5 72.1 4.18 2.84 0.00 0.00
143 83% 96.11 42.2 93.5 652 79.5 71.5 75.8 14.8 1.31 -ll.97 0.00 0.00
144 72% 100.3 39.2 88.6 114.2 57.5 81.11 83.1 74.3 0.15 0.114 0.00 0.00
145 87% 119.1 460 97.1 83.5 88.5 58.5 80.0 70.5 0.52 0.25 0.00 0.00
146 60% 116.2 45.6 112.4 83.8 11.6 76.8 15.3 15.1 4.65 ·3.50 000 0.00
147 55% 119.0 45.8 96.1 87.7 81.0 80.1 711.4 71.7 2.00 -0.78 0.00 0.00
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DATA RECONCILfATJON CHEMCAD INPUTS CHEMCAD OUTPUTS
No. NCOnc.iled ,.conellect. MeOH
_.
foed ,..nUJl bottom ,..nUI T sub cooled ,.... 'oed renuJ:
bottom rite d'8tlllate Qt_ Rowmtll flow,... wm....,..tu,. me .... telnotratu.. temDerMur'l .... comDOllhion -Iblhrl IbIh Iblhrl Illih C IllIhrl IllIhrl C C Iblhrl ~m.oOH bill'
107 11.37 12.83 '0.3784 13.82'8 35.' 15.75 11.37 SO.O 10.00 2'.00 ~ 15.75
105 11.25 12.75 '0.3527 13.8273 34.8 51.01 11.25 SO.O 20.00 24.01 ~ 51.01
100 11.59 12.37 '0.0793 13.8807 35.8 28.95 11.59 SO.O 20.00 23.98 2W 25.93
110 11.78 '2.32 10'.1582 13.96'8 3-4.7 '5.87 '1.78 SO.O 10.00 24.10 ~ lU7
113 10.82 13.15 10.3554 15.604ll 3-4.5 15.M '0.82 SO.O 20.00 23.07 ~ 15.88
114 10.96 13.00 10.3511 13.5059 33.0 81.00 '0.96 61.1 0.00 23.96 ~ 81.00
115 7.09 7.91 6.4585 8.5'35 3-4.9 S1.58 7.00 55.3 11.00 15.00 ~ 81.55
118 7.08 7.80 8.2014 U728 35.0 61.76 7.05 59.8 10.00 14.07 2no 81.76
117 14.48 15.46 '1.8770 18.0830 32.1 15.70 IU5 SO.O 21.00 20.04 27" 15.70
118 15.28 14.153 , 1.4006 '8.4100 31.9 15.82 15.28 50.0 20.00 20.01 28" 15.82
110 15.28 14,64 11.S03-4 18.41611 32.' 81.7' '5.28 80.8 10.00 20.02 28" 81.71
120 13.81 16.13 12.2362 17.7018 :12.3 15.75 13.8' 50.0 21.00 20.04 28" 15.75
122 13.45 16.51 '2.2464 17.7136 30.8 81.80 13.45 80.9 '0.00 20.96 28" 81.60
123 13.44 '6.51 '2.2423 17.7077 33.1 '5.81 13.44 SO.O 21.00 20.05 26" lUI
124 15.23 14.73 12.2464 17.7136 32.6 81.78 15.23 81.3 8.00 20.96 28" 81.78
125 18.'8 11.80 10.0056 19.9544 31.3 '5.92 18.18 SO.O 20.00 20.96 ~ 15.02
126 18.31 11,64 9.6115 20.3365 30.0 61.77 '8.31 81.0 10.00 20.95 2" 81.77
127 19.'3 10.82 9.2'5' 20.7348 32.5 18.28 U.13 SO.O '0.00 20.95 ~ 18.28
'28 18.20 11.75 9.6115 20.3385 32.' 16.0' 18.20 SO.O 20.00 20.05 2" 18.01
120 '8.20 11.75 ;.8115 20.3355 30.6 61.64 18.20 59.8 10.00 20.05 21" 81.64
130 '8.83 1"," 9.2215 20.7455 32.4 18.08 lU3 50.0 20.00 20.07 20' 16.05
131 '5.38 8.62 7.3785 18.60'5 3-4.7 '8.31 15.38 SO.O 18.00 23.98 ~ 18.31
132 '5.14 8.83 7.3754 16.5_ 3U 81.50 15.14 57.8 11.00 23.07 ~ 81.50
133 15.6' 8.3-4 7.3692 16.5805 34.1 '8.83 15.81 50.0 18.00 23095 ~ 18.85
13-4 9.69 5.30 4.8123 10.3m 29.1 18.26 9.69 50.0 16.00 '4.09 20' 16.28
135 '8.62 7.35 7.0541 16.9159 2H 16.40 'U2 50.0 '6.00 23.97 ,~ 16.40
136 16.23 7.68 7.0364 16.8738 27.' 81.51 18.23 58.5 11.00 23.91 19" 81.51
137 11.20 12.76 9.7939 14.1M, 3'.2 42.90 11 20 54.4 '8.00 25.06 26' 42.00
138 11.69 12.27 9.7039 14.1681 3'.' 8'.68 '1.69 59.5 '0.00 23.06 2~ 81.68
139 13.68 '6.28 '2.2382 17.70'8 31.5 42.61 13.86 55.2 '5.00 20.94 28' 42.81
ao '2.05 11.90 9.8020 14.1780 35.6 16.07 12.08 SO.O 19.00 23.98 28" le.o7
'.11 1224 11.74 9.8020 14.1780 35.2 81.40 12.24 57.4 ".00 23.98 28" 81.40
142 13.21 10.77 9.2197 14.7llO3 35.3 16.17 13.21 50.0 '6.00 2U8 28' 16.17
143 11.98 11.97 9.2051 14.7419 3-4.5 15.88 11.96 50.0 21.00 23.95 28l1O 15.68
144 7.02 7.06 6.65'8 8.3282 35.0 '5.77 7.02 50.0 19.00 14.98 3'lIO 15.77
145 6.63 8.33 6.6420 8.3171 35.0 81.8' 8.63 60.6 9.00 14.96 3" 81.81
146 12.04 17 02 '2.8033 17.3567 33 , '5.65 12.94 50.0 21.00 29.96 29l1O 15.85
147 9.79 20.17 13.9866 15.973-4 33.0 15.14 9.79 SO.O 22.00 29.96 33l1O 15.14
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CHEMCAD OUTPUTS
No. bottom distil&at. mallet ,..d ,.nux roed bottom d stillata Rboi".r distillate lray 1 tray 2
rat, ,,'e dUlY 'Imae,..tu" 'emoe,..tun IIrOy composition composition temperature tMTlDlrature lamDll"ltu,.. tamDe.l'l.lu...
lbill. IbiIlrl MMBlulhrl Cl C mo", m.OH maN. meOH C C C C
107 11.37 12.63 0.01a5al 35.4 SO.4 3 1.0% 70.,"" Ga. 1 SO.4 02.4 sa.a
lOa 1125 12.7a 0.028034 34.a 4i.5 3 1.0% ai.O% 962 49.5 01.8 sa.2
100 11.59 12.37 0.028517 35.a 4i.5 3 1.0% ai.l'll. Ga2 40.5 n.2 sa.7
110 11.7a 12.32 0.0la529 34.7 SO.4 3 1.0% 70.,"" oa.l SO.4 n.4 sa.i
113 10.a2 13.15 0.019522 34.5 SO.4 3 2.0% 54.,"" 06.5 SO.4 sa.l 64.0
lU 10.116 13.00 0.059234 33.0 a'.2 3 1.i'll. a5.2'll. 116.7 a12 sa.i a2.3
115 7.00 a1 0.053495 34.0 sa.O 3 0.0'll. 71.i'll. 100.0 sa.O 100.0 911.7
116 7.06 Hi 0.054583 35.0 5i.5 3 0.0% a9.0% 100.0 5i.5 100.0 911.7
117 14.4a 15.48 0.021764 32.1 4i.a 3 1.0% a3.,"" Ga2 4U n.7 a7.7
118 15.2a 14.63 0021133 3U SO.2 3 1.,"" as.,"" 98.2 so.• 92..a 87.a
lli 15.•a 14.54 0.081021 32.1 60.3 3 ,.'"" 54.i'll. 98.1 60.3 i1.1 85.7
120 13.81 18.13 0.022309 32.3 49.8 3 '.0% a2.1'll. Ga.. 49.a iV 87.6
122 13,45 la.51 0.084200 30.a 61.2 3 1.0% 60.,"" 982 81.2 il.l as.o
123 13.« la.51 0.022al1 33.1 SO.2 3 O.i'll. 6O.1'll. ia.2 SO.2 i2.7 87.7
124 15.23 lV3 0.058446 32.8 61.2 3 1.0% 71.''ll. i8.. al.2 i'.5 as.5
125 18.1a 11.60 0.01i573 313 SO.2 3 3.0% 65.1'll. i5.1 SO.2 atU 6U
126 18.31 11.64 0080533 30.0 6O.a 3 3.0'll. a2.1'll. is.1 6O.a 64.2 812
127 li.n 10.32 0.0Ia547 32.5 SO.2 3 '.O'll. 72.1"- ia.' SO.O n.a sa.a
12a la.20 11.15 0.0Ii345 32.4 4i.7 3 1.0'll. as.l'll. ia.2 4i.7 i3.4 sa.7
'29 la.20 11.15 0.05a346 30.6 sv 3 '.0% as.O'll. 9a.l 5V i'.5 sa.O
130 la.a3 11.14 O.Olall6a 32.4 4i.5 3 1.0% ai.O'll. ia.. 4i.5 us as.i
131 15.36 a.62 0.016341 34.7 SO.2 3 0.1'll. 7a.5'll. ii.a SO.2 ii.2 ie.a
132 15.14 U3 0.05423a 33.i 57.7 3 0.0% 7•.0'll. 100.0 57.7 91I.i 911.6
133 15.61 a.34 0.016026 34.1 '9.6 3 0.1'll. 6O.5'll. iU 4i.6 911.0 ie.'
13. 9.6i 5.30 0.013621 29.1 '9.6 3 0.0% 7a.6'll. 9i.i 4i.6 911.6 9a.l
135 16.62 7.35 0.01595' 2a SO.5 3 3.0% 14.1l% i5.0 SO.5 56.i 83.5
136 16.23 768 0.054861 27.' sa.4 3 3.0% ai.1l% i5.0 56.4 84.1 aO.4
137 11.20 12.7a 0.036247 342 54.2 3 0.0% a5.0% 100.0 54.2 91I.i 911.1
138 11.69 12.27 0.057327 34.1 Si.5 3 0.0% ai.O% 100.0 59.5 91I.i 911.5
13i 13.66 la2S 0.03i227 31.5 55.a 3 0.0'll. a3.0'll. 100.0 55.a ii.8 in
140 12.08 11.90 0.018369 35.6 SO.4 3 1.0% 70.0'll. 98.1 so.• i2.a 87.2
14' 12.24 11.74 0.055568 35.2 57.7 3 0.0% 74.0'll. 100.0 57.7 ii.i 911.5
142 13.21 10.n 0.01725' 35.3 SO.2 3 0.1% 76.7% 9U SO.2 ii.' ie.3
143 11.98 11.97 0.019065 34.5 'i.6 3 1.0'll. 63.1% 98.2 49.a i2.a 8a
144 7.02 7.1lll 0.01 SO14 35.0 SO.O 3 1.0% 72.0'% 98.2 SO.O i2.2 56.3
145 6.63 6.33 0.05S038 35.0 6O.i 3 1.1% 86.1l% ia.l 6O.i go.3 6·...
146 12.94 17.02 0.022995 33.1 SO.2 3 O.i'll. 60.0'% ga.2 SO.2 i2.6 675
147 9.79 20.17 0.025275 33 a SO.1 3 1.0'll. 55.0% 98.1 SO.1 il.7 se6
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CHEMCAD OUTPUTS
Nc. " .. 3 tray 4 Il'llv5 ....y. ,roy
tamDeratu,. t8mDllntu.... lemoerature mtnoentu.... .mclenev
C C C C
107 82.0 81.2 78.5 72.5 0.48
108 81.5 78.7 74.7 7U 0.40
109 81.9 79.0 7U 71.8 0.41
"0 82.2 81,2 76.5 72.5 0.48
"3 80.9 1lO.' 16.4 73.1 0.34
11. 78.9 76.0 73.8 71.7 0,29
115 97.8 !l8.1 88.2 78.0 1.00
116 97.9 !l8.6 69.7 l7.3 1.00
117 83.2 54.2 )9.3 74.5 0.44
l1B 83.3 83.7 78.7 74.0 0.4B
119 81.2 n.5 74.4 72.1 0.:13
120 83.1 54.5 79.1 74.8 0.43
122 81.8 78.6 75.' 73.0 0.29
123 83.2 85.1 60.2 75.2 0.41
124 BO.5 76.5 73.2 70.9 0.39
125 B1.8 79.2 75.6 72.6 0.:13
126 78.9 75.7 73.7 721 0..2'
127 6.c.4 81.9 76.8 n.2 0.55
128 844 83.0 77.7 73.2 0.50
129 6i 4 78.9 73.8 71.4 0.38
130 84.6 62.7 77.. 72.9 ' 0.51
131 90.1 86.8 82.' 74.1 1.00
132 97.4 95.' 1lS.9 75.' 1.00
133 90.1 87.0 79.9 72.' 1.00 '
134 93.1 90.2 82.0 73.0 1.00
135 811 76.3 73.0 70.' 0.43
138 77.8 74.2 72.2 70.8 0.30
137 95.3 114.4 89.7 79.0 1.00
138 97.0 95.7 89.2 l7.3 1.00
139 94.5 93.8 89.9 79.8 1.00
140 82.5 81.2 76.' 72.4 0.•8
141 !l8.7 94.8 1lS.6 75.2 1.00
142 89.1 87.2 61& 74.0 1.00
143 B3.5 83.2 782 73.9 0.41
144 Bl.4 78.8 74.8 71.' 0.'5
145 79.B 78.3 73.5 71.5 0.33
148 83.0 85.1 BO.3 75.3 0.41
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